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Abs tract We establi sh duality, existence and uniqueness result s for a class of mass
transportations prob lems. We extend a technique of W. Gangbo [9] using the Euler
Equation ofthe dual problem. This is done by introd ucing the h-Fenchel Transform and
using its basic properties. The cost functions we consi der satisfy a generalization of the
so-called Spence-Mirrlees condition which is well-known by economists in dimensio n
I. We therefore end this article by a somehow unexpected applic ation to the economic
theory of incentives.

Key words: mass transportation, duality, general Fenchel transform, economic theory
of incentives, Spence-Mirrlees condition

1. Introduction and main statement

1.1 Assumptions and notations

Let us first recall that, given a probability space (Ol ,Al ,lll ), a measurable
space (0 2 , A2 ) and a meas urable map f : 0 1 --> O2 , the push-forward of 111
through f , denoted f Ull l is the probability measure on (0 2 , A2 ) defined by:

for every B E A2 .
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In all the following, n is some bounded connected open subset of IRn, and
J-l is some probability measure in n which is absolutely continuous with re
spect to the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure, with a positive Radon-Nikodym
derivative with respect to the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure and such that
J-l(Bn) = O.

We are also given a compact Polish space Y, aRadon probability measure
v on Y and a function h : 0 x Y --+ IR which satisfies:

hE 0°(0x Y, IR),

for every w ce n there exists c(w) > 0 such that for all (Xl, X2) E w2
(I)

sup Ih(XI' y) - h(X2 , y)1 :::; c(w)llxI - x211, (2)
y EY

for all Y E Y, h(.,y) is differentiable in n and for all (YI ' Y2 ,x) E y2 Xn

Bh Bh
Bx (x,Yd = Bx(x,Y2) => YI = Y2· (3)

Assumption (3) plays an important role in the proofs and we shall see that
it may be interpreted as a generalization of the well-known one of Spence and
Mirrlees, this assumption was first introduced by Levin in [13].

Our aim is to study the following Monge's mass transportation problem:

(M) sup J(s) := r h(x,s(x))dJ-l(x )
sEtl(J.! ,v) Jo

with:
D..(J-l , v) := {s is a Borel map : n --+ Y s.t. sttJ-l = v} .

The associated Monge-Kantorovich problem is the linear (relaxation of
(M)) program :

(MK) sup K ('y):= r h(x,y)d'Y(x, y)
, E r (J< ,v ) JO XY

with:

r(J-l ,v) := bis a Borel probabiliy measure on nxY S.t. 1Tlh = J-l , 1T2h = v}

where 1TI(x ,y) = x, 1T2(X,y) = Y for all (x,y) E n x Y .

Finally, we define the (dual of (M)) problem :

with:

Eh := {(vJ , c/» , real-valued measurable s.t, vJ (x)+ c/>(Y) ~ h(x,y), V(x, y) E n xY}.
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1.2 Main result

If 'l/J is a given real-valued function defined on n, we define the h-Fenchel
Transforrn of 'l/J , 'l/Jh by:

'l/Jh(y) := sup h(x , y) - 'l/J (x ), for all y E Y.
xE Il

In a similar way, if r/J is a given real-valued function defined on Y, we define

the h-Fenchel Transforrn of r/J , r/Jh by:

r/Jh(x ) := sup h(x , y) - r/J(y ), for all x E n.
yEY

Our main result can then be stated as folIows:

Theorem 1 Under assumptions (1), (2), (3) the following assertions hold:

1) problems (M) , (M K) and (V ) admit at least one solution,

2) (V ) is dual to (M) and (M K) in the sense:

inf'(D) = sup( M ) = sup (MK),

3) the minimum in (V) is attained by a pair (~ , ([» such that:

- -h - - h
l/; = r/J , r/J ='l/J

there exists moreoversome Borel map s from n to Y which satisfies:

~(x) + ([> (s(x)) = h(x ,s(x)) ,jor all x E n,

s E/:'(J-l , v ) and is a solution of (M ), and (i d,s)UJ-l is a solution of (M K),

4) uniqueness also holds: if s is a solution of (M ) then s = s u-a.e.,
(id , s )UJ-l is the unique solution of (M K), and if ('l/J , r/J ) is a solution of (V)
then ib - ~ (respectively r/J - ([» is equal to some constant u -a.e. (respectively
v-a.e.).

In Section 2, technical lemmas are established and basic properties of the
h-Fenchel transforrn are proved. In Section 3, the main result is proved. Finall y,
in Section 4, we adress a question arising in the economic theory of incentives
and show how assumption (3) can be interpreted as a natural generalization of
the Spence-Mirrlees condition. In this framework, our main result enables to
prove a genera l re-allocat ion principle.

The probl em of optimal measure preserving maps (M) has received a lot
of attention since related questions naturally arise in fluid mechanics [2], dif
ferential geometry (see [16] for relation with a classical result of Aleksandrov
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[1]), shape optimization [4] , functional analysis [11], [12], probability [19] and
economics. In the case Y C IRn and h(x , y) = x ' y, the problem was solved by
Bren ier [3] who proved the important Polar Factorization Theorem and exis
tence and uniqueness of an optimal map which is the gradient of some convex
potential. This result was then extended by Mc Cann and Gangbo [10] for costs
of the form c(x - y) with c strictly convex. The result stated in Theorem 1, is
very much in that spirit since it expresses existence and uniqueness of an opti
mal allocation map which is a mea surable selection of the h- subdifferential of
some h-convex potential. Similar characterization results were obtained by V.
Levin [13] using a different approach based on cyclical monotonicity and the
relaxed problem (M K).

2. Technical preliminaries and h-Fenchel transform

In what follow s 7/J will always denote some function : 0 -t IR U {+00} and </>

some function : Y -t IR U {+oo}.

Definition 1 J) 7/J is h-convex if and only if there exists a nonempty subset A
ofY x IR such that:

7/J (x ) = sup h(x , y) + t,foralt xE O.
(y ,t)E A

2) </> is h-convex ifand only ifthere exists a nonempty subset B of O x IR such
that:

</>(y ) = sup h(x ,y) + t,for alty E Y.
(x ,t)E B

Remark. If 7/J is h-convex then either 7/J is identically +00 or it is bounded.
Note also that finite k-convex potentials are l.s.c, hence z--measurable. __

Definition 2 I) The h-Fenchel Transform of 7/J, 7/Jh, is the h-convex function
defined by:

7/Jh(y) := sup h(x , y) - 7/J (x ), for alt y E Y.
x E!!

2) The k-Fenchel Transform of </>, </>h is the h-convexfunction defined by:

qi (x ) := sup h(x , y) - </>( y) , for alt x E O.
y EY

Obviously, Young' s inequalities hold :

7/J (x ) + 7/Jh(y) ~ h(x , y), for all (x , y) E 0 x Y

and :
</>h(x ) + </>( y) ~ h(x , y), for all (x , y) E 0 x Y.

(4)

(5)
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Proposition 1

(7j;h )h(x) = sup{J(x ) : f :S 7j;. fis h-convex },foralt x E fl,

(qi)h (y) = sup{g(x) : g :S 4>. fis h-convex },for alt y E Y.

Itfoltows that 7j; (respectively 4» is h-convex (respectively h-convex) ifand only
if 1j; = (7j;h)h (respectively 4> = (4)h)h).

Proof.

First (7j;h)h is h-convex and Young's inequality yields (1j;h)h :S 7j; so that,
if we define:

V(x) := sup{J(x) : f :S 7j; , f is h-convex }, for all x E fl , (6)

then :
(7)

Since V is h-convex, there exists a nonempty subset A of Y x IR such that:

V( x)= sup h(x,y)+t,foraII xEfl.
(y. t )E A

Let (Yo , to) E A and ~ := h(. , Yo) + to we have:

J/J ~ ~ =? (7j;h)h ~ (~h) h (8)

of course f ~ (~h) h andsincee(Yo) = - to then (~h)h(x) ~ h(x ,yo)+to =
~(x) for all x so (~h/' = ~, with (8) we get (7j;h)h ~ ~ and since (Yo, to)
is arbitrary in A taking the supremum yields (J/Jh / , ~ V so that V = (7j;h)h
using (7) . The characterization of (4)h)h is proved in the same way.

o

Definition 3 I) Define, for alt x E fl :

{)h 7j;( X) := {y E Y : 7j; (x' ) - J/J (x ) ~ h(x' , y) - h(x , y), foralt x' E fl}

{)h 7j;( x ) is calted the h-subdifferentialof 7j; at z , and 1j; is h-subdifferentiable
at x if and only if {)h J/J (x) -I- 0.

2) Define, for alt y E Y:

{)h 4>(Y):= {x E n: 4> (y' ) - 4>(y) ~ h(x ,y') - h(x ,y), foralty' E Y} .
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Note that ßh'l/J(x) and ßhcP(y) can also be defined by:

ßh'l/J(X) = {y E Y : 'l/J (x ) + 'l/Jh(y ) = h(x, y)}

and:
ßhcP(y) = {x E n: <j>h(x ) +<j>(y) = h(x, y)}.

In particular, if 'l/J is h-convex and x E n, then y E ßh'l/J(X) if only if
xE ßh'l/Jh(y).

Proposition 2 Let s]be h-convexandfinite, thefollowing assertions hold true:
J) Forall x E n, ßh'l/J(x) is nonemptyand compact, and the restriction of

the set-valuedmap ßh'l/J to everyclosed subsetofn has a closedgraph,

2) 'l/J E WI~';,(n) , and : esssupw l\7'l/J1::; c(w)for all w ce n and c(w) is
given by (2),

3) if 'l/J is differentiable at x E n and y E ßh'l/J(x) then

ßh
\7'l/J(x) = ßx(x ,y) ,

4) there exists some Borel map s1/J such that for almost every x E n,
ßh'l/J(x) = {s1/J(x)} and s1/J(x) E ßh'l/J(x)forall xE n.

Proof.

Let A be some nonempty subset of Y x IR such that:

'l/J (x ) = sup h(x , y) + t , for all x E n.
(y ,t)EA

I) Fix x E n and let (Yn, tn) be some sequence of A such that h(x, Yn)+tn .......
'l/J (x ) as n -7 +00. Up to a subsequence we may assume that Yn converges
to some fj E Y so that t-. ....... L := 'l/J (x ) - h(x, y). Let us show now that
fj E ßh'l/J(x) . Let x' E n for all n , 'l/J (x' ) 2: h(x' ,Yn) + tn passing to the limit
we get 'l/J (x' ) 2: 'l/J (x ) + h(x' ,y) - h(x ,y) i.e. fj E ßh'l/J(x); ßh'l/J(x) is clearly
compact since Y is and h is continuous. The fact that the restrietion of ßh'l/J to
every closed subset of n has a closed graph is straightforward.

2) Letw ce n and

c(w) := sup Ih(Xl ' y) - h(X2,y)I ·llxl - x211-1 < +00 .
(Xt ,x z ,y)EwzxY, Xt ,exz

'l/J (Xl ) = sup h(Xl ,y)+t= sup h(X2 ,y)+t+h(Xl ,y)-h(X2'Y)
(y ,t)EA (y ,t)EA
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finally, reversing order of Xl and X 2 yields the desired result.

3) Let X E n be a point of differentiabilty of 'lj; and Y E ßh'lj;(x), let
k E ~n, and t =1= 0 be such that [x - tk , x + tk] C n:

'Ij; (x + tk) - 'Ij;(x) = t\J 'Ij;(x) . k + o(t) 2: h(x + tk , y) - h(x, y)

oh
= t ox (x ,y) . k + o(t)

dividing by t > 0 and letting t ---+ 0+ in the previous yields

ßh
\J'Ij;(x) . k 2: ox (x ,y) . k

similarly the converse inequality also holds taking t ---+ 0- and since k is
arbitrary we get:

oh
\J'Ij;(x) = ox(x,y) .

4) By 2) and Rademacher's Theorem 'Ij; is differentiable a.e. in n. On the
other, hand since Y is compact and separable and using I), oh'lj; admits a mea
surable selection say s1/J (see [6] or the measurable selection Theorem ofBrown
and Purves in [25]). If 'lj; is differentiable at xE n and y E oh'lj;(x) then by 3)
we get:

oh oh
ox (x, y) = ox (x, s1/J (x) )

so that with (3) oh'lj;(x) = {S1/J(x)} .

D

Corollary 1 Let 'lj; l and 'lj;2 be h-convex and finite, iffor u-ro.e. x E n

then 'lj; l - 'lj;2 is constant.

Proof.

Using Proposition 2, we get \J( 'lj; l - 'lj;2) = 0 a.e. in n hence the desired
resuIt, since n is connected. D
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We end this section by a result which will playa crucial role in the proof
of the main result. The next Proposition is actually a straightforward general
ization of a result of Gangbo [9] which was an important tool in [9] to prove
Brenier's Theorem.

Proposition 3 Let o be h-convex andfinite, let f E CO(y, IR), define:

. t, ._ rl,it
'1'0 , - 'I'

and for alt r E (-1 , 1)
'l/Jr := (<jJ+rJ)h

then also define A := {x E n : 'l/Jo is differentiable at x } and s := st/Jo as in
Proposition 2, 4) then, for alt x E A:

lim ~['l/Jr(X) - 'l/Jo(x)] = - f(s(x)) .
r ->O T

Since p,(fi \ A) == 0, (9) is satisfied a.e. in n.
Proof.

Let x E A, first we have:

'l/Jo(x) = h(x ,s(x)) - <jJ(s(x))

And, for all r E (-1 , 1):

'l/Jr (X) = h(x,Yr) - <jJ(Yr ) - r f(Y r) for all Yr E ßh'l/Jr( x) . (11)

Let r n be some sequence of (-1 , 1) \ {O} which converges to 0 and relabel
some sequence Yrn E ßh'l/Jrn (x) into Yn '

Step 1.

Let us show first that Yn --t s(x) as n --t +00.

Up to a subsequence we may assurne that Yn converges to Y E Y . First note
that:

and:
'l/Jrn (x) = h(x ,Yn) - <jJ(Yn) - rnf(Yn)'

Since <jJ is l.s.c., we get:

(12)

(13)

limn<jJ(Yn) ~ <jJ(y)

so that passing to the limit in (13) 'l/Jo(x ) ::::: h(x ,y) - <jJ(y) = h(x ,y) - 'l/J8(Y)
and then Y E ßh'l/Jo(x) = {s(x)}, s(x) is therefore the only cluster point of Yn
so that the whole sequence converges to s(x).
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Step 2.

First, we have:

1 1
- [1/Jrn (x)- 1/Jo (x)] = - [(h(x,Yn)- cf>(Yn ))- (h(x,s(x))- cf>(s(x)) ]- f (Yn).
T n T n

(14)
On the one hand:

h(x,Yn) - cf>(Yn) ::; h(x,s(x)) - cf>(s(x))

on the other hand :

(15)

h(x,Yn) - cf>(Yn) 2 h(x,s(x) ) - cf> (s(x)) + Tn [J(Yn) - f (s(x))] ( 16)

using (15 ), (16) and the fact that Yn converges to s(x) and passing to the limit
in (14) we obtain:

. 1
IIm - [1/JrJX) - 1/Jo(x)] = - f (s(x))

Tl rn
(17)

since (17) holds for any sequence (Tn) E ((- 1, 1) \ {O} )1\'1 that converges to 0
we finaIly get:

. 1
IIm - [1/Jr (x) - 1/Jo(x)] = - f (s(x)).
r~O T

3. Proof of the main statement

We are now ready to prove Theorem I . First note that one obviously has:

sup(M K) 2 sup(M ).

Let (1/J , cf» E Eh and "'( E r(p. ,v) , one has:

L(1/J , cf» = r (1/J(x) + cf>(y))d"'((x, y)
J rl X Y

2 r h(x,y)d"'((x ,y) = K ("'( )i. :
so that:

inf (D ) 2 sup(M K)

(18)

D

(19)

(20)
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Remark. If ('l/J , <jJ ) E Eh and 8 E 1:1(p" v) (respectively 'Y E r(p" v)) are such
that J( 8) = L( 'l/J , <jJ) (respectively Kb) = L( 'l/J, <jJ)) then ('l/J, <jJ) is a solution
of (D) and 8 is a solution of (M) (respectively v is a solution of (MJC)). _

The first step of the proof is:

Lemma 1 There exists a solution ("iß,(fi) of (D). moreover if ('l/J , <jJ ) is a solu
tion of (D) then 'l/J is h-convex. <jJ is k -convex and those functions are conjugate
to each other: <jJ = 'l/Jh v-a.e. and ib = <jJh u -a.e..

Proof.

Note first that it is clear from (20) that the value of (D) is finite .

Step 3.

We first prove that if ('l/J , <jJ) E Eh is a solution of (D) then:

p,( {'l/J > ('l/Jh)h}) =p,({'l/J > <jJh}) =v({ <jJ > (<jJh)h}) =0 (21)

If ('l/J, <jJ) E Eh then obviously 'l/J ~ <jJh and <jJ ~ 'l/Jh. Let J; := <jJh and 4> :=
J;h = (<jJh)h , by Young 's inequality (J;, 4» E Eh and J; S 'l/J and 4> s <jJ so that

L( 'l/J , <jJ ) ~ L(J;, 4» . Hence if ('l/J, <jJ ) E Eh is a solution of (D) then :

v({ <jJ > (<jJh)h}) = 0

and
p,({ 'l/J > l ' }) = 0

this also implies p,( {'l/J > ('l/Jh i '}) = 0 since ('l/Jh) h ~ <jJh and (21) is proved.

Step 4.

We now prove existence. Let ('l/Jn , <jJn) E E~ be some minimizing sequence
of (D), noting that L( 'l/Jn + a, <jJn - a) = L( 'l/Jn , <jJn) and using (21), we may

assume with no loss of generality that 'l/Jn = <jJ~ , <jJn = 'l/J~ and :

inf <jJn = 0
Y

(22)

also note that the infimum in (22) is attained since <jJn is l.s.c. say at some point
Zn' Since <jJn ~ 0 we get first:

'l/Jn S !!lax h
IlxY
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so that 'ljJn(x) is bounded uniformly in n and x E n.On the other hand , using
the fact that 'ljJn is h-convex and Proposition 2, assertion 2), we get that 'ljJn
is locally Lipschitz uniformly in n . Using Ascoli's Theorem, we may assurne ,
up to a subsequence that 'ljJn converges uniformlyon compact subsets of n to
some bounded and locally Lipschitz function 7jj.

Step 5.

Let us prove that 7jj is itself h-convex. Define, for all x E n:
;j;(x) := sup 'ljJ (x' ) + h(x,y' ) - h(x', y')

x 'E!1 , Y' E F (x ' )

with:

F( x' ) := n U fJh'ljJn(X')
N2': ln2':N

note that F( x') i= 0 for fJh 'ljJn(x') is nonempty and compact for all n.
~ ~ -

'ljJ is c1early h-convex and 'ljJ 2: 'ljJ let us show the converse inequality: let
x' E n and y' = lim j, YnN where nN --; +00 and YnN E fJh 'ljJnN(x' ), passing
to the limit in:

we get:
7jj(x) 2: 7jj(x' ) + h(x,y') - h(x' , y')

taking the supremum in the previous finally proves 7jj
convex.

'ljJ so that 'ljJ is h-

Step 6.
- - h - - --

Let e := 'ljJ (so that ('ljJ , <p ) E Eh) and let us prove that ('ljJ , <p ) is a solution
of (V) . Lebesgue 's dominated convergence Theorem yields first:

l 1/Jnd/-L --; 1 7jjd/-L. (23)
n !1

Now since , for all (z ,y) E n x Y, <Pn (Y) 2: h(x,y) - 1/Jn(x) we get:

-h -
limn<pn 2: 1/J = <P (24)

using (24) and Fatou 's Lemma we get:

limn [ <Pndv 2: [ (fJdv. (25)

- - - -h
By (23) and (25) we deduce that (1/J , <p) is a solution of (V) with 'ljJ = <P since
- -h -
<P = 'ljJ and 1/J is h-convex.

o
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The precise duality relations between (V) and (M), (MK) are given by:

Lemma 2 Let (1f;, (fi) be as in the previous Lemma and s be any Borel selection
ofßh1f; , the following assertions hold:

1) s E !::l(j.t ,v) and it is a solution of (M),

2Fl:= (id,s)Uj.t E f(j.t ,v) and it is a solution of(MK)

3) (V) is dual to (M ) and (MK) in the sense:

V := inf(V) = sup(M ) = sup(MK) .

Proof, Since (<jJh , <jJ) E Eh for all <jJ, (fi minimizes <jJ f--+ L( <jJ) := L( <jJh, <jJ)
say for instance in L 00 (Y, By , v).

In particular for all f E CO(Y, lR):

1 - - - -
lim -[L(<jJ + rj) - L(<jJ)] 2 0

r ->O+ r

~[L((fi+ rj)-L((fi)]= rfdv+ r~[((fi+ rj)h-i]dj.tr Jy Jo r
Proposition 3, yields first:

lim ~[((fi + r j)h(x) - i (x)] = - f(s(x)), u-e,«. (27)
r

on thc other hand :

(28)

(26), (27), (28) and Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem yield then:

i fdv -l f(s(x))dj.t(x) 2 0 (29)

and the converse inequality obviously holds changing f into - f. To sum up,
we have proved: i f dv = l f(s(x))dj.t(x) (30)

for all f E CO(Y,R) so that v = sU j.t. In other words s E !::l(j.t ,v) and v :=

(id,s)Uj.t E f(j.t,v). Now note that since 1f;(x) + (fi(s(x)) = h(x,s(x)) and
using sUJL = v we have:

L(1f;,(fi) = inf(V) = l [1f;(x) + (fi(s(x))]dj.t(x)
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= Lh(x ,8(x))df-t(x) = J(8) = K(;Y)

Finally, using (20) we get :

J(8) = sup(M ) = K(;Y) = sup(MK) = inf(D) (31)

which proves that 8 is a solution of(M) and;Y is a solution of (MJC), hence
the desired result.

D

The last thing to prove is uniquenes s:

Lemma3 Let (~, ?J), 8 and ;Y be as in the previous Lemma, the following
assertions hold:

1) if (7jJ , cjJ ) is a solutionof (D) then there existsa constant a such that:

7jJ - 7jJ = a, IL-a. e.,

cjJ - ?J = -a, u-a.e.,

2) if s is a solution of (M) then s = S u-a.e.,

3);Y := (id ,8)Uf-t is the uniquesolution oj(MJC).

Proof.

I) Assume that (7jJ , cjJ) is a solution of (D) then, using Lemma I, we may
assume that

7jJ = cjJh and cjJ = 7jJh

let s be some Borel selection of ()h7jJ . We already know that s is a solution of
(M) by Lemma 2. Young's inequality yields :

~(x) + ?J(s(x )) :::: h(x , s(x)) , for all x E n

using J (s) = L(~, ?J)and the fact that s E t::.(f-t , v) we get:

(32)

L(~, ?J) =L[~(x) + ?J(s(x ))]df-t (x ) =Lh(x , s(x))df-t(x) (33)

(33) and (32) yield :

~(x) + ?J(s(x )) = h(x , s(x)) , for f-t-almost every x E n

or equivalently s(x ) E ()h~(x) a.e..
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Finally, Coroll ary I implies that there exists some eonstant a

'l/J - 1j; = a, u-s:e. and <P - (fi = -a v-a.e.

2) Similarly, if s is a solution of (M) then

1j;(x ) + (fi (s(x) ) = h(x , s(x )), for /-l-almost every x E n
and then s = S u-e,e.

3) Let , be a solution of (Mx::) so that:

K b ) = r hd, = L(1j;,(fi) = r [1j;(x ) + (fi(y)]d, (x , y) (34)i.: i.:
sinee (1j; ,(fi ) E Eh we get:

h(x , y) = 1j;(x ) + (fi( y), -y-a.e.

Let G(s) be the graph of s and G(8h1j;) be that of 8h1j;, (35) implies:

, (G(s )) = , (G(8h1j;)) = 1.

(35)

(36)

Let A be some Borel subset of n and B be some Borel subset of Y, by (36),
we get:

, (A x B ) = , (A x B n G(s))

using (36) onee again, we get then:

so that "t = '1 whieh ends the proof.

o

We end this section by a Polar-Factorization type consequence of the main
result:

Corollary 2 Up to u-a.e. equivalence there exists a unique Borel map s such
that:

J) there exists some h-convexpotential 'l/J such that s(x ) E 8h'l/J(x ) for alt
x E n,

2) s pushesforward /-l through v.
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Proof. s defined as previously, satifies the desired result, now, if 8 satisfies I)
and 2) then

J(8) = L( 1j; , 1j;h ) 2': inf(V) = sup(M)

so that, using Lemma 3, 8 = S j.l-a.e.

o

4. Economic application and generalized Spence-Mirrlees
condition

We end this article by an application of our result to the theory of incentives.
More precisely, we are going to prove a re-allocation principle that generalizes
a well-known one in dimen sion I .

Assume that agents ' preferences are given by the quasi-linear utility func
tion:

V( x , y , t) = h( x , y ) + t ,

where x E 0 is the agent's type or parameter, y E Y is an action and t E lR
is some monetary compensatory transfer. We make the same assumptions on
0 , Y, hand j.l as previously. Note that in this case, the probability measure j.l

captures the distribution of types among agents .

A key concept in that theory is that of incentive-compatible contracts:

Definition 4 1) A contract is a pair offunctions (8, t) : 0 ---+ Y x lR.

2) The potential associated with a contract (8, t) is the function Vs,t defined
by:

Vs,t (x) := h(x , s( x)) + t( x ) for alt x E O.

3) The contract (8, t) is incentive-compatible ifand only if:

h(x , 8(X)) + t( x) 2': h( x , 8(X' )) + t( x') , for alt( x , x' ) E 0 2
. (37)

4) A function 8 : 0 ---+ Y is implementable if and only if there exists t :
o ---+ lR such that (8, t) is incentive-compatible.

Remark. The incentive-compatibility condition (37) means that it is optimal
for every agent to announce his true parameter. _
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4.1 The usual Spence-Mirrlees condition and the one dimensional case

In the special one-dimensional case i.e. n = (a,b), Y = [o,ß] and under the
assumption that h is of dass C2 and satisfies the Spence-Mirrlees condition:

EPh
8x8y > 0

then we have the standard characterization result (see [17], [24], [21]):

(38)

Proposition 4 s is implementable ifandonly if s is nondecreasing.

Remark. Note that Spence-Mirrlees condition (38) implies our assumption (3)
on h. _

In this one-dimensional case and under assumption (38), we also have the
other characterization:

Lemma 4 Thefoltowing assertions areequivalent:

1) s is nondecreasing

2) there exists 'l/J h-convex suchthat s(x ) E 8h 'l/J( x ) for alt x E n.

Proof. First assume that s is nondecreasing and define:

l
x Bli

'l/J (x ): = a 8x (t, s(t))dt

we are going to prove that 'l/J is h-convex and s(x ) E 8h 'l/J(x) for all x . Define
for all x:

~(x):= sup 'l/J (x' ) + h(x ,s(x')) - h(x' , s(x'))
x' EÜ

~ is h-convex and ~ 2:: 'l/J , let us show that 'l/J 2:: ~. Let x' E n, we have:

'l/J (x ) - 'l/J (x' ) - h(x , s(x')) + h(x' , s(x'))

l x ' 8h 8h
= x [8x (t , s(x')) - 8x (t , s(t ))]dt

and the latter is n~nnegative using the fact that s is nondecreasing and (38) .

This yields 'l/J = 'l/J so that 'l/J is h-convex and the previous computation also
yields s(x ) E 8h 'l/J(x) .

Conversely assume that for all x, s(x) E 8h 'l/J( x) for some h-convex 'l/J. We
have :

'l/J (x' ) - 'l/J (x ) 2:: h(x' , s(x)) - h(x , s(x ))
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and
'IjJ (x) - 'IjJ (x' ) 2: h(x,s(x')) - h(x' ,s(x'))

so that:

h(x' ,s(x)) - h(x,s(x)) + h(x,s(x')) - h(x' ,s(x')) ~ 0

or equivalently:

l x ' ah ah,
x [ax (t ,s(x)) - ax (t , s(x ))]dt ~ 0

note finally that, with (38), the previous expression has the sign of (x' 
x)(s(x) - s(x')) so that s is nondecreasing.

o
The previous characterizations can be viewed equivalently as a re-allocation

principle via monotone rearrangements:

Proposition 5 Let So be some Borel map : n ---. Y and let s be the non de
creasing rearrangement of So with respect to f.L then s is the only Borel map
which satisfies:

1) s is implementable,

2) s and So are equimeasurable i.e. : stif.L = soti f.L.

For properties of monotone rearrangements see [18]. Recall that s is defined
as folIows; first define :

Fso(y) := /1({so < y}), for all y E Y

then, for all x E n:
s(x) := inf{y E Y s.t. Fso(y) > x}.

Remark, s is the solution of:

In other words , smaximizes the average surplus in the class of maps that have
the same cumulative function as So.

The previous remark can be viewed as an easy consequence of Hardy
Littlewood inequality (see [18]) .
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Let us finally note that if hand 9 both satisfy (38) then the associated
Monge's problems have the same solution . Of course, this result is very specific
of the one-dimensional problem .

Proposition 6 Let hand 9 be two functions from n x Y to IR ofdass C2 that
both satisfy (38); let v be some Radon probability measure on Y. Then both
problems:

sup Jh(S) := r h(x ,s(x))dj.L(x)
s E~ ( Il , lI) in

and

sup Jg(s) := r g(x,s(x))dj.L(x)
SE~ (jl , lI ) in

have the same solution.

Proof. Let s be the maximizer of Jh over t1(j.L ,v), from Lemma 4 and The
orem I, s is nondecreasing. There exists then 'ljJ g-convex such that s(x) E
8g'ljJ (x) for all x and since sUj.L = u, s maximizes Jg over t1(j.L ,v). D

4.2 Re-allocation principle in the general case

Our aim now is to consider the general problem where n is a bounded con
nected open subset of IRn, and j.L is some probability measure in n which is
absolutely continuous with a positive Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect
to the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure, and such that j.L(8n) = 0, Y is a
compact Polish space and h satisfies (1), (2) and (3).

We shall prove a similar re-allocation principle as in the one dimensional
case so that (3) is a natural generalization of the Spence-Mirrlees condition.
A first attempt was made by Me Afee and Me Millan in [15] to characterize
incentive-compatibility in a multi-dimensional setting, the condition of these
authors is much stronger than (3) and their characterization requires s to be
differentiable which is of course not required in what follows since Y need not
have a linear structure .

We start by a characterization result that can be found in [5]

Proposition 7 Let s : n ---+ Y and t : n ---+ IR then we have:

1) (s , t) is incentive-compatible if and only if

Vs,t is h-convex, and
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2) S is implementable if and only if there exists some h-convexfunction 'ljJ
such that:

S(x) E [jh1/J(x ) for aLL xE n.

Then the re-allocation principle can be stated as:

Theorem 2 Let So be an arbitraryBorelfunction n --+ Y, thereexistsa unique
(up to a.e. equivalence) Borel map s such that:

1) s is implementable,

2) So and s are equimeasurablei.e. S~JL = So ~JL.

Moreovet; s is the solution ofthe Monge's Problem:

sup rh(x, s(x ))dJL (x ). (39)
sE t.( ll, so tlll) Jll

Proof. Proof follows directly from Theorem I and Proposition 7. 0

Remark. The economic interpretation of this result is the following : any
allocation plan can be rearranged into some implementable one in a unique
way ; s is therefore in some sense a monotone rearrangement of So and it is
obtained by maximi zing the average surplus in the set of measure-preserving
maps D..(JL , SO ~ JL ) .

Moreover, at least from a theoretical point of view, one can use OUf main
result to find a tarif i such that the pair (s , I) is incentive compatible. Let (1jj, (3)
be a solution of the dual problem of (39), and define for all x E n:

l( x ) := -(3(s(x )) = -h(x ,s( x)) + 1jj(x ),

then it can be checked easily that the pair (s,I) is an incentive-compatible
contract, let us indeed consider a pair of types (x , x' ), we have :

- - -h - I
h(x ,s (x )) + t( x ) = 1/J(x ) = cjJ (x) 2: h(x ,s( x')) - cjJ(s (x ))

= h(x ,s( x')) + l( x') .
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Abstract. Let r > 0 be a finite delay and Co = CE([-r,O]) be the Banach space
of continuous vector-valued funct ions defined on [-r, 0] taking values in a separable
reflexive Banach space E such that its strong dual E' is uniformly convex . We dis
cuss the existence of strong solutions for an evolution equation of the form ü( t ) E
-A(t)u(t ) + F (t, T(t )U) a.e in [0,1], where u : [-r, 1] -> E is a continuous mapping
from [- r, 1] into E such that its restriction to [- r,0] is equal to 'P E Co, and its restr ic-

tion to [0 , 1] is absolutel y continuous, (i.e u(t) = u(O) + J~ ü(s)ds,Vt E [0,1 ] with

ü E L k([O, 1]) , and satisfies the preceding inclusion , A(t) is an m-accretive multival
ued operator on E , F : [0,1 ] x Co -> E is a convex weakly compact valued, separately
scalarly measurabl e and separately scalarly upper semicontinuous multifunction and
(T(t)U)( s) = u(t + s), Vs E [-r, 0]. Some applications to the sweeping process (or
More au' s process) and Optimal Control involving Young measures are also prescnted.

Key words: accretive operator, ball-compact, functional differential inclusion, max
imal monotone operator, multifunction, original control, relaxed control , relaxation,
Young measure

Introduction

Let r > 0 be a finite delay, E be a reflexive separable Banach space such
that its strong dual E' is uniformly convex, A(t) , (t E [0,1]) be an m-accretive
multivalued operator on E ,Co = CE ([-r,0]) be the Banach space of alI contin
uous E -valued functions defined on [-r,0] equipped with the norm of uniform
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convergence and F : [0,1] x CE([-r, O]) ----> E be a separately scalarly mea
surable and separately scalarly upper semicontinuous convex weakly compact
valued multifunction. For any t E [0,1]. let r(t) : CE ([-r, t]) ----> Co defined
by (r(t)u)(s) = u(t + s),Vs E [-r,O] and Vu E CE([-r,t]). Let ip be a
given element of Co . This paper concems the existence of strong solutions for
an evolution equation govemed by m-accretive operators of the type

(P ) {U(t) E -A(t)u(t) + F(t, r(t)u) , a.e tE [0,1],

T u(s) = cp(s) , Vs E [-r, 0]; u(t) E D(A(t)), Vt E [0,1].

By a strong solution of (PT) we mean a function u : [-r, 1] ----> E such that
its restriction to [-r,0] is equal to cp and its restriction to [0, 1] is absolutely

continuous, i.e u(t) = u(O) + I~ u(s) ds,Vt E [0,1] with u E Lk([O, 1]) and
satisfies (PT) '

In section 2 we state the existence of strong solutions for the problem
(PT) and its consequences via a new discretization technique. As an illus
tration of this technique , we present also a viable strong solution to an evo
lution equation govemed by an m -accretive operator A(t) of the form u(t) E
-A(t)u(t) a.e t E [0,1] ; u(O) = a E C(O)nD, u(t) E C(t)nD, Vt E [0,1],
here D = D(A(t)) , for a11 t E [0,1]. and C : [0,1] ----> E is a closed
ball-compact valued (that is the intersection of C(t) with any closed ball of
E is compact), upper semicontinuous multifunction, satisfying a viablity type
condition, namely [Je + >'A(t)]-lC(S) c C(t), for a11 >. > °and for a11°~ s ~ t ~ 1. Applications to sweeping process [7, 8, 20, 21, 26, 27] and
Optimal Control problems for the equations under consideration with the help
of Young measures (see e.g [28]) are given in section 3. The present work is
essentially a continuation ofthe ones given in [4, 5, 7,8,13,15,25,26] . For
more on evolution problems with delay in Banach spaces and related results,
see [18, 23, 24, 31] and the references therein .

1. Notations and preliminaries

We will use the following definitions and notations and summarize some basic
results.

- Eis a separable Banach space, IE is the identity mapping on E and E'
is the topological dual of E .

- BE is the closed unit ball of E.

- cc(E) (resp. cwk(E) is the collection of nonempty closed convex (resp.
weakly compact convex) subsets of E .

- If Ais a subset of E, b*(.,A) is the support function of A.
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- L:( [0, 1]) is the o-algebra of Lebesgue measurable subsets of [0, 1] .

- If Xis a topological space, ß(X) is the Borel tribe of X.

- If A and Bare two subsets of E, the excess of A over Bis

e(A, B ) = sup{d(a,B): a E A}

and its Hausdorff distance is

h(A ,B) = sup{e(A, B) ,e(B, An.

The excess e(A, {o}) is denoted by lAI where lAI = sup{llall :a E A} .

- Lk([O, 1]' dt) (shortly Lk([O, I ])) is the Banach space of Lebesgue
Bochner integrable functions f : [0, 1] -+ E.

- A mapping u : [0, 1] -+ E is absolutely continuous if there is a function

Ü E Lk([O; 1]) such that u(t) = u(O) + I~ ü(s) ds, Vt E [0,1] .

- If X is a topological space , CE(X) is the space of continuous map
pings u : X -+ E equipped with the norm of uniform convergence:

IlullcE(x) = SUPxEX Ilu(x)ll·
- A multifunction F : [0,1] -+ ß(E) is measurable if its graph belongs

to L:([O, 1]) ('9 ß(E) . A convex weakly compact valued multifunction
F: X -+ cwk(E ) defined a topological space Xis scalarly upper semi
continuous if for every x' E E' , the scalar function 0*(x', F( .)) is upper
semicontinuous on X .

- A multivalued operator A(t) : E -+ 2E , (t E [0,1]) is m-accretive, if,
for each t E [0,1] and each >. > 0, R(JE + >'A(t)) = E , and for each
Xl E D(A(t)) ,X2 E D(A(t)), YI E A(t)XI, Y2 E A(t)X2, we have

(j)

where D(A(t)) := {X E E : A(t)x =I- 0}.

If A(t) is m-accretive, then

1 .

(J
'J') ,IIJ,\A(t)x - xii = IIA,\(t)xll ::; IA(t)xlo:= mf Ilyll ,

/\ yEA(t)x

Vx E D(A(t)) ,

where J,\A(t)x = (JE+>'A(t))-IX. We refer to [1,3,31] for the theory
of accretive operators and equations of evolution in Banach spaces . We
refer to [9] for Measurable Multifunctions and Convex Analysis.
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Throughout E is a separable reflexive Banach space such that its strong
dual is unifonnly convex.

2. Existence results

We will consider the following assumptions:

(Hd There exist a continuous function p : [0, 1] ---t E and a nondecreasing
function L : [O, oo[---t [0, oo[ such that

11J.x.A(t )x - J>.A(s)x ll :S Alp(t) - p(s)IL(llxl l)

for all A E]O, 1], for all (t, s) E [0,1] x [0,1], and for all x E E .

(H2 ) For every s > 0, there exists 6(s) > °such that

IIJ>.A (O) x - xii:::; A6(s)

for all A E]O, 1] and for all x E D (A(O )) with Il x ll :::; s.

Remarks. 2.1. Assumption (H 1 ) is similar to the one employed by [3, 12] in the
study of quasi-autonomuous evolution equations. By ([12], Lemma 3.1), (H1 )

implies that the sets D(A(t)) are constant , i.e D(A(t )) := D for all i « [0, 1].

2.2. In view of (jj) (H2 ) is satisfied if, °E D(A(O)) = D(A(O)) and A(O)
satisfies the following boundness type condition, namely, for any closed ball
B(O,1]) of center°with radius 1], the set {IA(O)xlo : x E D(A(O))nB(O,1])}
is bounded in IR. In particular, (H2 ) is satisfied if A(O) : D(A(O )) ---t Eis
cwk(E )-valued and scalarly upper semicontinuous, and D(A(O)) n B (O ,1]) is
compact for any closed ball B (O,1]) of center°with radius 1], because the sets
{ A(O )x : x E D(A(O)) n B(O,1])} are therefore weakly compact.

(H3 ) (a) For every L1-([O,I])-mapping u : [0,1] ---t E satisfying u(t) E
D(A(t )) for all t E [0, 1], the multifunction t ---t A(t )u(t ) is measurable ,
(b) for every x E E and for every A > 0, t 1--+ (JE+AA(t))- l x is measurable,
(c) there exists gE L1- ([O , 1]) such that t 1--+ (!E + AA(t ))-lg(t ) belong s to
L1-([O,1]) for all A > 0.

(H4 ) F : [0,1] x CE([-r,0]) ---t cwk(E ) is separately scalarly measurable on
[0, 1] and separately scalarly upper semicontinuous on CE([- r,0]) , and there
exist s a convex weakly compact set K such that F(t ,u) c K for all (t ,u) E
[0,1 ] x CE([-r,0]) .

The following provides a closure type result in the convergence of approx
imated solution s.

Lemma 2.3.Suppose that A(t) : E ---t 2E(t E [0, 1]), is an m -accretive
operator satisfying (H3 ) , (un ) and (vn ) are sequences in L1- ([O, I]) with
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Un(t) E D(A(t) )for every n andfor every tE [0 ,1] and (rn) is a uniformly
bounded sequence of positive measurablefunctions defined on [0 ,1] such that
rn(t) --., °pointwisely on [0,1] . Assume that thefollowing conditions are sat
isfied:

(i) (un) converges strongly to U E L~([O , 1]) and (vn) converges to v E
L~([O , 1]) with respect to the topology a(L~ , L~f ) ,

(ii) vn(t ) E A(t)un(t ) + rn(t)BE for all n and all tE [0 ,1].

Then we have v(t) E A(t) u(t) a.e tE [0, 1].

Proof Let h f, ([O,lJ) be the identity operator in L~([O , 1]). Let A be the opera 

tor in L~([O , 1])defined by

v E Au .;:=:} v(t ) E A(t)u(t ) a.e tE [0 ,1].

We claim that Ais m-accretive in L~([O , 1]). Let A> °and let 9 E L~([O , 1]).
By (H3 ) (c) there exists g E L~([O , 1]) such that Ti : t f--+ (JE + AA( t) )- lg(t )
belong s to L~([O , 1]). Since (JE + AA(t) )-l is nonexpansive [31], we deduce
that the function h : t f--+ (JE + AA(t))-lg(t ) is measurable and belongs to
L~([O , 1]) thank s to (H3 )(b)-(c). Furthennore, we have gEh + AAh .;:=:}

hE (hf, + AA )- lg =} R(h}; + AA ) = L~ . Let U be the closed unit ball
of L'E([O , 1]). In view of (ii) , (H3 )(a) and measurable selection theorem , we
claim that Vn E AUn + R n for all n , where

R n := {Z E L'E([O , 1]) : Z = rnw , W EU} .

Firstly, it is easy to see that R n is equal to the set of all measurable selections
of the measurable multifunction rn(. )B E. Secondly, by (ii) and (H3)(a ), the
nonempty-valued mult ifunction Wn : [0 , 1] --., E x E defined by

is measurable. By measurable selection theorem, there is a measurable selec
tion X n of the multifunction A( .)un(.) and a measurable selection Yn of the
measurable multifunction rn(.)B E such that Vn(t) = X n(t ) + Yn(t) for all
t E [0 ,1]. Moreover there is W n E U such that Yn = rnwn. So, we have that
Vn = X n+rnwn E A Un+ R n for all n . As A( t ) is accretive for each t E [0, 1],
it is easy to check that A is accretive in L~ ([O , 1]). Since E' is unifonnly con
vex, the dual L~f( [O , 1]) of L~ ([O, 1]) is unifonnly convex , too, see e.g ([32],
Theorem 4.2 and Remark 4.7). Consequently, by ([31], Theor.1.5.2) the graph
of A is strongl y-weakl y sequentially c1osed. By (i) U n strongly converges to
U E L1-( [O , 1]), Vn - rnWn --., v, weakly in L~([O , 1]), (becau se rnWn --., °
strongly in L~([O , 1]) and Vn - rnWn E AUn by what has been proved, so we
conclude that v E A u .;:=:} v(t ) E A (t)u(t) a.e t « [0 , 1]. 0
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Remarks. (1) If rn (.) = 0, 'rIn, H3(a) can be dropped. In particular, Lemma
2.3 shows that the m-accretiveness lifts from E to L~([O, 1]) .

(2) Here is an example of a maximal monotone operator in a separable Hilbert
space H satisfying (H3 ) . Let f : [0,1] x H --+ IR be a Caratheodory function
such that f(t ,.) is convex and such that If(t ,x) - f(t ,y)1 ::; ß(t)llx - yll,
for all (t ,x,y) E [0,1] x H x H with ß E Li([O,1]). Let 8ft denotes the
subdifferential of ft. Then the following hold. For every v E H, and for every
x E H , the subdifferential 8ft(x) of ft at the point x is a convex weakly
compact subset of Hand its the support function 8*(v,8ft (x)) is equal to

f ' ( . ) - . f ft(x + 8v) - ft( x)
t X,v - m , .

8>0 u

Taking the expression of f:(x ;v) into account, it is easy to check that, if x :
[0, 1] --+ Hand y : [0,1] --+ H are two measurable mappings, then the function
t ~ f:( x(t) ;y(t)) is measurable. In particular this shows that the multifunc
tion t --+ A(t)x(i) := 8ft(x(t)) is scalarly measurable, hence t --+ A(t)x(t)
is measurable. So A(t) satisfies (H3)(a). Let g : [0,1] --+ H be a measurable
mapping. We claim that the single-valued function t --+ (IH + AA(t))-lg(t)
is measurable. First suppose that g is continuous and f is globally continuous.
It is clear that

(IH + AA(t))-lg(t) = {y EH: g(t) E Y + AA(t)y}
= {y EH: d(g(t) - y, AA(t)y) = O} .

Notice that, for every zEH

d(z, AA(t)y) = sup [(x' , z) - 8*(x' , AA(t)y)].
Ilx'll :'S:l

Since the functions

(t , y, z)~ (x', z) - 8*(x' , AA(t)y)

are lower semicontinuous, because

(t ,y) ~ 8*(x',A(t)y) = jgt ft(y + 8x2 - ft(y)

is upper semicontinuous, so is the function

(t , y, z) ~ d(z , AA(t)y ).

Hence
{(t , y) E [0,1] x H : d(g(t) - y, AA(t)y) = O}
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is a Borel set in [0,1] x H. Thus t f---' J;.,A(t)g(t) = (IH + AA(t))-lg(t)
is a Borel function on [0, 1] when g is continuous. Consequently t ---+ (IH +
AA(t)) -lg(t) is measurable when g measurable, by applying Lusin's theorem
to g and Scorza-Dragoni's theorem to f. So A(t) satisfies (H3)(b) . As the
directional derivative f: (x ;v) of ft at the point x in the direction v is equal
to the support function 8*(v,8ft(x)) of 8ft at the point v, using inequality
If(t , x) - f(t, y)1 S ß(t )llx - yll yields

8*(v,8 f t(x)) = f: (x ;v) = inf ft(x + 8i - ft(x) S ß(t)llvll,
8> 0

so that 8ft (x) = A(t)x c ß(t )B H forall (t ,x) E [0,1] x H . LetAA(t) be
the Yosida's approximation of A(t) given by

1
AA(t) = ~[IH - JAA(t)].

By what has beeo demonstrated, the functions t f---' AA(t)g(t) are measurable
when g(.) is measurable. Recall that

IIAA(t)xll S inf{llyll :Y E 8ft (x)}
S sup{llyll :Y E ß(t )B H }

= ß(t )

for all (t , x) E [0,1] x H . Hence the operator subdifferential A(t) = 8ft
satisfies (H3 )(a), (b), (c). In particular, let us consider a closed convex 1
Lipschitzean moving set C(t) in H

Id( x, C(t)) - d(y, C(s))1 S Ilx - yll + It- s]

for all x , y E Hand for all t , s E [0,1]. Then the subdifferential 8dC(t) of
the distance function dC(t ) : x f---' d(x , C(t)) is a maximal monotone op
erator depending on t and satisfying (H3 ) . The preceding example will be
useful in the next section. Another example ensuring the measurability of
(IH + AA(t))-lg(t) is in [22] where A(t) = 8ft is the subdifferential of
a lower semicontinuous convex integrand ft(t E [0,1]) defined on a Hilbert
space .

Theorem 2.4. Suppose that A(t) : E ---+ cc(E ) U {0} ; t E [0,1] , is an
m-accretive operator; (Hd , (H2 ) , (H3 ) , (H4 ) are satisfied, and D is ball
compact, i.e the intersection of D with any closed ball of Eis compact. Then
for any ip E CE ([ -r, 0]) with <p(o) E D, there exist at least a strong solution
u E Ce([-r, 1]) to the problem

(PT) {Ü(t) E -A(t)u(t) + F(t ,T(t)U) <: E [0,1],
u(s) = <p(s ), Vs E [-r, 0] ; u(t) E D, Vt E [0,1].
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Proof Step 1. We will prove the theorem in the particular case when (H4 ) is
replaced by astronger one : F : [0,1] x CE([-r,O]) ---+ cwk(E) is scalarly
upper semicontinuous on [0, 1] x CE([-r, 0]) and there exists a convex weakly
compact set K c E such that F(t ,u) C K for all (t, u) E [0,1] x CE([-r, 0]) .

We define a sequence of continuous function (un ) in CE([-r, 1]) such that
a subsequence of its converges uniformly to a strong solution of (PT) ' Let n 2:
1. We put un = <p on [-r,0]. As F is scalarly upper semicontinuous on [0, 1] x
CE([-r,O]),F is, a fortiori, scalarly .c([0 , 1]) ® ß(CE([-r,O]))-measurable.
Let o : [0,1] x CE([-r,0]) ---+ E be a scalarly .c([0 , 1]) ® ß(CE([-r,0]))
measurable selection of F. Let n 2: 1 be a fixed integer. In order to construct
Un on [0,1], we consider a partition of [0,1] by the points t'k = ken, en =
~ ,k = 0,1 ,2 , ...,n . We define Un by linear interpolation, where un(t'k) =
x'k E D(A(t'k)), k = 0,1,2, ...,n are obtained by induction starting with
un(O) = Xö = <p(0) E D. Let us set

x f: = JenA(tf)(xö + ena(tö,<p)) ·

By construction we have xl' E D(A( tl')) c D. For t E]tö,tlJ, let us set

Then for t E]tö,tl' [, we have

By induction on °:S k :S n we set

(2.4.1)

Then X'k+l E D(A(t'k+l)) C D for k = 0,1 ,2 , ..., n. For ]t'k , t'k+l], O:S k :S
n - 1, we set

then, for ]t'k , t'k+l [, we have

(2.4 .2)

For each t E [0,1] and each n 2: 1, let 8n(t ) = t'k, On(t) = t'k+l ' if t E
]t'k , t'k+l] and 8n(0) = On (0) = 0. So by (2.4.2) we get

(2.4.3)
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for a.e t E [0, 1]. It is obvious that, for all n :2: 1 and for all t E [0, 1]' the
following hold :

(2.4.6) \im On (t) = \im (}n(t ) = t .
11,- 00 n -+oo

Claim: (un ) is bounded a.e.

Pick s > 0 such that Il cp (O)11< s < +00. By (Hz) there is O(s ) such that

IlJe"A(tö)cp(O) - cp(O)11:::; eno(s) .

Let p as in (H1 ) . There is , > 0 such that IIp(t) 11 :::; ~ for all t E [0, 1]. By
using (H1 ) and the preceding inequality, we obtain the estimate

Ilxk - cp(O) 11 :::; IIJe" A(tk)(Xk- l + ena(tk_1,r(tk_1)un)) - JenA(tk)cp (O )11
+ IlJe" A(tk )cp(O) - JenA(tö)cp(O) 11
+ IlJe" A(tö)cp(O) - cp(O) 11

:::; IIXk- 1 - cp(O)11 + enlla(tk_1 , r (tk_1)un)1I
+ en, L(llcp(O)11) + enO( s)

< IIXk- l - cp( O) 11 + en(IKI + , L(lIcp(O) ID + O(s) ).

Iterating the preceding inequality gives:

(2.4 .7) Ilxk - cp(O) 11 :::; tk( \K I+ , L(lIcp(O)11) + O(s)) ,

for all n :2: 1 and for all k = 1, 2, ... , n . So we have

(2.4.8) Ilxkll :::; ß := II cp (O)1 1+ IKI + , L(llcp(O)ID+ O(s),

for all n :2: 1 and für all k = 0,1 , 2, .., n . Using (2.4.8) and (Hz) , there is
(( ß) > 0 such that IlJe" A( tö)xk - xk ll :::; en((ß) · So by (Hd and (Hz) , we
get the estimate

Ilxk+l - xk ll :::; IlJe" A(tk+ 1)(Xk + ena(tk, r (tk)un)) - JenA(tk+1 )Xkll
+ II Je" A(tk+ 1)Xk - JenA(tÖ)Xkll
+ II JenA(tÖ)Xk - xkll

< en(IK I+ , L(ß ) + ( (ß))
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for an n ~ 1 and for an k = 0, 1, 2, .., n . By (2.4.2) and the preceding estirnate,
weget

(2.4.9) Ilün(t)11 :::; m := IKI + 'YL(ß) + ((ß) ,

for an n ~ 1 and a.e t E [0,1]. That proves the claim. By (2.4.6) and (2.4.9),
we have

(2.4.10)

for an t E [0,1]. By (2.4.8) (un(Bn(t))) E D n BE(O,ß) for an t E [0,1]
and for an n E N. As D is ball-cornpact, (un(Bn(t))) is relatively compact
in E for every t E [0,1], so is (un(t)). Thus (un(.)) is relatively compact in
CE([-r, 1]). Hence we may suppose that (ün) weakly converges in L~([O , 1])
to a function v with Ilv(t)11 :::; m for a.e t E [0,1], and (un ) converges in
CE([-r, 1]) to a function U with

U(t) = <p(0) +l t

v(s) ds, Vt E [0,1].

As Ila(8n(t) , r(8n(t))un)11 :::; IKI for an n ~ 1 and for an tE [0 ,1], we may
suppose that (gn(.)) := (a(8n(.),r( 8n(.))un)) converges weakly in L~([O , 1])
to a function g with Ilg(t)11 :::; IKI for a.e tE [0,1].

Claim: v(t) E -A(t)u(t) + g(t) a.e t « [0,1].

Let us set wn(t) := Jen A(t )(un(8n(t)) + engn(t)) for an n ~ 1 and for an
t « [0,1]. Then wn(t) E D(A(t)) for an tE [0,1] and we have

(2.4.11)

In view of (Hd and (2.4.8) we have the estimate

Ilun(Bn(t)) - wn(t)11 :::; enlp(Bn(t )) - p(t)IL(llun(8n(t)) + engn(t)ID
:::; enlp(Bn(t)) - p(t)IL(ß + IKI).

It follows that

(2.4.12)

Consequently we get

(2.4 .13) lim wn(t) = u(t), Vt E [0,1].
n.....,oo

Let n ~ 1 and let t E]O, 1[. Then t E]tk,tk+1[for some °:::; k < 1. So, taking
(2.4.11) and the preceding estimate into account, we get
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d(- un(t ) + gn(t) , A(t)wn (t ))

= d (Un(8n(t )) - un((}n (t)) + gn(t ), A(t)Wn(t) )
en

1
S; -llun((}n(t)) - wn(t)11

en

S; IP( (}n (t)) - p(t )IL(ß + IKI).

Since A(t)wn(t) is closed and convex , the preceding inequality implie s that

- Un(t ) + gn(t) E A(t)wn(t) + rn(t )B E

a.e with rn(t) := IP((}n (t)) - p(t)IL (ß + IKI) ~ °for an t E [0,1] . As
- un(.) + gn(.) ~ - v + 9 weakly in L~([O , 1]) and Wn ~ U strongly in
L~([O , 1]) by (2.4.8), (2.4 .12) and (2.4 .13), from Lemma 2.3, we deduce that

v(t) E - A(t)u(t) + g(t) a.e t E [0,1] .

Claim: g(t ) E F(t ,T(t )U) a.e i « [0,1]. Let tE [0, 1]. Using (2.4.9) we get

II T(8n(t ))un - T(t)u IICE([-r,OJ)

S; IIT(8n(t))un - T(t)u nIICE([-r,OJ) + IIT(t)Un - T(t)uIICE([- r,OJ)
S; sup Ilun(Sl) - un(s2) 11+ II T(t)Un - T(t)uIICE([-r,OJ)

{S I ,S2E[- r ,l]' ls 1 -S2 1<en }

S; sup Il un(sd - un(S2)11
{SI ,s2E[- r, O],l s l - s21<e n }

+ SUp Il un(sd - un(s2)11
{ SI ,S2 E [0,1),ISI - s21 <en }

+ II T(t)Un - T(t)ullce([-r,OJ)
S; SUp Jltp(s d - tp(s2) 11

{S 1 ,S2E [- r, O],I" 1 - s 21 < en }

+ m en + IIT(t)Un - T(t)u IICE([-r,Oj) .

Using the continuity of .p, the uniform convergence of U n towards u, and the
preceding estimate, we see that

!im II T(8n(t) )un - T(t)ulb ([-r,oJ) = 0.
n~oo

As gn(t ) := a(8n(t ),T(8n(t ))un) E F(8n(t) ,T(8n(t ))un) for an n 2: 1 and
for an t E [0,1],8n(t) ~ t in [0, 1] and, T(8n(t))un ~ T(t )U in CE([-r,O])
pointwisely on [0,1], by invoking the scalarly upper semicontinuity of Fon
[0, 1] x CE([- r,0]) and the closure result in ([9], Theorem V-14), we conclude
that g(t) E F(t ,T(t)u) a.e. Thu s we have completely proved the existence of
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strong solutions of (PT) in the case when F is globally scalarly upper semi
continuous on [0,1] x CE([-r ,0]).

Step 2. Now let us go into the case when F satisfies (H4 ) . Let us summarize
the results obtained in the first step. Given sp E CE([-r,0]) with cp(O) E D ,
there is continuous mapping U E CE([- r, 1]) such that its restriction to [0, 1]
is an absolutely continuous solution of the evolution equation

u(t) E -A(t)u(t) + F(t ,T(t)U) a.e t E [0,1],

and u(s) = cp(s), Vs E [-r,0]. Moreover we have u(t) = cp(O) +
J~ ii ds, Vt E [0,1] with u(t) E D,Vt E [0,1] and Ilu(t)11 :::; m a.e tE [0,1]
where m is given by the estimate (2.4.9). Let K a denotes K equipped with the
a(E, E') topology. Let us denote by ck(K a ) the set of all nonempty convex
compact subsets of K ä - By arecent version of multivalued Scorza-Dragoni the
orem [6], there exists a multifunction Fo : [0,1] xCE([-r,0]) -+ ck(Ka )u{0}
which enjoys the following properties :

(1) there is a Lebesgue negligible set N C [0, 1] independent of (t,u) such that
Fo(t,u) C F(t ,u), Vt E [0,1] \ N , Vu E CE([-r,0]) ,

(2) if x : [0,1] -+ CE([-r ,0]) and y : [0,1] -+ E are Lebesgue-rneasurable
functions with y(t) E F(t ,x(t )) a.e, then y(t) E Fo(t,x(t)) a.e,

(3) for every e > 0, there is a compact subset Je C [0,1] such that the
Lebesgue measure of [0, 1] \ Je is less that e, and the graph of the restriction
FolJe x CE([-r,0]) is closed in Je X CE([-r,0]) X K a , and {0} =I Fo(t, u) C
F(t ,u), V(t,u) E Je X CE([- r,0]) .

By (3) there exists an increasing sequence of compact sets (Jn) in [0,1] such
that the Lebesgue measure of [0, 1] \ Jn tends to °when n -+ 00 and that the
graph ofthe restriction of Foon J« xCE([-r,0]) is closed in L, xCE([- r,0]) X

K a (i.e, it is upper semicontinuous) and has nonempty values .

Let i; be a ck(K a )-valued upper semicontinuous extension (see [2]) of

FolJn X CE([-r ,0]) to [0,1] x CE ([-r,0]), with Fn(t ,u) C Ka , for all
(t, u) E [0,1] x CE([-r,0]) .

We now apply step I with Fn substituted for F. Thus, using the above remark,
for every n, there is a continuous mapping U n E CE([-r, 1]) such that its re
striction to [0, 1] is an absolutely continuous solution of the evolution equation

un(t) E -A(t)un(t) + Fn(t,T(t)Un) a.e t E [0,1] ,

with un(s) = cp(s), Vs E [-r,0] and un(t) = cp(O) + J~ un(s) ds, Vt E
[0,1] with un(t) E D,Vt E [0,1], and Ilun(t)11 :::; m , a.e t E [0,1]. As
D is ball compact, we may suppose that (un ) converges uniformly to u E
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CE([- r, 1]), (ün ) weakly* converges in L'E([O , 1]) to ü with Ilü(t)11 :::; m a.e,
and u(t) = cp(O)+J~ ü(s )ds, Vt E [0,1] . We now finish the proof as folIows.
There is a measurable mapping Zn : [0, 1] -. K with Zn (t ) E Fn(t ,T(t)Un)
for a.e t E [0, 1] and

a.e t E [0,1] . We may suppose that Zn -. Z weakly* in L'E([O , 1]). By con
struction, there is a Lebesgue null set Nn such that zn(t) E Fo(t,T(t )Un) for
all t E i; \ u.; Let No := ([0,1] \ UnJn) U (Un Nn) which is Lebesgue
negligible. If t tf- No, there is an integer p := p(t) such that zn(t) E
Fo(t,T(t)Un) for all n ~ p(t ). As Fo is scalarly upper semicontinuous on
Jp and T(t)Un -. T(t)U in CE([-r, 0]), we have

lim sup(x' , zn(t )) :::; lirn sup <5* (x' , Fo(t,T(t)Un)) :::; <5*(x' , Fo(t,T(t)U) ),
n n

for all x' E E' and for all n ~ p. Thus

lim sup (x' , Zn(t )) :::; <5*(x ', Fo(t,T(t)u) ,
n

for a.e t E [0,1]. It follows that, for every measurable set A E [0, 1] and for
every x' E E' ,

lim r (x' , zn(t) ) dt = r (x' , z(t )) dt :::; r <5*(x' , Fo(t,T(t)U) dt ,
n JA JA JA

using Fatou's lemma. Consequently z(t ) E Fo(t,T(t)U) C F(t ,T(t)U) a.e.
o

We have immediately the following corollaries which are new and will be
used later.

Corollary 2.5. Suppose that A(t) : E -. cc(E ) U {0} ; t E [0,1] , is an m 
accretive operator; (H1 ) , (H2 ) , (H3 ) are satisfied, and Dis ball-compact, K
is a convex weakly compact subset of E and j : [0,1] x CE([-r, 0]) -. K is a
Caratheodory mapping, that is, j is separately measurable on [0, 1] and sepa
rately continuous on CE([- r,0]) . thenforany cp E CE([-r,0]) with cp(O) E D ,
there is a continuous mapping u E CE([- r, 1]) satisfying

(PT) {Ü(t ) E - A(t)u(t ) + j(t ,T(t)U) -:E [0,1],
u(s) = cp(s ), Vs E [- r,O] ; u(t) E D, Vt E [0,1] .

Another immediate corollary of Theorem 2.4 concems an undelayed dif
ferential inclusion govemed by an m-accretive operator of the form
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(Po) { Ü(t ) E -A(t )u (t ) + G (t , u (t )) a.e t E [0,1],
u( O) = Uo E D ,

where G is a convex weakly compact valued perturbation defined on [0, 1] x E .

Corollary 2.6. Suppose that A (t ) : E --+ cc(E) U {0} ; t E [0,1], is an m
accretive operator, (H1) , (H2 ) , (H3 ) ) are satisfied, and Dis ball- compa ct, K
is a convex weakly compact subset ofE and G : [0, 1] x E --+ K is a separately
scalarly measurable on [0, 1] and separately scalarly upper semicontinuous on
E, then for any Uo E D, there is an absolutely continuous solution u : [0, 1] --+

E to
(Po) {Ü(t) E -A(t )u (t ) + G(t , u(t)) a .e i e [0,1],

u(O) = Uo E D.

For single valued perturbation G(t ,x) = {g(t, x)}, Corollary 2.6 is re
duced to the following

Corollary 2.7. Suppose that A (t) : E --+ cc( E) U {0} ; t E [0,1], is an m
accretive operator, (Hd , (H2 ) , (H3 ) are satisfied, and Dis ball-compact, K is
a convex weakly compact subset of E and 9 : [0, 1] x E --+ K is a Caratheodory
mapping, that is, 9 is separately measurable on [0, 1] and separately continu
ous on E , then for any Uo E D, there is an absolutely continuous solution
u : [0, 1] --+ E to

(Po ) { Ü(t ) E - A (t )u (t ) + g(t , u(t )) a .e t E [0, 1],
u (O ) = Uo E D.

The following is a viability result illustrating the techniques developed in
the proof of Theorem 2.4 . See [19] for the exi stence of BV solutions for an
evolution equation govemed by a maximal monotone operator A (t ) with time
dependant domain in Hilbert space.

Proposition 2.8. Suppose that A(t) : E --+ cc( E) U {0} ; t E [0,1], is an m
accretive operator satisfy ing (H1) , (H2 ) , (H3 ) and C : [0,1] --+ Eis a closed
ball-compa ct valued, (that is, Vt E [0,1],C(t) is closed and its intersection
with any closed ball ofEis compact) upper semicontinuous multifunction sat 
isfying : (*) 0 E C(t),for all tE [0,1] and (**) [Je + 'xA(t)]-lC(S) c C(t) ,
f or all ,X > 0 andfor all 0 ::; s ::; t ::; 1. Thenfor any a E C(O) n D , there is
an absolutely continuous solution u : [0,1] --+ E to

{
Ü(t ) E - A (t )u (t ) a .e t E [0 ,1],
u( O) = a , u(t ) E C(t) n D , Vt E [0,1].

Prooj. That is an easy adaptation of the proof of Theorem 2.4, so we do not
want to go into details too much . We will follow the discretization technique
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developed in Theorem 2.4 . By (**) we firstobserve that [!E+>.A(t)] -lC(S) c
C(t) n ti for all x > 0 and for all 0 :::; s :::; t :::; 1. We define a
sequence of absolutely continuous functions (u.,) in CE([O,1]) such that a
subsequence of its converges uniformly to an absolutely continuous solution
of the equation under consideration. Let n ;::: 1 be a fixed integer. In or
der to construct U n on [0, 1], we consider a partition of [0,1] by the points
tk = ken , e., = ~, k = 0,1 ,2 , ..., n . We define U n by linear interpolation,

where un(tk) = xk E C(tk) n D(A(tk) ), k = 0,1 ,2 , ... , n are obtained by

induction starting with un(O) = xä = a E C(O) n D(O) . Let us set

We have xl E C (t 'i') n D(A(t1)) c C(t1)n D. For t E]tä , t1], let us set

( )
t1 - t n t - tä n

U n t = --Xa +--Xl '
Cn Cn

Then for t Ejtä , t'i'[ , we have

By induction on 0 :::; k :::; n we set

(2.8.1)

Then xk+l E C(tk+l ) n D(A(tk+ d ) c C (t k+l ) n D for k = 0,1 ,2 , ..., n .
For ]tk,tk+l ], 0 :::; k < n - 1, we set

then, for ]tk,tk+l[, we have

(2.8.2)

For each t E [0,1] and each n ::::: 1, let 6n(t) = tk, Bn(t) = tk+ l , if t E
]tk,tk+l] and 6n(0) = Bn(O) = O. So by (2.8.2) we get

(2.8.3)

for a.e t E [0,1] . It is obvious that, for all n ;::: 1 and for all t E [0, 1], the
following hold :

(2.8.4)
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lim On (t) = lim Bn(t) = t .
n~oo n~oo

Claim: (un ) is bounded a.e.

Pick 8> °such that Ilall < 8 < + 00. Since the operator A(tö)satisfies (H2 ) ,

there is 0(8) such that

IIJenA(tö)a - all:::; eno(8).

Let p as in (Hd . There is "( > °such that IIp(t)11 :::; ~ for an t E [0,1] . By
using (Hd and the preced ing inequality, we obtain the estimate

Il xk - all s IIJenA(tk)Xk_l - JenA(t k)all
+ IIJenA(tk)a - JenA(tö)all
+ IIJenA(t ö)a - all

:::; Il xk- l - all + en"(L(llall) + eno(8)
= Il xk-l - all + en("(L(llall) + 0(8)).

Iterating the preceding inequality gives

(2.8.6) Il xk - all:::; tk("(L(llall) + 0(8)),

for an n 2 1 and for an k = 1,2, ..., n. So we have

(2.8.7) Ilxkll :::; ß := Ilall + "(L(llall)+ 0(8) ,

for an n 2 1 and for all k = 0,1 ,2 , .., n . Using (2.8.7) and (H2 ) there is
(( ß) > °such that IIJenA(tÖ)xk - xk ll :::; en( (ß) . So, by (H1) we get the
estimate

Il xk+l - xk ll :::; IlJenA(t k+l)Xk - JenA(tÖ) Xkll + IlJenA(tÖ)xk - xk ll
:::; en("(L(ß) + ( (ß ))

for an n 2 1 and for an k = 0, 1,2, .., n. By (2.8.2) and the preceding estimate ,
weget

(2.8.8) Ilun(t)11 :::; m := "(L(ß) + (( ß) ,

for an n 2 1 and a.e t E [0,1] . Hence the claim is proved. It is obvious that
(un ) is equicontinuous. By (2.8.5) and (2.8.8), we have

(2.8.9)

for an t E [0,1] . By construction and (2.8.7), we have xk E C (tk)n ßBH ,

for an n 2 1 and an k = 0,1 ,2, ..., n. So, for every t E [0,1], we have
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Un(On(t)) E C(On(t))nßB/l ' In view of'{") , uppersemicontinuity ofC( .) and
ball-cornpactness assumption on the closed sets C(t), we see that the nonempty
compact valued multifunction C( .) n ßB f{ is upper semicontinuous on [0, 1].
Thus, by (2.8.5) we conclude that the sequence (un(On(t)) is relatively com
pact in H. So, by Ascoli 's theorem, the sequence (un ) is relatively compact in
Cf{([O, 1]). It is obvious by using (2.8.8), that the sequence (1Ln ) is relatively
weakly compact in L~([O , 1]). Hence we may suppose that (un) weakly con
verges in L~( [O , 1]) to a function v with Il v(t)11 :S m for a.e t E [0,1], and
(un ) converges in Cf{([O, 1]) to a function U with

u(t ) = a +1t

v(s) ds, 'Vt E [0,1] .

Claim: v(t ) E - A(t )u(t ) a.e tE [0,1] and conclusion.

Let us set wn(t ) := Jen A(t )(un(<5n(t )) for all n 2: 1 and for all t E [0,1].
Then we have

(2.8.10)

In view of (Hd and (2.8.7) we have the estimate

Ilun(On(t)) - wn(t)11:S enlp(On (t )) - p(t)IL(llun(<5n(t))11)

:S enlp(On(t )) - p(t)IL(ß).

It follows that

(2 .8.11)

Consequently we get

(2.8 .12) !im wn(t ) = u(t), 'Vt E [0,1] .
n~oo

Let n 2: 1 and let t E]O, 1[. Then t E]t~ , t~+l[ for some °:S k < 1. So, by
taking (2.8 .10) and the preceding estimate into account we get

d(-un(t) ,A(t)wn(t )) = d (un(<5n(t ))~ Un(On(t)) , A(t)wn(t))

1
:S -llun({ln(t)) - wn(t)11

en

:S Ip(On(t)) - p(t)IL(ß).

As IIp(On(t)) - p(t)IIL(ß) -; °for all t E [0, 1], Un(.) -; v weakly in
L~([O , 1]) and from (2.8.7)-(2.8 .11)-(2.8 .12) and Lebesgue's theorem, W n -;
u strongly in L~ ([0, 1]) , by using Lemma 2.3, we get
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v(t ) E - A(t )u(t ) a.e tE [0, I ].

As the graph ofthe compact valued upper semicontinuous multifunction C(.)n
ßBH is closed, from (2.8.9) and our construction we see that u(t) E C(t) n
ßB H n D . The proof is therefore complete. 0

The followin g is a uniqueness result whose proof is borrowed from ([7] ,
Proposition 2.2).

Proposition 2.9. Suppose that A(t) : E ---. 2E;t E [0,1], is an m -accretive
operator. Let 9 : [0, I] x CE([-r,0]) ---. E such that:

ci) there exits d > 0 such that Ilg(t,u) - g(t, v) 1I ::; dllu - vIICE([-r,Oj) for all
t E [0,1] andfor all u, v E CE([- r, 0]) ,

(ii)for every u E CE([-r,0]) , thefunction g(.,u) is integrable on [0, I].

Let ib E CE([-r ,0]) with 'ljJ (0) E ti . If u. , and U2 are strong solutions for the
problem

{
U(t ) E - A (t )u(t ) + g(t , T(t )U), a.e tE [0,1]'

u(s) = 'ljJ (s ),Vs E [-r,O],

then Ilul - u211t = 0, Vt E [0, I] where 11.l lt denotes the norm OfCE([-r , t ]) .

Proof Let Ul ,U2 be two strong solutions of the problem under consideration.
Then we have g(t ,T(t)Ul) - Ul (t) E A (t )Ul(t) and g(t,T(t)U2) - U2 (t) E
A(t)U2(t) a.e. Since A(t) is accret ive, then

a.e, where (. , .)+ denote s the usual upper-semi -inner product on E . It is weil
known (see e.g [31]) that (2.9.1) can be written as

where j : E ---. E' is the single-valued duality mapping. So (2.9.2) is equiva
lent to

By ([3 1], Lemma 1.4.2(ix» we have

1 d .2dt Ilul(t) - u2(t)112 ::; (J(Ul (t ) - U2(t)) ,g(t,T(t)Ul) - g(t ,T(t)U2))

::; d jlUl (t) - u2(t)II IIT(t)Ul - T(t)U21ICE([-r,Oj),
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for a.e tE [0,1] . Integrating on [0, s] we obtain

Since U1 = 7/J = U2 in [-T, 0], the last inequality implies that

where 11 .110 denotes the norm of CE([- T,e]) . Because e 1-+ IIu1 - u2110is
continuous, by applying Gronwall's lemma we conclude that

IIu1 - u21 1t = 0, Vt E [0,1] .

Hence U1 = U2 in [-T , 1]. 0

The following deals with compactness of solutions set for problems (Po).
For any cc(E )-valued measurable multifunction r : [0,1] --> cc(E ), let us
denote by Sf := {f E L~([O , 1] : f(t) E r(t) a.e}.

Proposition 2.10. Suppose that A(t) : E --> cc(E) U {0} ; t E [0,1], is an
m-accretive operato r, (Hd , (H2 ) , (H3 ) are satisfied, and Dis ball-compact.
Then the jollowing hold:

a) For any Xo E D and for any convex weakly compact subset I', the strong
solutions set {u f : f E Sf} of the problem

(Po) { Ü(t) E -A(t)u(t) -+J(t) a.e t E [0 ,1],
u(O) = xo, u(t) E D, Vt E [0,1],

is a nonempty compact subset ojCE([O, 1]).

b) Forany Xo E D andjorany convex weaklycompact subset r,jorany convex
weakly compact valued multifunction G : [0, 1] x E --> I', separately scalarly
measurable and separately scalarly upper semicontinuous, the strong solutions
setoj

(Po) {U(t) E -A.(t)u(t) ~G(t,u(t)) a.e tE [0,1],
u(O) = xo, u(t) E D, Vt E [0,1],

is a nonempty compact subset ojCe([O, 1]).

Proof a) An easy inspection of Step I of the proof of Theorem 2.4 shows that
the strong solutions set {uf : f E Sf} of
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(Po) { U(t ) E -A(t )u(t )~(t) a.e t E [0,1],
u(O) = xo, u(t) E D , Vt E [0,1],

is not empty. Moreover, we have uf(t) = Xo + f/ uf(s) ds E D , vt E
Sf , Vt E [0, I ] with Iluf (t )1 1 ::; M for all f E S~ and for all t E [0, 1],
where M is a positive constant, using the estimate (2.4.9) for this particular
case. By Ascoli's theorem , {uf : f E Sf} is relatively compact in CE([0, 1]).
Let (In ) be a sequence in Sf . There is a subsequence (9m) of (In) such
that (9m) converges a(L~([O , 1]), L~/ ([O , 1])) to h E Sf. We mayaiso sup
pose that (ug,,J converges a(L~ ([O , 1]) ,L~/ ([O , 1])) to a measurable func
tion v with Ilv(t)11::; M a.e and (ugm ) converges to u E Ce( [O , I ]) with

u(t ) = Xo + f~ u(s) ds for all tE [0, I], and U= v a.e. By Lemma 2.3 we see
that u(t) E -A(t)u(t) + h(t) for a.e tE [0, I] .

b) It is easy to see that the strong solutions set to problem (Po) is relatively
compact in CE([O, 1]), using a). Let (un ) be a sequence of strong solutions
to (Po) converging uniformly to a function U oo E CE([O , 1]). We have that
uoo(O) = Xo· There is 9n E Sf satisfying (*) un(t) E -A(t )un(t) + 9n(t )
and (**) 9n(t ) E G(t ,un(t)) for almost every t E [0, I ]. By extracting sub
sequences, we may suppose that (9n) converges a(L~ , L~/ ) to 900 E S'k
and un converges a(L~ , L~/ ) to uoo ' By (*) and Lemma 2.3, we have that
uoo(t) E A(t )uoo (t ) + 900(t) for almost every t E [0, I]. Using (**) and ap
plying the closure theorem in ([9], Theorem VI-4), gives 900 (t) E G(t ,uoo(t))
for almost every t E [0, 1]. This proves that U oo is a strong solution of (Po).

o

3. Applications

We present some typical problem s in Optimal Control theory. Let Z be a
compact metric space, k(Z ) is the set of all compact subsets of Z, and let
M~(Z) be the set of all probability Radon measures on Z. It is well-known
that M~(Z) is a compact metrizable space for the a(C(Z)' ,C(Z))-topology.
We need first a density result.

Proposition 3.1. (Castaing-Valadier 1971, unpublished.) Let (T, T ,J-l) be a
complete probability space and let Z be a compact metric space. Let I' : T ---+

ß (Z ) be a multifunction with measurable graph and let

E(t) := {v E M~(Z) : v(r (t) ) = I}

for all t E T. Let A E SE (where SE is the set ofall T-measurable selections
ofE) and a;. = f Tc5t ® AtJ-l(d t ). Let e > 0, (9i : i E I) and (h i : i E I)
two finite sequences in L I (T, J-l ) and C(Z ) respectively. 1f J-l is nonatomic, then
there exists a T-measurable selection ofr , (, such that
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!(a.x ,g j 0 hj) - (a(, gj 0 hi)1 :::; E, Vi E I

where <: = IT s, 0 6«( t) j1(dt) .

Proof Let us set M := sUPiEI IT Igi(t)! j1(dt) . There exists a finite Borel
partition (Dj , j E J) of Z such that for any pa ir z , z' in Dj , the follow
ing holds Ihi( z) - hj(z') 1 :::; ;1' Vi E I . Let ( j : D --> Z be a T
mesurable mapping defined by: ( j(t) E I'(r) n Dj if r(t) n Dj ::j:. 0, and
(j(t) E r(t) otherwise; whose exi stence is ensured by Von Neumann-Aumann
measurable selection theorem. Let us set Vt := I:jEJAt(Dj)6(j(t), Vt E T .
Then it is obvious that t f---+ Vt is scalariy T-measurable (alias Young mea 
sure). Then (av, gj 0 hj) = I:jEJ IrAt(Dj)g j(t)h j((j(t)) j1(dt) . Further we
have (a.x- av,g j 0hj) = ITg j(t) (At-Vt,hi)j1(dt) with (At - vt, hi) :=
Ir(t)[hi(z) - I:jEJ i n] (z )hi(Uj (t))] At(dz) . As the integrand in the preceding

integral is estimated by f.t, we get I(a.x - ov,gj 0 hj)I :::; E for all i E I . As
j1 is nonatomic, by Ljapunov's theorem, there exi sts a T-measurable partition
(Tj , j E J) of T such that

1, At(Dj )gj(t )h((j(t )) j1(dt) = 1, gj(t)h i((j(t)) j1(dt) ,
J

for all i E land j E J. Let us set ((t) = (j(t) if t E Tj , j E J and
a( = IT 6t 0 6((1) j1(dt) . Then we have

for all i E I . It follows that

for all i E I . 0

In view of the preceding result, the set Sr of all Lebesgue-measurable se
lections (alias original controls) of I' is den se forthe a(Lcez )'([0,1]) , Lb(z) ([0 , 1]))
topology in the set S~ of Lebesgue-measurable selections (alias relaxed con
trols) ofthe Lebesgue-measurable multifunction I: : [0,1] --> M~(Z) defined
by

I:(t) := {v E M~(Z) : v(r(t)) = I}

for all tE [0, 1].

Let us consider a mapping 9 : [0, 1] x E x Z --> E satisfying:

(i) forevery fixed tE [0, l],g(t , ., .) is continuous on E x Z,

(i i) for every (x, z) E E x Z,g(.,x,z) is Lebesgue-measurable on [0, 1],
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(iii) for every 'I] > 0, there exists l('1]) > °such that Ilg(t , x , z ) - g(t, y, z) 11 :S
l('I])ll x - vll for an tE [0,1] and for an (x , y , z) E BE(O, '1]) x B E(O, '1]) x Z
where B E(O, 'Tl) denotes the closed ball in E with center °and radius '1],

(iv) there exists c > 0 such that g(t ,x, Z) c cB E for all (t, x) E [0,1] x E .

Let us set

h(t ,x,v):= hg(t,x, Z)V(dZ) ,

for an (t, x,v) E [0,1] x E x M~(Z). Then h inherits the properties of the
function g. Namely, we have

(i )' for every fixed tE [0,1], h(t,.,.) is continuous on E x M~(Z),

(ii)' for every (x,v) E E x M~(Z) ,h( . , x ,v) is Lebesgue-measurable on
[0,1],

(ii i)'forevery'l] > O,thereexistsl('Tl) > Osuchthatllh(t , x ,z)-h(t,y,z)lI:S
l('I])ll x - yll for all t E [0,1] and for all (x , y, v) E B E(O, '1]) x BE(O,'1]) x
M~(Z) where B E(O, '1]) denotes the closed ball in E with center °and radius
'1],

(iv)' there exists c > °such that h(t , x,M~(Z)) c cB E for all (t,x) E
[0,1] xE.

In the remainder of we will assume that r : [0, 1] ---. Z is a compact
valued measurable multifunction . Now let A(t) be a m-accretive operator in
E satisfying (HI) , (H2 ) , (H3 ) with D := D(A(t)) ball-compact. We aim to
compare the strong solutions set (So) := {U( : ( E Sr} of the evolution
equation :

(Po) {Ü«(t) E -A(t)udt) + g(t ,udt) ,«(t)) a.e t E [0,1],
u((O) = Xo E D,

where ( belongs to the set S r of all original controls, with the strong solutions
set (Sn) := {U,A : A E Sd of the evolution equation

{
Ü,A (t ) E -A(t)u,A(t) + r g(t ,U,A(t) , z)At(dz) a.e t E [0,1],

(Pn ) i;
U,A(O) = Xo E D,

wherc A belongs to the set SE of an relaxed controls . In view of Propositions
2.9-2.10 b), for each A E SE, there is a unique solution U,A to the problem

{

Ü,A (t ) E -A(t)u,A(t) + r g(t ,U,A(t) , z)At(dz) a.e t E [0,1],
(Pn ) }r(t)

U,A(O) = Xo E D.
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LetussetH(t ,x) := h(t , x ,'L,(t)),V(t, x) E [0,1] xE. Theniteasytocheck
that H is a separately scalarly measurable and separately scalarly upper semi
continuous convex compact valued multifunction satisfying H(t , x) c cB E

for all (t , x ) E [0,1] x E. By Proposition 2.10 b) the strang solution s set of

{
Ü(t ) E -A(t)u(t) + H(t ,u(t)) a.c t E [0, 1],

u(o) = Xo E D,

is compact in CE([O , 1]). Using measurable selection theorem, we see that (SR)
coincides with the strang solutions set of the preceding differential inclusion.
So we conclude that the solutions set {u,\ : A E SE} of (FR) is compact in
CE([O, 1]). It is obvious that the solutions set {u( : ( E Sr} is a nonempty
subset of {u,\ : A E SE}. Now comes a relaxation property for the problem
under consideration.

Theorem 3.2. Assume that E is a separable Hilbert space, A(t) is a maxi
mal monotone operator in E, and (Hd, (H2 ) , (H3 ) are satisfied with D :=
D(A(t)) ball-compact. Then the solution sets (So) = {U( : ( E Sr} is dense
with respect to the uniform norm in the compact solutions set (SR) = { 7L,\ :

A E S~:;}.

It is c1ear that Theorem 3.3 follows from

Lemma 3.3. The graph of the single-valued mapping A f-+ 7L,\ defined on the
a(LC'(z )' ([0, 1]) , Lb(z )([0, 1])) compact set Sr. is closed.

Proof Let An - Aoo for the a(LC'(z )' ([0, 1]), Lb(z)([O, 1])) topology and

7L,\n - 7L00 in CH([O , 1]) where 7L,\n (n E N U {oo}) is the unique absolutely
continuous solution of the equation

{

ü,\n(t) E -A(t)u,\n(t) + r g(t ,U,\ n(t) , z) A~ (dz) a.e tE [0,1],
Jr(t )

71,\ n (0) = Xo E D ,

then 7L00 = U,\ oo . For simplicity we set

h,\(t , x ) = r g(t , x , z )At(dz) = rg(t , x, z )At(dz) = h(t , x , At)
Ji'(t ) Jz

for all (t , x, A) E [0,1 ] x E X Sr.. We have

and
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for a.e tE [0,1] . Since A(t) is monotone,

a.e in [0,1] . So

~ :t Ilu.xn(t) -U.xoo (t)W ~ (u.xn(t)-u.xoo (t) , h.xn(t ,U.xn(t))-h.x oo (t , U.x oo (t))),

a.e in [0,1]. Integrating on [0, t] gives

~llu.xn(t) - u.xoo(t)W
2

~ l t

(u.xn(s) - u.xoo(s) ,h.xn(s,u.xn(s)) - h.xoo(s, u.xoo(s))) ds.

Let us set

Ln(t) = l t

(u.xn(s) - U.x oo (s) , h.xn (s,U.xn (s)) - h.xoo (s, U.x oo (s))) ds.

Then Ln(t) = L;(t) + L;(t) + L~(t) where

L;(t) = l t

(u.xn(s) - u.xoo(s), h.xn(s ,u.xn(s)) - h.xn(s , u.xoo(s)) )ds,

L~(t) = l t

(u.xn(s) - uoo(t),h.xn(s, u.xoo(s)) - h.xoo(s ,u.xoo(s)) ) ds,

L~(t) = l t

(uoo(s) - u.xoo(s) , h.xn(s, u.xoo(s)) - h.xoo(s,u.xoo(s))) ds.

As Ilh.x(t , x)11 ~ c for all >. E Sr; and for all (t , x) E [0,1] x H , using (iv)',
we get the estimation

Thus L;(t) -t °uniformly in [0,1], when n -t 00. Similarly by (iv) the
integrand

f(s, z) := (uoo (s) - u.xoo(s) ,g(s,u.xoo(s) ,z))

is estimated by

If(s, z)1 ~ clluoo - u.xoollcH([O,lJ),

for all (s, z) E [0,1] x Z. Hence f E L~(Z)([O ,l]). As (X") converges

a(LC'(z)" L~(Z)) to >,00, it is immediate that for every t E [0,1] ,
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when n ~ 00. So l imn~oo L~ (t) = O. Further there is TI > 0 such that

sup { l lu .x IICH ([O ,l j) : .-\ E SE} < TI < 00 .

Using (iv)' , there is l (TI ) > 0 such that

Finally we get

As the functions L;'(.) and L~ (.) are continuous with L;'(t) ~ 0 and L~ (t) ~
0, by Gronwall's lemm a we conclude that

u.xn(t) ~ u.xoo(t)

for all t E [0,1]. So, U.xoo = U oo and the set {u.x : .-\ E SE} is compact in
CH ([O , 1]). 0

There is variant of Theorem 3.2.

Example 3.4. Let E be a separable Hilbert space, V be a convex weakly corn
pact subset of Hand let ~ : [0, 1] ~ V be a convex weakl y compact valued
upper semicontinuous multi function. In view of ([9] , Theorem IY.16) the graph
of multifunction ext (~ ) : t -> ext (~ (t)) , where ext(~ (t)) denote s the set of
all extreme point s of ~( t ) , is a Borel subset in [0,1] x V. So, one can ap
ply Propo sition 3.1 by taking (T ,T, p, ) = ([0,1],L:([0, 1]);.-\), Z = Vweak.
r = ext (~ ) and ~ = Wwhere

W(t ) := {v EM~ (V) : v(ext(~(t)) = 1},

for all t E [0, 1] . Repeating the above arguments, we conclude that the strong
solutions set ( S ext( .6.)) of the equation

(p ) { Üc(t) E - A(t)uc(t ) + g(t ,u((t) , ((t)) a.e t E [0,1],
ext( .6.) (0) D

u ( = X o E ,

where ( belongs to the set of all Lebe sgue-measurable selections of the multi
function ext(~( . ) ) is dense for the uniform convergence in the strong solutions
set (Sw) of
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{

ü>. (t ) E -A{t )u>. (t ) +1 g(t ,u>. (t ),u) At(du) a.e t E [0,1],
(Pw) ext(ß(t))

u>.(O) = Xo E D ,

where A is a Lebesgue-rneasurable selection of the multifunction W defined
above .

In the same vein, we have the following which concerns an analogous re
laxation property for a quasi-autonomuous evolution equation governed by an
rn-acretive operator.

Example 3.5. Let A(t ) be an cc(E)U {0} rn-accretive operator satisfying (H1 ) ,

(H2 ) , (H3 ) with D ;= D(A(t) ) ball-compact, K be a convex weakly compact
subset of E and let F ; [0,1] -t K be a convex weakly compact valued upper
semicontinuous multifunction. As above the graph of multifunction ext (F ) :
t -t ext (F (t )) , where ext (F (t)) denote s the set of all extreme point s of F(t) ,
is a Borel subset in [0,1] x K. We claim that the strong solutions set (Sext(F) )
of the equation

(
p ) { üf (t ) E - A(t )uf (t ) + f (t ) a.e t E [0,1],

ext(F) (0) Duf = Xo E ,

where f belong s to the set S'::t(F) of all bounded Lebesgue-measurable selec

tions of the multifunction ext (F ) is dense for the topolog y of uniform conver
gence in the the compact solutions set (SF) of the equation

(P
F

) { üf (t ) E -A(t )uf (t ) + f (t ) a.e t E [0,1],
uf(O) = Xo E D ,

where f belongs to the set S'F all bounded Lebesgue-measurable selections of
the multifunction F. First, observe that, in view of Corollary 2.6 and Propo
sition 2.9, for each f E S'F, there exists a unique strong solution U f for the
equation

{
üf (t ) E - A( t )uf (t) + f(t) a.e t E [0,1],
uf(O) = Xo E D .

Second , it is well-known (see e.g [9]) that S'::t(F) is dense in S'F for the

u(LE', Lk ,)-topology, using Ljapunov 's theorem. By Theorem 2.10 a), (S F)
is relatively compact in CE([O ,1]). So, it is enough to remark that the graph
of the mapping f t---t uf from S'F equ ipped with the topology u(LE' , Lk ,)
topology into CE([O ,1]) equipped with the topology of uniform convergence
is c1osed, repeating the arguments given in the proof of Proposition 2.10 b).
Detail s are left to the reader. 0
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Comments. If E is a finite dimensional space, ball-compactness assumption on
D in Theorem 2.4 is superftuous. The study of undelayed differential inclusions
govemed by m -accretive operators arises from Economics [10, 16], Mechanics
[20,2 1] and Control Theory [8, 14, 17, 29, 30]. Other results in relaxed control
theory for both second order ordinary different ial equations and second order
multivalued differential equations appear in a forthcoming paper by Azzam
Castaing-Thibault.

To end this paper, we present now the existence of absolutely continuous
solutions for a specia l class of evolution equation in a separable Hilbert space
H . Here compactness assumption is unnecessary by constrast to the results
presented above.

Proposition 3.6. Let H be a separable Hilbert space. Let f : [0,1] x H ---t IR
satisfying:

(1)for every xE H , f (.,x) is Lebesgue-measurable,

(2) there exists ß E L~+ ([0 , 1]) such that fo r all t E [0, 1] and for all x, y in H

If (t ,x) - f (t ,y )1 ~ ß(t )l lx - yll,

(3) for every t E [0, 1] , the fun ction f (t , .) is convex.

Then, for an)' a E H , there is a unique abso lutely continuous solution to the
equation

{
U(t ) E - of t(u(t)) a.e tE [0, 1],

u(O) = a E H.

Proof. Let A(t ) = oft. Acco rding to (I), (2), (3) and the exarnple just after
Lemma 2.3, the maximal monotone operator A(t) satisfies assumption (H3 ) .

In particular, the mappings t f---t 1,xA(t )x and t f---t A>.(t)x are measurable on
[0, 1] for every A > 0 and every x E H . Note that for each A > 0 the equation

admits a unique absolutely continuous solution because A>. (t) x is separately
measurable and separately Lipschitzean and satisfies the estimate IIA>. (t) x ll ::;
ß(t ), for all A > 0 and for all (t ,x ) E [0, 1] x H .

Now let (An) be a decreasing sequence of positive real numbers such that
An 1 o. For each integer n there exists a absolutely continuous solution
u >'n : [0,1] ---t H to the equation:
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Furthermore we have the estimate

Let m and n be any positive integers. We have

d 2
dt IluAn (t) - UAm(t)11

(3.6 .1) = 2(uAn(t) - uAm(t),UAJt) - uAm(t) )
= 2(AnAAJt)UAJt) - AmAAm(t)UAm(t),UAn(t) - uAm(t))

+ 2(JAn(t)UAn(t) - h m(t)UAm(t),UAn(t) - uAm(t)).

Here JA(t) stands for JAA(t). Notice that

and

From (3.6.2), (3.6.3) and the monotonicity of A(t), it follows that

Using (3.6.4) and coming back to (3.6.1) we get

d 2
dt IluAn (t) - UAm(t)11
::; 2(AnAAn(t)UAn(t) - AmAAm(t)UAm(t) ,uAJt) - UAm(t) )
= -2(AnUAn(t) - AmUAm(t) ,UAn(t) - UAm(t) ).

Integrating inequality (3.6.5) on [0, t] gives

Consequently we get

(3.6.7)
V m, n,

(AnUAn(.) - AmUAm(.),uAn(.) - uAm( ') ) (L~{([O ,tJ) ,L~([O ,t])) ::; o.
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Since the sequence (u,XJ )) is bounded in LJI([O, 1]), by (3.6.7) and [11],
(u,XJ)) converges in the Hilbert space LJI([O,I]) . Let v be the limit of
(u,XJ)) and let, for all t E [0, 1]

u(t) = a +l t

v(s )ds.

Then u = lim n _ oo u'x" (.) in CH([O, 1]) becau se the mapping f t-4 Jo1 f( s) ds
from LJI([O, 1]) to Cu([O, 1]) is continuous for the norm topologies. Now we
finish the proof by showing that u satisfies

{
U(t ) E - A(t )u(t ) a.e t E [0,1],

u(O) = a E H.

By (3.6.3) we have

(3.6.8)

But

(3.6.9)

with

(3.6.10)

11J,X,.(t)u,X,.(t) - u(t)11

:S IIJ,X" (t )u,X,,(t ) - u'x" (t)11 + Ilu,X,,(t) - u(t)ll ,

IIJ,X" (t )u,X" (t) - u'x" (t)11 = AnIIA,X" (t )u,X" (t)11
= Anllu'x" (t)11
:S Anß(t).

As Anß(t) -t 0, from (3.6.9) and (3.6.10) we see that

(3.6.11)

By extracting a subsequence, we may suppose that (u,X" (.)) converges a.e.
to v, for H endowed with the norm topology. As the graph of A(t) = 8ft
is sequentially strongly x weakly c1osed, from (3.6 .8) and (3.6.11) , we finally
get - v(t) E A(t)u(t ) a.e. Since u = v a.e, the proof is therefore complete
because the uniqueness is straightforward, using the monotonicity of A(t) (see
also Proposition 2.9). 0

Now we give an application of Proposition 3.6 which allows us to recover
the existence of absolutely continuous solutions for the convex sweeping pro
cess in Hilbert spaces [21].

Proposition 3.7 . Let C : [0,1] -t H be a closed convex valued multifunction
satis.fying: there is a positive number k > 0 such that, for all x, y E H andfor
all s , t E [0,1]
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Id(x,C(t)) - d(y,C(s))1 :::; Ilx - vll + klt - s] .

Let a E C(O) . Then there is a unique absolutely continuous solution u
[0,1]-+ H to

{
Ü(t ) E -ä[kdc(t)](u(t)) a.e t E [0,1],
u(O) = a, u(t) E C(t) , 'Vt E [0,1].

Proof By Proposition 3.6, there is a unique absolutely continuous solution
u : [0, 1] -+ H to

{
Ü(t) E -ä[kdc(t)](u(t)) a.e t E [0,1],
u(O) = a E C(O).

To finish the proof it is enough to apply Theorem 1.3 in [26] asserting that
any absolutelycontinuous solutionu(.) of the precedingequation satisfies the
inclusionu(t) E C(t) for all tE [0,1]. 0

Corollary 3.8. Let C : [0, 1] -+ H be a closed convex valued multifunction
satisfying: there is a posit ive number k > 0 such that,for all x, y E H andfor
all s , t « [0,1]

Id(x,C(t)) - d(y,C(s))1 :::; Ilx - yll + klt - s] .

Let a E C(O) . Then there is a unique absolutely continuous solution z
[0,1] -+ H to

{
Z(t ) E -NC(t)(z(t)) a.e t E [0,1] ,
z(O) = a, z(t ) E C(t) , 'Vt E [0,1].

Proof Recall that NC(t) (z(t)) denotes the normal cone of C(t) at the point
z(t). Let z(.) be the unique absolutelycontinuoussolution z : [0,1] -+ H to

{
Z(t ) E -ä[kdC(t)](z(t)) a.e t E [0,1],
z(O) = a E C(O) , z(t) E C(t) , 'Vt E [0,1],

whose existence is ensured by Proposition 3.7. Then, by ([25], Proposition
11.12), we get

ä[kdC(t)](z(t)) C NC(t)(z(t)) ,

and hence - z(t) E NC(t)(z(t)) . 0
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Abstract. Nonlinear extensions of some theorems conceming inverse-positive rnatri
ces are made. The method of proof is based on an intuitively natural geometrical con
sideration.

1. Introduction

The properties of M -matrices are explained in a detailed way by Berman and
Plemmons[l] , among which the inverse positiveness is well known and im
portant in various fields of sciences . In economics, the positive invertibility of
a real square matrix is crucial in discussing the non-substitution theorem for
models with joint production, which has been made clear in Herrero and Vil
lar[6]. (See also Schefold[8] .) In Fujimoto et a1.[5], a necessary and sufficient
condition is presented for a real square matrix to have the nonnegative inverse
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BEC2001-0535. This paper was written while Takao Fujimoto was at Department
of Fundamental Economic Analysis, University of Alicante, under a sabbatical year
professorship given by the Spanish Ministry of Education . He is grateful to hospi
tality and warm environment there . The authors owe much to careful reading and
the comments by the referec .
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by generalizing a proposition in Bidard[2, Chap.lO, p.113], and a simple proof
of the non-substitution theorem is given, using the duality approach by Chan
der[3]. In this note, we present nonlinear extensions of some theorems con
cerning inverse-positive matrices. The method of proof is similar to that in [5],
and is simple , elementary, and is based on an intuitive geometrical reasoning.

In section 2, we present our assumptions and the propositions. Then in sec
tion 3 another type of nonlinear generalization concerning positive invertibility
is given, whose linear version has not been stated explicitly so far in the lit
erature. Section 4 explains how this generalization covers the existing results
as special cases, raising some numerical examples. Finally in section 5, we
conclude with some remarks.

2. Assumptions and theorems

Let us start by explaining notation . The two spaces X and Y are topological
vector spaces with their nonempty pointed closed convex cones C and D given
respectively. The partial order introduced to X by the cone C is denoted as
x 2 y ory :S x when x - y E C for x, y E C . The same inequality sign is
used for the partial order of Y introduced by D. These cones are assumed to
have their nonempty interior intC and intD, and we write x » y or y « x
when x - y EintC or intD for x, y E C or D. One more inequality sign x > y
is used when x - y E C - {O} or x - y E D - {O}. The boundary of a set S is
denoted as bdS. The symbol Rn means the real Euclidean space of dimension
n(n ~ 2), and R+. the nonnegative orthant of Rn. A given transformation T
maps X to Y, and for this T we make the following assumptions.

Assumption 2.1. There exists an x* » 0 in X such that T( x*) » O.

Assumption 2.2. If T( x) » 0 for xE C, then x » O.

Assumption2.3. If T(xO) 2 0 and T(x l ) » 0 for z", Xl E X, then
T(kxO + (1 - k)x l

) » 0 for any scalar k such that 0 < k < 1.

It is important to note that the assumption 2.2 is made less restrictive by requir
ing x to be in C . When we consider a simple Leontiefmodel, T(x) == x - Ax,
which maps Rn into itself with the material input coefficient matrix A being an
n x n nonnegative matrix, the assumption 2.1 requires that the model be pro
ductive, while the assumption 2.2 is satisfied naturally by the absence of joint
production. If we allow for joint production and T( x) == Bx - Ax, where B
is the n x n material output coefficient matrix, the assumption 2.2 teils us that
every process has to be operated if every commodity is produced in a positive
amount, and is called essentiality condition in Fujimoto et al.[5]. The assump
tion 2.3 is satisfied when T is linear. More generally when either (i) the space
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Y is Rn , and each component function T, of T is 'strongly ' quasi-concave,
i.e., if Tj(u) > Tj( v) then Tj(ku + (1 - k)v) > Tj( v) for any scalar k such
that 0 < k < 1, or (ii) T is super-additive, i.e., T( u + v) 2': T( u) + T( v),
and positively homogeneous, i.e., T(kx) = f(k)T( x) for a positive scalar k
with f being areal non-decreasing function such that f (k) > 0 for k > 0, the
assumption 2.3 is satisfied .

Now we are ready to prove

Proposition 2.1. Given the assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, if T( x) 2': 0 for
x E X , then x 2': O.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that x 1. C . Since the cone C is closed, there
exists a scalar k such that 0 < k < 1 and x == kx + (1 - k)x· E bdC,
where z " is the element given in the assumption 2.1. By the assumption 2.3,
T(x) » 0, yielding a contradiction to the assumption 2.2. 0

When the assumption 2.2 is strengthened to the following :

Assumption 2.2*. If T (x) > 0 for xE C , then x» O.

we can prove

Proposition 2.2. Given the assumptions 2.1, 2.2 * and 2.3, if T( x) > 0 for
x E X , then x » O.

Proof. By Proposition 2.1, we know that if T (x ) > 0, then x E C . Thus , the
assumption 2.2* guarantees that x » 0. 0

Now we consider one more assumption

Assumption 2.4. If T( x ) = 0 for x E C, then there exists a y 1. C such that
T(y) = O.

This assumption 2.4 is satisfied, for example, when T is homogeneous, i.e.,
T (kx) = f(k)T( x) for a scalar k with f being areal increasing function on
R such that f(O) = O. We now prove

Proposition 2.3. Let T (O) = 0 and the assumptions 2.1-2.4 be alt satisfied,
then the kernel ofT, KerT == [z] x E X , T( x) = O} is a singleton, consisting
ofthe origin only.

Proof. Suppo se that there exists an x EKerT such that x t- o.If x 1. C, the
proof of Proposition 2.1 can be applied to show a contradiction to the assurnp
tion 2.2. On the other hand , if x E C , then by the assumption 2.4 we know
the existence of y such that y 1. C and T(y) = 0, which again leads to a
contradiction to the assumption 2.2. 0

When T is linear with X = Rn and Y = Rn, Propositions 2.1 and 2.3
together are equivalent to the existence of nonnegative inverse of a transforma
tion matrix T .
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3. Positive invertibility in a shadow land

In this section, we discuss a nonlinear generalization of inverse-positive matri
ces which appear in a sort of shadow land of Leontief models. It seems better
to start with a numerical example. Let us take up a simple Leontief model in
which there are three commodities and three processes to produce those com
modities with the material input coefficient matrix A represented as

(

0.1 0.4 0.3)
A == 0.2 0.1 0.2 .

0.3 0.4 0.1

We consider a mapping T( x ;A) == AX - Ax, which is thus written as

(

A - 0.1 -0.4 -0.3)
T(x ;A) == -0.2 A - 0.1 -0.2 .

-0.3 - 0.4 A - 0.1

The reciprocal of value Acan be interpreted as the growth factor, i.e., 1+ rate of
steady balanced growth. The Frobenius root A* of A is approximately 0.6772,
and the eigenvector associated with this eigenvalue is (0.7069. . ., 0.4899. . .,
0.7069...)', with the prime' indicating the transposition. It is weIl known that
when A > A* •T(x; A) has its inverse with aIl the elements positive because A
is indecomposable or irreducible. (See Berman and Plemmons[l] .)

What happens if A gets less than A* ? At A = 0.677, the inverse of T( x ; A)
is roughly

(

-1687 -2339 -1688)
-1170 -1620 -1170
-1688 -2339 -1687

The inverse of T( x ;A) is more generaIly represented as

(

,X2_ 0.2'x- 0.07 0.4,x+ 0.08 0.3'x+ 0.05 )
0.2'x+0.04 ,X2-0.2'x-0.08 ~.2'x+0.04 / (,X3- 0.3,X2_ 0.22'x- 0.024)
0.3'x+ 0.05 0.4,x + 0.08 ,X - 0.2'x- 0.07

Thus, when 0.4 :s A < A* = 0.6772..., the negative of T( X j A) , i.e., - T( x ; A)
has its inverse with aIl the elements nonnegative. For example, at A = 0.4,
-T(x;A) = Ax - AX is

and its inverse becomes

(

-0.3
0.2
0.3

0.4
-0.3
0.4

0.3 )
0.2 ,

-0.3
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0.104 . . . 2.5 1.770 . . . )
1.25 0 1.25 .

1.770 . . . 2.5 0.104 . . .

Now -T(x ; >.) can be rewritten as Bx - (1 + g)Ax, where

(

0.1 0.4 0.3) (0.4 0 0)
B = 0.2 0.1 0.2 , A = 0 0.4 0 ,

0.3 0.4 0.1 0 0 0.4

and 0 ::; g < 0.693 . . . . Therefore, interpreting B as the material output co
efficient matrix, A as the input matrix, and g as the rate of steady balanced
growth, OUf Leontief output equation Bx - (1+g)Ax = d has a nonnegative
solution for any nonnegative final demand vector d E R~ when the rate of
balanced growth is not less than 0 and smaller than 0.693 . . . . Each process
may be identified as an industry, not by its output , but by its input!

We proceed to make a nonlinear extension of the above. Let T( x ; >.) =
>.x - A(x) , where A(x) is a nonlinear map from X = Rn to Rn with n ~ 2.
We revise the assumptions 2.1. and 2.2, making the latter stronger, and add one
more assumption on A(x ).

Assumption 3.1. There exists an x* » 0 in Rn and a scalar >. > 0 such that
T( x*;>.) >> O.

Assumption 3.2.

(i) The map A(x) is indecomposable, i.e., for any X E Rn and any two
nonempty disjoint subsets, land J of index set N = {I , 2, . .. , n} such
that I u J = N, at least one element of A(x + y) in J is greater than the
corresponding element of A(x) when Yi > 0 for i E land Yj = 0 for
jE J .

(ii) A(x) is isotone on R+, i.e., A(x) ~ A(y) if x ~ Y for x,Y E R+ ;

Assumption 3.3.

(i) A(x) is continuous on Rn, and A(O) = 0;
(ii) A(x) is quasi-convex and positively homogeneous of degree one, i.e.,

A(k x) = kA( x) forany positive scalark.

It should be noted that the assumption 3.2 makes the following assumption 3.2*
valid, which is a parameterized version ofthe assumption 2.2*.

Assumption 3.2*. If T( x ; >.) > 0 for x E R+ and for an arbitrary positive
scalar >., then x » O.

In the linear case, when A is an n x n nonnegative indecomposable matrix , all
the assumptions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 are satisfied.

First we present
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Proposition 3.1. Given the assumptions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, there exists a A*
such that (i) if A > A*, T(x ; A) = d has a unique solution x » 0 for any
d > 0, and (ii) T(x ; A*) = 0 has a nonzero solution x* » 0, which is unique
up to scalar multiplication.

Proof. These are the results contained in Morishima and Fujimoto[7] and Fu
jimoto[4], thus the proof is omitted. 0

Proposition 3.2. Given the assumptions 3.1,3.2, and 3.3, there exists a AO > 0
such that when AO < A < A*, -T(x; A) satisfies the assumptions 2.1, 2.2*,
2.3, and 2.4.

Proof. When A < A*, we have -T(x* ; A) » 0 for x* » 0, thus -T(x; A)
satisfies the assumption 2.1. Suppose the assumption 2.2* does not hold for
- T( x ; A) in any interval like A° < A < A*. This implies that corresponding
to aseries {Ai} , which is increasing and converging to A*, there exists a non
negative nonzero vector series {Xi} such that at least one element of each Xi is
zero, and -T(Xi ;'Ai) > O. Since the dimension is finite and A(x) is continu
ous, we can find x** E H+ and x** 1. intR+ such that -T(x** ; A*) 2: O. If
this were T(x** ; A*) = 0, it would be a contradiction to the assumption 3.2 of
indecomposability, or the uniqueness of x*, a solution to T( X; A*) = O. If the
inequality were T( x** ; A*) < 0, this would imply by the indecomposability
the existence of x» 0 such that T(x ; A*) « O. This is a contradiction to the
property of A* that A* = supPI A 2: 0,T(x ; A) :S 0 for some x > O}. (See
Morishima and Fujimoto[7].) We can choose AO to be positive near A*.

Therefore, we have found that there exists an interval of A, A° < A <
A*, within which all the assumptions 2.1, 2.2*, 2.3, and 2.4 are satisfied for
-T(x; A). 0

Proposition 3.3. IfA(x) is linear, i.e., a nonnegative indecomposable n by n
matrix A, there exists a A°> 0 such that when A°< A < A*, - (AX - Ax) has
a strictly positive inverse. (A* is the Frobenius root of A.)

Proof. This proposition is evident because Proposition 3.2 shows Propositions
2.2 and 2.3 are valid. 0

4. Examples

As in a simple Leontief model, when the spaces X and Y are the same and
the EucIidean space of dimension n with n 2: 2, and the transformation is
T(x) == x - Ax , where A is an n x n real nonnegative matrix, the assumptions
2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 are naturally satisfied. Thus, all we have to examine is the
assumption 2.1, the condition of productiveness. This case is weil known and
the reader is referred to Berman and Plemmons[ 1].
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The case in which T( x) == x - A(x) , where A(x) is in general a nonlinear
isotone mapping , and the spaces can be complete lattices of any dimension,
is treated in Fujimoto[4]. The assumption 2.2 is again satisfied by the form of
mapping itself. Proposition 2.1 can be obtained without using the assumption
2.3 also by the very form of the map T(x) == x - A(x) .

Now we take up the linear case in which the spaces X and Y are the same
and the Euclidean space of dimension n with n 2: 2, and the map is given as
T x == B x - A x , where A and Bare both n x n real matrices . This can be
interpreted as a Leontief model with joint production. The assumptions 2.3 and
2.4 are c1early satisfied. Thus we have to check the assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 to
be able to secure our propositions. Several numerical exampies are given in
Fujimoto et al.[S]. One of the interesting cases is when T is represented as

Then T has the inverse

T == ( ~
-a

- a
1
1

(

-1
a2 - a - 2

- a+1
a2-a - 2

- 1
a2 -a-2

-1
a2 - a -2

- 1
a2 -a - 2

- a+1
a2 -a-2

-a+ 1 )a2 -a-2
-1

a2-a-2 '
-1

a2-a - 2

when a -I- -1 or a -I- 2. This inverse is nonzero and nonnegative if 1 :::;
a < 2. It is not difficult to see the assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 are satisfied for T
when 1 :::; a < 2. And it is easy to generalize the above example T to areal
square matrix having an odd number of columns and rows. When a real matrix
has an odd number (2k + 1 with k 2: 1) of columns and rows, its diagonal
elements are all unity, and in each row, shifting from the diagonal element to
the right, (-a) and I appear altemately(jumping back to the first element at
the rightmost one), then it is inverse-positive when 1 :::; a < (1 + i). (Each
element of the inverse contains a fraction whose denominator is (k a2 - a 
(k +1)), while its numerator is either ((k - l )a - k) or (-a +1).) In this case
also, it is not hard to see the assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 are satisfied . Therefore,
for example

1 -1 1 -1 1
1 1 -1 1 -1

-1 1 1 -1 1
1 -1 1 1 -1

-1 1 -1 1 1

has its inverse with all entries nonnegative .
To raise an example from nonlinear cases, we consider the following
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T (x ) == ( ~
-1

where b12 and b23 now depend upon x as

and

b12 == {
2 - loge(x2 + 1 ) ! x 2 , when x- > 0
1, whenx- ~ 0 '

b = { 1 + X3 ! ( X 2 + 1),
23 - 1 + X 3 ,

The first component function

when x, > 0
whenx- ~ 0

as weil as the second function

T
2

(x ) == { X l + X 2 - ( X 3 + X~!(X2 + 1)) , when xj > 0
X l + X2 - ( X 3 + X3) ' whenx- ~ 0

are concave. The assumption 2.1 is satisfied by e == (1, 1, I )' , and it is not
difficult to see the assumption 2.2 is also fulfilled. Thus, our propo sition s are
appl icable. The input coefficient bl 2 implies the decreasing return s to scale of
process 2 because b12 is increasing in X 2 when X2 is positive, while b23 means
the external economies rendered by proce ss 2 on process 3 because the input
coefficient b23 is decreasing in X2 when X2 is positive.

5. Comments

It should be noted that we do not depend upon the theory of determinants at
all, and the nonnegative invertibility of matrices have been established in an
elementary way. Moreo ver nonlinear generalizations have come out naturally.

Positive invertibility in section 3 does not seem to need the special form ,
x - A(x),but can be extended to the case, B (x)- A(x),or even more generally
to the case T (x ) with some addit ional conditions on T . In the linear case,
there is no problem in extending along this line. Therefore, T in section 4 of
examples, when made negative - T ,

(

- 1

-T == ~1

a
-1
- 1

-1 )a ,
- 1
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has its inverse, when a = 4,

(

0.1
0.3
0.1

0.1 0.3)
0.1 0.1 .
0.3 0.1

Exceptionally with this 3 x 3 case, - T is inverse-po sitive for any a > 2,
converging to the 0 matrix as the parameter value a approaches infinity.
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1. Introduction

With K representing either the real field IR or the complex field C, suppose
I(x,y) = 0 for some function I : XxY --+ K", where X ~ K" and Y ~ s».
We seek a solution, an "implicit function," cP on some neighborhood of x in
which I(x , cP(x )) = 0 holds .

Cauchy, working with complex scalars, originally assumed that 1was ana
lytic [10], and Dini's formulation for real scalars assumed that 1 was Cl [15].
Similar smoothness assumptions have formed the backbone of most proofs

* We are indebted to Professor Wayne H. Richter, University of Minnesota; Professor
Hülya Eraslan, University of Pennsylvania; and Nevzat Eren, University of Min
nesota, for valuable comments on an earlier version.
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since then. But what if f is only differentiable, rather than Cl - and only
at (x,y)?It will be shown that a solution 4> still exists.

When f is differentiable at (x, jj) and continuous in a neighborhood of
(x,y), Halkin [23] showed that an implicit function does exist locally. (He
allowed X to be an arbitrary normed linear space.)

When g : X ~ K " is differentiable at x and has a nonzero Jacobian de
terminant, and when it is also locally continuous, Halkin also proved that a
right inverse exists. Further, when the Jacobian determinant of gis nonzero in
a neighborhood, Radulescu and Radulescu [36] showed that g is a local diffeo
morphism.

When X as weIl as Y are finite dimensional, we extend Halkin's point
result for the implicit function theorem by weakening the continuity assump
tion on f. We do this with an alternative application of Brouwer's fixed point
theorem. We also apply the fixed point theorem with Brouwer's theorem on in
variance of domain to give an alternative proof of Radulescu and Radulescu's
result, without explicit mention of degree theory.

Our first two theorems weaken the Cl assumption - to either differentia
bility at (x,y), or to partial differentiability with respectto y at (x,y), together
with some continuity conditions on f. In the former case we obtain differ
entiability of all solutions at x; in the latter case we obtain continuity of all
solutions at X. A third theorem combines the two frameworks. Solutions need
not be unique . However, when f is differentiable in a neighborhood of (x,y)
and fy is surjective there, then there is a unique solution and it is differentiable.

Theorem I yields a General Inverse Function Theorem (Theorem 4), which
in turn characterizes diffeomorphisms without continuous differentiability.

Because implicit and inverse function theorems playa role in several parts
of mathematics, there are many applications.

2. General implicit function theorems

Let K be the real field IR or the complex field C, and let 11 . 11 be any norm
on the finite dimensional Banach space K" over K. For any z E K" and real
e ~ 0, we denote by Bfq(z) the closed ball in K" centered at z with 11 ,11 
radius e. When we talk of continuity of functions on subsets A ~ K" , we
mean continuity with respect to the relative topology induced on A from K".
We denote by Int( A) the interior of any subset A of K" ,

We will need to bound the norm on K n+k in terms of the norms on K"
and «». We note that the values II(x,0)11 of elements (x ,O) E Kn+k define
a norm on K" , Since all norms on a finite dimensional real vector space are
equivalent, there exists areal ßl > 1 such that:

II(x,O)11 ~ ßl llx li for all x E K" : (Ja)
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Analogously, there exists areal ß2 > 1 such that:

11(0,y)11 :;:; ß211yII for all y E K k
. (I b)

Consequently: for all real ( and all x E K" and y E K k ,

Ilyll :;:; (Ilxii '* II(x,Y)II:;:; (ßl + ß2()llxll· (2)

If Xis a subset of K", we denote by idx the identity function on X.
For u E U ~ K" and I : U -; «». we say I is Lipschitz at u (for

Ilull :;:; J.1) ifthere is some real J.1 > 0 and some real 'Y ~ 0 such that:

11/(u + u) - l(u)11 :;:; 'Y llull for all u E x» with Ilull :;:; J.1 . (3)

By differentiability we will always mean Frecher differentiability. Because
we do not always assume that the domain of I is open , derivatives, when they
exist , need not be unique; and in that case I'(u) will denote any derivative .

If I : X -; Y for some nonempty set X ~ Kq and some set Y ~ Ks,
then we say that I : X -; I(X) is a diffeomorphism if I is injective, I(X) is
open, and both land its inverse 1 -1 : I(X) -; X are differentiable. And we
say that I is a local diffeomorphism at u EX, if there is some nonempty open
neighborhood U ~ X of x such that I: U -; I(U) is a diffeomorphism. If
a diffeomorphism and its inverse are r times differentiable, then we say it is a
DT diffeomorphism.

While the classical proofs of implicit or inverse function theorems often
use contraction mapping theorems, we will use Brouwer's fixed point theorem
for finite dimensional Banach spaces.' (Usually stated for K = IR, it holds
for K = C as well , since every finite dimensional complex Banach space is
isomorphie (hence homeomorphie) to cn for some n, which in turn is homeo
morphic to IR2n .)

We will also use the finite dimensional Banach space version of another
theorem of Brouwer, whieh follows immediately from the result [6] for real
scalars by the isomorphism and homeomorphism just mentioned:

(Brouwer's Theorem on Invariance ofDomain.) If Ais an open
subset of K" and g : A -; K" is a continuous injection, then g(A)
is an open subset of K" ; hence 9 is an open mapping, so g-1 is
continuous and gis a homeomorphism of A onto g(A) .

Our first theorem assumes differentiability of I at a point, and yields dif
ferentiability of solutions at the point (in parts (a) and (b)).

I An earlier application of Brouwer's fixed point theorem to an implicit function
theorem was made in [23]. We werc unaware of Halkin's result when we wrote
the initial versions of this paper [25]. See the details,p. 94.
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Theorem 1. Differentiable implicit function theorem. With K = JEt or K =
C, let X be a subset of K" , let Y be a subset of Kk, and let U ~ X x Y.
Let ü = (x,y) E U, where ii is a limit point of X, and Y E y. 2 Suppose that
f: U -+ K k and:

f(x ,y) = 0; (4a)

f( . , . ) is differentiable at (x,V), (4b)

with partial derivatives fx(x, y) and fy(x ,V) ;
fy(x , y) is surjective; i.e., (4c)

Öfl(X,y) öjl(x ,y)

ÖYl ÖYk

det #0.

Suppose that.for some v > 11 (Jy(x , y))-lfx(x, y)II :3 for all x, y,

x E X and Y E B~I:II (y) =} (4d)

(x ,y) E U and f( x, . ) is defined and continuous on B~I:II(Y).

For any ~ > 0, let X{ = Brn
(x) n X .

Then:

a) There exists areal J > 0 and a function ep E TIxEXgB~I:II (y) such
that: for all x E X iS,

f( x , ep(x)) = 0

ep(x) = y.
(5a)

(5b)

b) The J in part (a) can be chosen so that every fun ction ep E TIxEXgB~I:II (y)
satisfying (5) is differentiable at ii.

c) For every ~ > 0, all functions ep E TIxEX~ B~I:II (y) satisfying (5) that
are differentiable at x have the same derivative ep' (x ):

(6)

2 In textbook cases, X, Y, and U are open sets . Here we are not assuming that X
even contains an open set; it could, for example, contain just x and a sequence of
points Xi -> x.

3 By the norm ofa linear transformation L , we mean IILII = max{IILxll : Ilxll = I} .
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d) If U is open, then the derivatives f x(:t ,V), fy(x, y), and 4>'(x) are
uniquely determined.

e) If X is open and if(4b,4c,4d) are replaced by these stronger conditions:

j is differentiable on X x Y

fy is surjective on X x Y,

(4e)

(4t)

then an open neighborhood X o x Yo ~ X x Y of (x, y) can be chosen
so that:

i) there is a uniquefunction 4> : X o ---+ Yo satis.fying (5)for x E X o:
ii) 4> is differentiable on X o, wich:

f) (Classical) If X is open, and if f is e r on X x Y for some r ~ 1, then
there is an open neighborhood X o x Yoof(x, y) and a uniquefunction
4>: X 0 ---+ Yo satisfying (5), and 4> is er on Xo.

Remark I We cannot totally eliminate the continuity hypothesis (4d) . Consider
the function f : IR.2 ---+ IR. defined by:

( )
{

X + y,
f x , y = 2 + 2

X y ,
if x + y i- °
otherwise.

(8)

The local continuity hypothesis of Theorem 1 fails, since f(x, . ) is discontin
uous at all (x , y) i- (0,0) with x + y = 0. So for every x i- 0, the func

tion f(x , . ) is not continuous even on B~~I (0). Yet all other hypotheses hold :

f(O ,O) = 0, f is differentiable at (0,0), and fy(O,0) = 1. Here one cannot
solve for y as a function of x i= 0, since no (x ,y) in IR.2, other than (0,0),
satisfies f(x ,y) = 0.

It is tempting, therefore, to try and prove the theorem assuming that, for

every x, the function f( x, . ) is continuous on B~~I (f)). But our next example
shows that is not possible: Theorem 1's requirement on 'Y is "tight,' First we
define the function g : IR. ---+ IR. by:

g(x) = -(x + x3
) ,

and then we define the function f : IR.2 ---+ IR. by:

f(x , y) = {x - g-l(y) , if x - ~-l(y) i= °
x 2 + y2 , otherwise.

(9)

(10)

For each x, the function f( x , . ) is continuous on B~~I (0); that is c1ear from
the figure indicating typical level curves.
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Figure I

Here the dashed level curve through the origin is the locus of the only discon
tinuities of f. Even though all other assumptions of the theorem hold, again
there is no implicit function solving for y as a function of x =1= 0: f( x , y) = 0
only for (x,y) = (0,0) .

Remark 2 Theorem I replaces the c1assical Cl hypotheses of Cauchy's (com
plex) theorem and Dini 's (real) theorem" by the weaker assumptions (4b,4d).
Its conclusions (a.b) are weaker than the c1assical versions, as the implicit func
tions <p are not necessarily unique or Cl . The conc1usion (e) is part of the clas
sical Implicit Function Theorems.

Remark 3 Simple examples show that, under the hypotheses of parts (a), (b),
and (c), the function <p need not be unique .

ProofofTheorem J. Without loss of generality, we simplify the discussion by
assuming that:

x = 0 E K " and y = 0 E K k
. (11)

(a) (Existence) To prove the existence assertions (5), it suffices to prove :

315 8>0 "Ix Il xll;;;J& x E X 3y Il yll;;;, llxll (x , y) E U & f( x , y) = O. (12)

For (12) guarantees for each x E X J the existence of a point y E B~I:II (y)
such that:

f( x ,y) = 0

x = O :::} y=O

lIyll ~ "(IlxII ·
4 See the historical notes in Section4.

(Ba)

(13b)

(Be)
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Thus we can define a function «J On XJ taking values «J(x ) = y E B~I:II(Y)
with :

«J(x) = Y
and with the properties (5).5

We break our proof of (12) into parts corresponding to its quantifiers.
i) Writing:

we define :
Q = 'Y - M ,

(14)

(15)

(16)

which is positive by hypothesis.
ii) The choice of;S is delicate , and will involve several steps . First note that,

since f is differentiable at (0,0) with partial derivatives f x(O, 0) and fy(O ,0),
we have: for all (x, y) E K" x K k with (x , y) E U,

f(x , y) = f(O,0) + f x(O, 0) . x + fy(O ,0) . y + r(x , y), (17)

where r(x, . ) is o(11 (x , y)11) , i.e.,

Ilr(x ,y)11 ----*0
II(x, y)11 (18)

forall (x ,y) E U with 0 #- II(x,y)ll----* O.

Note that the function r( x , . ) determined by (17) is defined and continuous on

B~I: II (y) for each x EX , by hypothesis (4d).

By (4c) we can define T = (Jy(O ,0))-1 .

Now for any given x E X, satisfying (12) means finding y E B~I:II(y)
with f(x ,y) = 0, a task that can be stated in each of these equivalent forms :
(x,y) E X x Yand

f( x,y) = 0 (l9a)

f x(O ,O) . x + fy(O ,0) . y + r(x ,y) = 0 (by (17) and (4a» (l9b)

r(x , y) = - f x(O ,0) . x - fy(O,0) . y (rearranging) (19c)

Tr( x ,y) =-Tfx(O ,O) · x -Tfy(O,O) ·y (applyingT) (19d)

Tr(x ,y) =-Tfx(O ,O) ·x-y (bydefinitionofT) (1ge)

y = -Tr(.T , y) - Tfa;(O,0) . x (rearranging). (19f)

5 The Axiom of Choiee is not needed for this. For example, we eould use the lexico
graphie ordering based on YI , .. . , Yk to ehoose among multiple candidatesY with
minimum norm in each ofthe compact sets (J( x + x , . ))-1 (0) n B-Yli(jj).
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In (iii) below, for every x E X near 0, we will apply a fixed point theorem to
find a solution Yof (19f), hence of (19a). To prepare for the fixed point theorem,
we will bound the two tenns on the right hand side of (l9f).

Note that:

The equivalences (19) hold for ali x E X and Y with Ily ll ~ 'Y llxll,
(20)

since then (4d) implies that f (x ,y) and thus r (x ,y) are defined.

ii.l) To bound the first tenn on the right in (19f), we note from (18) that:

IITr(x, y)11 -> 0
II(x,y)11 (21)

forali (x,y) E UwithO i-11(x,y)ll-> 0,

so by (20):

't/c: 0> 0 38 8> 0 't/(x, y) lI(x ,y) II~6 & xEX & YEB~I:II(Y)

IITr (x ,y)11 ~ c:11(x,y)11 (22)

~ c(ßl +ßn)lIx ll (by (2)).

Then for e = OJ(ßl + ßn), we have:

38 6>0 't/(x, y) lI( x , y)II ~ 6 & xEX & YEB~I: II(Y) IIT r(x ,y)1I ~ alixii· (23)

Let 8 be any such number. Defining:

8 = 8/(ßl + ß2'Y),

we see that: if Ilxll ~ 8and lIyll ~ 'Y llxll then,

II (x,y)1I ~ (ßl +ß2'Y) llx ll
~ (ßl + ß2'Y)8

= 8.

(by (2))

(24)

(25)

From (20), (25), (23), and (4d) we have:

Ilxll ~ 8 & Ilyll ~ "Y llx ll => (x ,y) EU & IITr(x , y)11 ~ alixii·
(26)

ii.2) To bound the second tenn in the right hand side of (19f), note that by
the definition of M: for ali x E K";

IIT f x(x ,y) . xII ~ Mllxll· (27)

iii) To complete the proof of (12) we begin by picking any x E X with
Ilxll ~ 8. We must find a Y E Y with IlylI ~ 'Y llx ll and f (x , y) = O. This last
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equality means finding a y equating the left and right sides of (19f) . Represent

ing the right side through the function F : B~I:II (y) -+ K k defined by:

F(y) = -Tr(x ,y) - Tfx(:t ,y) · x, (28)

(29)

we see that we are seeking a fixed point of F( . ).
Clearly F is continuous in y because r (x, . ) is (by (17) and (4d» . And for

all Y with Ilyll ~ { Ilxii:

IIF(y)11 = II-Tr(x,y) - TfxUi ,y) . z]
~ IITr(x,y)11 + IITfx(x,y) . z ]

~ (a+M)llxll (by (26) and(27»

= { Ilxii (by (16» .

Thus F is a continuous function that carries the ball B~I: II (y) ~ Y into it
self. By Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem, F must have a fixed point F(y) =
y E B~I:II (y), and therefore (by the equivalence of (19f) and (19a» we have

f(x ,y) = O.
Using our definition (14) , this allows us to define an implicit function c/J onBr n

(x) satisfying (5) .
Note that our construction of c/J was based on a particular choice of f x(x,y)

and f y(x ,y).6 Since U is not neces sarily open , these are not necessarily
uniquely determined, and a different choice may give a different definition of

c/J.
(b) (Differentiability at x ) To prove that J can be chosen in part (a) so that

every implicit function c/J E TIxEXJB~I: II (y) is differentiable, we first show

that J can be chosen so that any implicit function is Lipschitz at ii: = O.
b.i) The particular implicit function constructed in our proof of part (a)

has the Lipschitz property at x = 0, as we see from (l3c) and our method of
construction in (a.i ii). By itself, however, this does not prove that all functions
c/J satisfying (5) have the Lipschitz property. To show that every function c/J
satisfying part (a) of the Theorem has the Lipschitz property at x = 0 for x in
some neighborhood of x, we must show that:

3<5 8>0 't:/c/J 1>EIM(8) 3E €> o 317 '7>0 't:/x x EX o & Il xll ~€

Il c/J(x)II ~ 17llxll,
(30)

6 Cf. the definition of M in (15), the definition of 'Y at thebeginningofpart (a.i) ofthe
proof, the definitionof Q in (16), the definition of r(x,y) in (17), the definitionof
8 in (22), the definition of J in (24), the definition of 8 in part (ii.2) preceding (27),
and the definition of F in (28).
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where we write </J E 1M(8) to indicate that </J E [IxEX6 B.;)I: II (y) is an implicit

mapping, i.e., </J (x) E B.;)I: II Un and </J(O) = 0 and f (x, </J(x)) = 0 for all
x E X~.

Suppose that (30) fails, so:

V8 ~>o 3</J .pE I M(~) VCc>o V1] '1>0 3x xE X/i & IIxll ~c

11 </J(x)11> 1] II xll·
(31)

We will obtain a contradiction.
For each i E N, pick a positive real s, with 8i ~ 0 as i -t 00. Then

by (31) we can choose, for each i E N:

a function </Ji E 1M(8i), so </Ji E IIxEx/i iB.;)I:II(Y) (32a)

a positive ci with ci ~ 0 for i -t 00 (32b)

a positive 1]i with 1]i -t 00 for i -t 00 (32c)

Xi E X~i & 0 < Il xi li < ci with II </Ji (xi)11 > 1]i llxill. (32d)

It follows from (32a,32d) that 1]illxill < II </Ji(Xi)11 ~ 1'llxi ll , so 1]i < 1'. This
contradiction of (32c), completes our proof that every solution </J of part (a)
must be Lipschitz at x.

b.ii) To prove Theorem 1(b), let </J be any solution of part (a), and consider
any value f x(O ,0), still assuming that x = 0 and fj = O. It suffices to show
that:

II </J(x) - </J(O) + (fy(O ,0))-1f x(O ,O)xll
Il xil

------tl 0
xEX & IIxll--+O . (33)

From (b.i) we know that </J is Lipschitz at x = 0 in some X -neighborhood of
ii; say with Lipschitz constant 1'.

Since f is differentiable at (0,0 ),

f( x, </J(x)) = f(O,0) + f x(O ,O)x + fy(O ,O) </J(x) + 0(11 (x, </J(x))11) (34)

for all x E X, so by (11) and (5) we have:

Ilfx(O ,O)x + f y(O ,O) </J(x) I1
11 (x, </J(x))1I

With ß I and ß2as in (1), we have:

--------+l O.
xEX & lI (x,.p(x»1I --+0 (35)

II(x,</J(x)) II ~ II (x ,O)II + 11 (0, </J(x)) 11

~ ß l llxll+ ß211</J (x)11

~ (ß l + ß2i)llx\1,

(36)
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for all x E X near 0. So (35) implies:

Ilfx(O ,O)x + fy(O ,O)<jJ(x) II
Il xll

Then because (Jy(O ,0))-1 is linear,

I/(Jy(O ,0))-1 f x(O ,O)x + <jJ (x) 1/

[z]
--------tl °

x E X & Ilxll---O '

(37)

(38)

and this reformulation of (33) verifies that <jJ is differentiable at x = 0.
(c) The claim of Theorem I (c) is clear from our proof of part (b.ii); in

particular, the proof of (6) follows from (38).
(d) Here X and Y can be taken as open, so the derivatives fy( x,y) and

f x(x,y) are uniquely determined, and then parts (b) and (c) guarantee that , for
all ~, 1] > 0, and all (X~ , Y1) ' <jJ ) satisfying part (a) of Theorem 1, the derivative
<jJ' (x ) exists , with the unique value given by (6) .

(e) Let X,5 and ~ : X ,5 --> B~I:II (y) ~ Y have the properties of X,5 , and
<jJ of part (a) of Theorem 1:-Since we can now assurne that both X and Y are
open , we can assurne that X ,5 is also open.

(e.i) (Uniqueness on X o) We will pick an open X o ~ X,5 and an open
Yo ~ Y in order to find a unique implicit function <jJ. First define G: X x Y -->

X X K k by:
G(x,y) = (:r, f( x,y)) . (39)

By hypothesis (4e), G is differentiable on X x Y , and from hypothesis (4f)
we see that the derivative G'(x , y) is surjective at all (x ,y) E X x Y . Then
parts (a) and (c.ii) ofTheorem 4 (the General Inverse Function Theorem)? im
ply there is an open neighborhood X o x Yo ~ X x Y of cts,y) = (x,O) such
that Gfxoxyo is a diffeomorphism to the open neighborhood G(Xo x Yo ) of

G(x,y) = (x,0). So there is an open neighborhood Xo ~ X,5 of x such that ,
for every x E Xo there is a unique y E Yo with G(x, y) = (x ,0), i.e., with

f( x,0 = 0. For such x we also have f( x,~(x ) ) = 0, so y = ~(x ) . Thus
<jJ = <jJ fX o is the unique implicit function from Xo into Yo . Therefore defining
Yo = Yo completes the proof of (e.i) .

(e.ii) (Differcntiability on X o) Let X o, Yo, and <jJ : X o --> Yo be as in
part (e.i) of the Theorem, and let x be any element of Xo. Define i} = <jJ(x ).
Then :

7 There is no eireularity in our reasoning here. Our proof below of parts (a) and (e)
of Theorem4 will dependonly on parts (a), (b), and (e) (but not (el) of the present
theorem.
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f (x,ii) = 0 (by definition of cjJ and ii); (40a)

f (x, . ) is continuous on Y, for all x E X (by (4d»; (40b)

f ( . , . ) is differentiable at (x,ii) (by (4e»; (40c)

fy(x, fj) is surjective (by (4f». (40d)

Therefore the assumptions (4a ,4b,4c,4d) ofTheorem I are satisfied with (x, fj)
replacing (x, y) . So the conclusions (a), (d), and (e.i) of Theorem I hold with
(x ,fj) replacing (x,y). Thu s cjJ: X o ---+ Yo is differentiable at x and (7) hold s
at x = X. Since x was an arbitrary element of X o, the claim (e.ii) folIow s.

(f) (Class ical) The uniqueness follows from part (e.ii); and the C" prop erty
follows from (7) when f is C", Of course the uniqueness and C" assertions, as
well as formula (7) are part of the cla ssical Implicit Function Theorem. 0

Even as simple a function as this :

1
f (x, y) = y - (x)3 (41)

fails to satisfy the differentiability hypothesis of the preceding theorem. And,
while it clearly admits the unique impli cit function cjJ(x) = (x)1, that solution
is not differentiable at O. Indeed, the same would be true of any function

f (x, y) = y - 'ljJ (x), (42)

with 'ljJ nondifferentiable. Such exa mples motivate our next impli cit function
theorem, which in the spirit of Gou rsat [19] has a weaker differentiability hy
pothesis (no different iabil ity with respect to x) but a stron ger continuity hy
pothesis (joint in x and y) . The conclusion of our second theorem will be
weaker than our first, asserting merel y continuity of solutions rather than dif
ferentiability at the initial point.

Theorem 2. Continuous implicit function theorem. With K = IR or K = C,
let X be an open subset of K " and let Y be an open subset of «».Suppose
that (x,y) E X x Y and f : X x Y ---+ «».Suppose that:

f (x,fj) = 0;

f( . , . ) is continuous on X x Y ;

f(x, .) is differentiable at fj;

f y(x,fj) is surjective ; i.e.,

8 f1(X , fj)

8Y1

det =I o.

(43a)

(43b)

(43c)

(43d)
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Then:

a) There exist open subsets X o ~ X and Yo ~ Y with (x,y) E X o x Yo,
and there exists a function 4J : X o ---+ Yo such that:

J(x ,4J(x)) = 0 for all x c Xi,

4J(x) = y.
(44a)

(44b)

b) The set X o x Yo in (a) can be chosen so that there exists at least one
function 4J : X o ---+ Yo satisfying (44), and so that every such function is
continuous at X.

c) (Goursat.) lfassumption (43c) is replaced by this stronger condition:

J(x, . ) is CI on Y forall x E X , (43e)

(45)if y =/= °
otherwise.

then there is a neighborhood X o x Yo of (x ,y) and a unique function
4J: X o ---+ Yo satisfying (44a,44b), and 4J is continuous on X o.

Remark 4 As W. H. Young showed [39], the existenee result (a) for the ease
k = 1 only requires that J be eontinuous separately in x and y, rather than
jointly. See the historical remarks below.

Remark 5 Theorem 2(a,b) replaees the Cl hypothesis of Goursat's result [19]8
by the weaker assumptions (43b,43e) . Its eonelusions in (a) and (b) are weaker
than in Goursat [19], as the implieit funetions 4J are not neeessarily unique or
eontinuous. Here is an example for K = ffi. in whieh the uniqueness and conti 
nuity eonclusions of part (e) eannot be obtained under the non-C" hypotheses
ofparts (a) and (b): Let J(x, y) = x - g(y) , where

g(y) = {(Y/2) + y2
sin(l /y) ,

0,

ProofofTheorem 2. Without loss of generality, we assurne that:

x =o and f} = 0. (46)

(a) (Existenee) Without loss of generality, we assurne that:?

(47)

This is justified sinee Jy(O,0) is invertible (43d) , so we eould define the func
tion g(x, y) = J(x , (jy(O,O)) -I y ), whieh would have all the properties (43)

8 See the historical notes in Section 4., and the comparisons with results of
W. H. Young and of Bliss.

9 Recall that idK k is the idcntity function on K k
• Cf. p. 67.
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with gy(O ,0) the identity on «»,and 9 would admit an implic it function (jJ if
and only if f admit s an implic it function J = (fy(O,0))-1 (jJ:

g(x , (jJ (x )) = 0 {::} f (x , J(x )) = O. (48)

To prove existence of an implicit function under (47), then, define F : X x
Y --+ K k by:

F( x , y) = y - f(x , y).

By hypothesis (43c) and by (46) and (47),

f(O, y) = f(O,O) + f y(O ,O)y + R(y)
=y + R(y)

for some function R(y) of y that is o( llyll):

(49)

(50)

II R(y) 11
---

Ilyll
--,,--------tl O.
O#lIyll--O

(51)

(by (49) and (50»

--,,------,,-------tl 0
O# lIyll--O

Then:
IIF(O,y) 11 IIY- f (O,y) 11

=IlylI IlylI
IIR(y)11
---

IlylI
(by (51» ,

(52)

so there exists a l' > 0 such that B:y(y) ~ Y and: lO

'V, O<')' 2 :Y 'Vy IIYIl2 ')' IIF(O,y) 11< ,.

We next show that:

(53)

We begin by fixing any positive , ;;:; 1'. Then let t > 0 be small enough that
B€( x ) ~ X, and define the correspondence C : [s E K : 0 ;;:; E ;;:; z} --l>

X x Yby:
C(c) = {( x, y) : Il xll ;;:; e & Ily ll ;;:; , }, (55)

and the correspondin g maximum function:

10 Our proof of (53) is based on the differentiability hypothesis (43c) . Alternatively,
we could obtain (53) by simply assuming that F(x, . ) has a Lipschitz constant less
than 1 at y = O. That property is a weakened version of the hypotheses of Goursat's
lemma [19] (p. 185, §I, for k = 1, n = 1, and p. 188, §3, for arbitrary k), which
sets the stage for his application of what is now known as the Contraction Map
ping Theorem . But our continuity proof in part (b) will still use the differentiability
hypothesis (43c) .
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M( E) = max{llF(x ,y)ll : (x,y) E C(E)} . (56)

Since F is continuous by hypothesis (43b), and since C(E) is c1early a contin
uous correspondence,11 it follows from the Maximum Theorem'? that M( . ) is
a continuous function. So (54) fol1ows from (53).

Thus for every '/ ~ i and every x with Ilxll ~ E,p the function F( x , . )
carries B,(O) into B,(O). It is also continuous by (43b), so by Brouwer's Fixed
Point Theorem there exists a y E B,(O) such that

i.e.,

F( x , y) = y,

f( x , y) = O.

(57)

(58)

If x =I- 0, then we define <jJ (x ) = y, choosing any such y;13 if x = 0 we define
<jJ(0) = O. Then (44) holds, with X o = Bc(O) and Yo = B,(O).

We have thus shown:

For every '/ > 0 with '/ ~ i , and every E~ 0 with E~ E"
there exists a function ep : X , -+ Y, such that (44) holds (59)

with X o = Bc(O) and Yo = B,(O).

(b) (Continuity) We now prove that the set X o x Yo containing (x,y) in
part (a) ofTheorem 2 can be chosen so that not only does there exist a function
ep : X 0 -+ Yo satisfying (44), but every such function is continuous at x = O.

We can choose 6 > 0 with 6 ~ i such that:

IIR(y)11 < Ilyll for al1 y E Bo(O) (using (51)), (60a)

and by (50) we can also ensure that:

y =I- 0 =} f(O,y) =I- 0 for all y E Bo(O). (60b)

Defining v = 6, X o = Bc,,(O) and Yo = B,(O), it follows from (59) that there
exists a function ep : X o -+ Yo satisfying (44).

Now let ep be any function from X o into Yo satisfying (44). Suppose that
ep is not continuous at O. Then there is a sequence Xl , X 2, . . . converging to 0,
but with ep (X i) not converging to ep(O) = O. So there is a subsequence, whose
elements we again denote by ;r;i , for which

ep(x .;) ---;--> fJ =I- O.
,~oo

(61)

11 l.e., both upper and lower hemicontinuous. Cf. Berge [I] , [2], where "sernicontinu
ity" is used for what we are calling "hemicontinuity,"

12 Cf. [12], p. 889, Remark, [13], p. 19, 1.8(4), [I] , p. 122, [2], p. 116.
13 As in footnote 5, the Axiom of Choice is not needed.
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By (60b) that implies:

f(O, iJ) =1= 0, (62)

so by the eontinuity hypothesis (43b) we have f (x, y) =1= 0 for all(x, y) in some
neighborhood of (0, iJ) . But defining Yj = cjJ(Xj) we also have f( xj ,Yj) = 0
by the solution property (44a), and (Xj ,Yj) ~ (O ,iJ) by (61) . This
eontradiction eompletes the proof of eontinuity.

(e) (Uniqueness and eontinuity) If f( x, . ) is Clon Y for all x E X, then
the loeal uniqueness and eontinuity of the implieit funetion are part of Gour
sat's result [19] . 0

Remark 6 While some of the hypotheses of the Continuous and the Differen
tiable Implieit Funetion Theorems are the same , in total they are noncompara
ble . Parts (a) and (b) of Theorem I have stronger differentiability hypotheses
than parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 2, but weaker eontinuity properties. While
the funetion f in (41) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2(a.b) but not those
of the Theorem I(a.b), the reverse is true for the funetion

f(x , y) = {Y + x
2 + y

2
, if x is ~ational

Y, otherwise,
(63)

Here f( x ,y) is not eontinuous in x at (0 , y) for Y =1= 0, so it violates (43b) for
(x ,fi) = (0,0); but it is differentiable at (0 ,0) , and satisfies the other hypothe
ses ofTheorem l(a,b).

We have obtained implicit funct ions under two different hypotheses about
the independent variable x . In Theorem I(a,b), the funetion f( x ,y) was differ
entiable jointly in x and Y at (x,fi); and we eoncluded that the implieit func
tion cjJ(x ) was differentiable at x. In Theorem 2(a,b), the funetion f( x ,y) was
only differentiable with respeet to Y at (x, fi), and f( x ,y) was eontinuous with
respeet to x at x; and we eoncluded that the implieit functionöf .r] was contin
uous at x. Now we show that these two results ean be eombined, allowing two
types of independent variables - those satisfying differentiability hypotheses
yield differentiability eonelusions for the implicit function, and those satisfying
eontinuity hypothesis yield eontinuity eonclusions. We are interested in solving
f( v ,w, y) = 0 for Y as a funetion cjJ of (v,w): f( v,w, cjJ(v, w)) = O. The role
played by x in Theorem I is played here by v, and the role of x in Theorem 2
is played here by w.

Theorem 3. General implicit function theorem. With K = IR or K = C, let
V, W , and Y be subsets of K m, K P, and K k , respectively, where m + p > 0;
we allow m = 0 or p = 0, in which case V or W, respectively, is empty.
Suppose that (v ,W, fi) E V x W x Y, that v is a limit point ofV, and that W
and Y are open. Let f: V x W x Y -> «».Suppose that:
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f( v ,w, fj) = 0; (Ma)

f( v , . , . ) is continuous on W x Y,jor all v E V; (Mb)

f( . ,w , . ) is differentiable at (v , fj); (64c)

fy( v ,e , fj) is surjective ; i.e., (Md)

Ofl(V,w , fj) ojl(v, w , fj)

0YI 0Yk

det :;zi: O.

Ofk(V,w , fj) ofk(v, w, fj)

0YI 0Yk

Forany Eir; > 0, let V~ = Int(Be(v)) n V and Y; = Int(Br,(fj)) . Then:

a) There exist real ~,7] > 0 with Yry ~ Y such that, for every v E V~

there exists an open neighborhood Wv of w in W, and a function
<P(v , . ) : Wv x Y" such that: for all w E Wv,

f(v ,w, <P(v ,w)) = 0

<P(v ,w) = fj .

(65a)

(65b)

b) The ~ and 7] in part (a) can be chosen so that everyfunction <p satisfying
part (a) also satisfies:

<P(v , . ) is continuous at w

<P( . ,w ) is differentiable at v .

(66a)

(66b)

c) For every e.» > 0, all functions <P( " w) : V~ --> Yry satisfying (65)
that are differentiable at v have derivatives <Pv (v ,w), determined by the
derivatives fv(v ,w , fj) as follows:

i) for any value of f v(v, w, fj) , a value of <Pv (x) is:

<Pv(v , w) = - (Jy(v ,W,fj))-lfv(v ,W,fj); (67a)

ii] [or any value of <Pv (v , w), a value of fv (v ,w , fj) is:

d) If f( . , . , . ) is continuous on V x W x Y, then there is a neighborhood
Vo x Wo x Yo and a function <p satisfying (65) that is continuous at
(v ,w).

e) (Goursat [19], [20].) Jff( . , . , . ) is continuous on V x W x Y , and if
f( v, w , . ) is Clon Y for all (v , w) E V x W . then there is a neighbor
hood VI x W 1 X YI of(v ,W, fj) and a uniquefunction <p: VI x W 1 --> YI
satisfying (65a.65b), and o is continuous on VI x W I .
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Remark 7 This theorem is a generalization of the Differentiable and the Con
tinuous Implieit Function Theorems: when w is absent, the hypotheses and
conclusions are those of the Differentiable Implicit Funetion Theorem, and
when v is absent, they are those of the Continuous Implicit Function Theorem.

ProofofTheorem 3. Without loss of generality, we simplify by assuming that:

ii = °and w= °and fj = 0.

Also without loss of generality, we assume that:

(68)

(69)

This is justified since fy(O ,0, 0) is invertible (Md), so we could define the func
tion g(v, w, y) = f( v ,w, (fy(O,0, O))-ly), which would have all the proper
ties (64) with gy(O ,0, 0) the identity on s», and g would admit an implicit

function cjJ if and only if f admits an implicit function ~ = (fy(O,0, 0) )-lcjJ:

g(v,w, cjJ (v, w)) =°{::} f(v,w , ~(v,w)) = 0. (70)

(a) (Existenee) Define F : V x W x Y by:

F(v ,w,y) = y - f(v ,w,y) .

By hypothesis (Me),

(71)

f( v,0, y) = f(O,0, 0) + f v(O ,0, O)v + fy(O, 0, O)y + R(v, y)
(72)

= y + fv(O,0, O)v + R(v, y) (by (69), (64a) and (68))

for some function R(v, y) of (v, y) that is o(11 (v, y) 11) :

R(v,y)
II(v,y)11

By (71) and (72) we have:

--------+1 °O#II(v,y) ll-.o . (73)

IIF(v,0, y)11 = IIY - f(v ,0, y)11
= IIR(v,y) + fv(O,O,O)vll
< IIR(v , y)11
= II(v,y)11 II(v , y)11 + Ilfv(O ,0, O)llllvll ,

(74)

so by (73) there exists a 'Y >°such that, for all 11 (v,y) 11 < 'Y we have

1
V(v, y) lI (v, Y) I I ~I I IF(v, O, y) 1 1 < 2'Y+ Ilfv(O,O,O)llllvll· (75)
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Now define:

co = { ~II J"(~ 0, 0Jll' if liM O, 0, 0) 11 " °
'.ty, otherwise,

so co > O. Now let
c = min{co, '} '

Then:

(76)

(77)

1 1
't/v I/v l/<c 't/y II(v,Y)II ;:i:, II F(v, 0, y)11< 2' + 2' = ,. (78)

Without loss of generality, we may suppose that the nOnTI on V x Y is the
maximum nOnTI, and then (78) and (77) imply :

Vv I/ vll<c Vy Ilyll;:i: , IIF(v, 0, y)11 < ,. (79)

Next we verify that this inequ ality holds not only for w = 0, but for all w
near O. Since F (v,0, y) is defined for IIvli < e & Il y lI ~ " openness of W
ensures there is some 6> 0 for which F(v , w, y) is defined for all Ilvli < e &
Ilwll ~ J & Ilyll ~ ,. Then para lleling the proof of Theorem 2 ,14 we define:

C(8) ={ (w,y) : l lw ll~8 & lI yll~ ,}, (80)

for all 8 with 0 ~ 8 ~ 6. Clearly C( . ) is a con tinuous correspondence, so by
the continuity hypothesis (64b) and the Maxi mum Theorem , for every v with
Ilvli < c, the function

lH v (8) = max{ IIF(v,w,y )ll : Ilwll ~ 8 & Ily lI ~ , } (8 1)

is continuous for 0 ~ 8 ~ 6. So by (79) for every v with Ilvll < s, there exists
a 8v > 0 with s; ~ 6such that:

't/v Il vll<c 't/w Il wll;:i:8v 't/y Ilyll<, IIF(v,w, y)11 ~ , . (82)

Thu s for every v with Il vll < e and every w with Ilwll ~ 8v , the func
tion F( v,w , . ) carries B, (O ) into B,(O ). It is also continuous by (M b), so by
Brou wer's Fixed Point Theorem there exists a y E B1 (0) such that

i.e.,

14 Cf. (54), (55), and (56).

F(v,w,y ) = y,

f (v,w,y ) = O.

(83)

(84)
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If w =I- 0, then we define 4J(v, w) = y, for any such y ;15 if w = 0 and v = 0,
we define 4J(0,0) = O. Then (65) holds with Vo = Be(O), Wv = Bov(0) and
Yv = By{O).

(b) (Continuity with respeet to w) To prove part (66a), we note that the
funetion defined by j(w , y) = f(O, w , y) satisfies the hypotheses of the Con
tinuous Implicit Funetion Theorem, and so by part (b) of that theorem we im
mediately obtain property (66a).

(Differentiability with respeet to v.) To prove (66b) , we note that the fune
tion j defined by j(v ,y) = f( v , 0, y) satisfies the hypotheses of the Differen
tiable Implieit Funetion theorem, and so by part (b) of that theorem we imme
diately obtain property (66b) .

(e) Cf. Theorem ltc).
(d) (Continuity with respeet to (v,w) Part (e) follows immediately from

part (b) of the Continuous Implieit Funetion Theorem, sinee if we define x =
(v,w), then all the hypotheses of that theorem apply.

(e) (Uniqueness and loeal eontinuity) See part (e) of Theorem 2. 0

3. A general inverse function theorem

As usual , one ean derive an inverse funetion theorem from an implieit funetion
theorem.

Theorem 4. General inverse function theorem. Let K = IR. or K = C, and
let X be an open subset of K" , and let g : X -> K" be continuous on X
and differentiable at x E X. Let y = g(x). Suppose g' (x) is surjective, i.e.,
rank(g'(x)) = n. Then:

a) There exists an open neighborhood Y of y and a fun ction h : Y -> X
such that:

go h = idy

h(y) = x.
(85a)

(85b)

b) For every open neighborhood Y ofy, every function h satisfying (85) is
injective, and is differentiable at g(x) with:

h'(g(x)) = (g'(X))-l . (86)

c) 11the differentiability 019 at x is strengthened to differentiability on X,
and surjectivity 01g' (x) is strengthened to surjectivity 01g' on X, then:

15 As in footnote 5, the Axiom of Choice is not needed .
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i) For every open neighborhood Y of y, every function h : Y --> X
satisfying (85) is differentiable on Y and h' is surjective on Y .

ii] An open neighborhood X o of x can be chosen so that 9 IX o is a
diffeomorphismfrom Xo to the open neighborhood g(Xo) of y; in
particular, glX o has a unique inverse h on g(Xo), and:

h'(g( x)) = (g'(X))-1 for all x E X o. (87)

d) (Classical) lf 9 is Cl' on X for some r ~ 1, then there is an open neigh
borhood X0 ofx such that glXo is a C l'-diffeomorphism from X0 to the
open set g(Xo).

Proof We will prove the General Inverse Function Theorem from the Differ
entiable Implicit Function Theorem, reversing the roles of x and y . Define

f( x, y) = g(x) - y (88)

for all x E X and y E K"; so f is differentiable at (x,y).
(a) (Existence) To prove part (a), note that because fx( x,y) = g'(x) is

surjective , Theorem I(a) implies that there exists an open neighborhood Y of
y = g(x) and a function 1/J : Y --> X such that:

f( 1/J(y), y) = 0 for all y E Y

1/J(y) = i:

(89a)

(89b)

So in view of (88) , h = 1/J satisfies (85); thus h is a right inverse on Y of g.
(b) (Injectivity) Let Y and h be as in part (a). Then h is injective : if h(y) =

h(iJ) then y = g(h(y) ) = g(h(fJ)) = fJ by (85a) .
(Differentiability at g(x ).) Theorem I(b) implies that any 1/J satisfying

(89) is differentiable at y = g(x). Then by (85) the Chain Rule implies that
g'(h( y))h'(y) = the identity on Y, so h = 1/J also satisfies (86).

(c.i) (Differentiability on Y) Assume now that g'(x ) exists and is surjective
for all x E X, let Y be an open neighborhood of y, and let h : Y --> X
satisfy (85) as guaranteed by Theorem 4(a) . For any fJ E Y define x = h(f)) E
X, so fJ = g(x ). Then by Theorem 4(b) h is differentiable at fJ, and h'(iJ) =
(g'(x) )- }.

(c.ii) (Diffeomorphism) By Theorem 4(a) there exists an open neighbor
hood Y of y and a function h : Y --> X satisfying (85). Then h is injective on
Y (by (bj) and continuous on Y (by (c.i) since 9 is differentiable on X) . So it
follows from Brouwer's theorem on Invariance of Domain that h is a homeo
morphism from Y to the open neighborhood h(Y) of X. Thus X o = h(Y) is
an open neighborhood of ii ; and 9 IXo : X o --> g(Xo) = g(h(Y)) = Y, as a
left inverse of h; is also a homeomorphism; so glXo and h are inverse homeo
morphisms between Xo and Y . By (c.i) the inverse h is differentiable, so 9lxo
is a diffeomorphism and (87) holds.
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(e) (Classieal) The uniqueness follows from part (e.ii); and the erproperty
follow s from (87) when the homeomorphism 9 rXo is er. Of course the unique
ness and erassertions, as weIl as forrnula (87), are eontained in the classical
Inverse Funetion Theorem. 0

Diffeomorphism Corollary. Let K = IR or K = C, let X be an open subset
0/ K", let g: X -. K", and let the integer r ~ 1. Then 9 is a local D"
diffeomorphism'" at x E X if and only if there is some neighborhood 0/x on
which 9 is D" and g' is surjective.

Proof The neeessity of loeal D" differentiability and surjeetivity is obvious.
The suffieieney is eontained in part (e.ii) of the General Inverse Funetion The
orem when r = 1. For r > 1 the proof follows by induetion, paralleling the
usual proofs of the classical Inverse Funetion Theorem. I? 0

Remark8
a) There are examples'" in whieh no inverse h in part (a) of the General

Inverse Funetion Theorem is unique or eontinuous. In such examples, with f as
defined by (88), none ofthe funetions </J in Theorems 1(a.b) , 2(a,b), and 3(a,b)
ean be unique or eontinuous.

b) The eontinuity hypothesis on 9 eannot be dropped altogether, as shown
by instanees based on example (8) above .

e) The uniqueness and differentiability properties that follow from the ad
ditional hypotheses in part (e) are new results in the real ease K = IR. When
K = C, however, the loeal differentiability assumption in (e) is only appar
ently weaker than the classical assumptions for K = IR, since for K = C the
loeal differentiability hypothesis of (e)19 implies, by Goursat's Theorem [11],
p. 100 on analytic funetions, that 9 is aetually analytic - in whieh ease the
classical hypotheses and eonclusions of part (d) hold.

d) As an example of a diffeomorphism that is not Cl , yet satisfies our
hypotheses in part (c.ii) ofTheorem 4 and the Corollary, consider:

g(x) = {2X+ x
2

sin (l/x),
0,

for -1 < x < 1

for x = O.
(90)

e) The theorems have useful applieations, sinee the elassieal Implicit Fune
tion Theorem is imbedded in many parts of mathematies, including differen
tiable manifolds and optimization theory. The weaker hypotheses of the theo
rems above admit the possibility of extending existing results to these and other
areas .

16 Cf. page 67.
17 Cf. [14], p. 272, (10.2.5).
18 E.g. (45) or [14], p. 273, Problem2.
19 But not those of parts (a) and (b).
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For example, replacing the c1assical Implicit Function Theorem by the gen
eral version (Theorem I) allows a proof of the Lagrange Multiplier Theorem
that weakens the c1assical Cl hypothesis to just continuity of the con straint
function s and their differentiabilit y at the extremum [26] . As another example,
comparative statics question s for equilibrium systems/? can now be addressed
with weaker assumptions.

4. Some historical background and comparisons

We originally developed the general theorems to solve an applied problem [26].
However , attempts to ascertain their novelty led to a historical study, and we
present a few of the highlights that may be of interest to some readers.

We sketch the development of the implicit funetion theorem, with pri
mary emphasis on the smoothness assumptions underlying the proofs. For the
early period we have been guided by the information in Osgood [33] , with
Cauchy the earlie st mentioned. We have not tried to examine the history prior
to Cauehy's work. We use the notation of the previous seetions.

There are several dimensions we eould use for making historical eompar
isons. We eould diseuss ass umptions: real scalars or eomplex sealars; the num
ber of x and y variables ; the smoothness assumptions on f with respeet to x
or y or (x, y); smoothness assumptions at (x, y) or in a neighborhood of the
point. We eould diseuss conclusions: existenee of implicit funetion, uniqueness
of implie it funetions, and smoothness of implieit funetion s. We eould diseuss
methods of proof: Cauchy 's eaIculus of residues, Caueh y's Ca/cu/ des limites,
differential equations, or fixed point theorems.

We will give abrief ehron ologieal history, highlighting major differenees
among the various contributions, eomparing our three theorems above with the
major earlier result s.

1831. Cauchy. Cauehy 's results [10] are presumably the earliest rigorous
existenee proofs of the Implicit Funetion Theorem. Here the underlying sealar
field K is that of the eomplex numbers. He mentions the general ease in the
introduction, and gives a detailed analysis ofthe special case k = 1, n = 1. The
function f is assumed to be repre sented by apower series - i.e., to be analytie.
A unique implieit funetion ljJ is obtained, and it is shown to be analytic .

Cauehy 's tools were his CaIculu s of Residues and his CaIculu s of Limits.
Their ftavor may be experieneed by eonsidering the simple case where k = 1
and n = 1, so that both x and y are one-dimensional. Then a presentation of
Cauehy's approach, in modem language looks roughl y like the following.

20 Cf. [37], Part I.
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Assuming f is analytic and not identically zero, for any given x , the gener
alized Argument Principle impliesr"

1 1 f y(x , y) ~
-2 ' Y f ( ) dy = c: Q ran

7l't C x ,y r =l
(9 1)

where the a; are zeros of f (x , . ) and the Qr are their multiplicities, and where
C is a closed rectifiable curve not passing through any root ar • Since the roots
of an analytic function that is not identically zero are isolated, one can pick a
small enough circle C in the complex plane about the root al of f (x , . ) so that
there are no other zeros in the circle. In particular, Cauchy considers the case
that the root al has multiplicity 1.22Then denoting al by 1J(x), (91) becomes.P

~1y fy (x, y) dy = 1J(x ).
27l't C f (x ,y)

(92)

In view of the continuity of fand its derivatives, Rouche's Theorem" implies
that for all nearby x the number of zero's (counting multiplicities) of the func
tion f (x , . ) remains the same; so there is a unique local solution function 1J,
and it can be calculated by the integral formula (92) .

Cauchy further verifies that 1J is (locally) an analytic function - that it is
represented by its Maclaurin series. First he applies the calculu s of residues
to calculate derivatives for the Maclaurin series. Without loss of generali ty as
suming x = 0 and 1J(x ) = 0:25

1J( m) (o) = ~ l y [ E)ffi ( fY(X' y)) ] dY
27l't C axm f (x , y) x=o

=~1yAm(y)dy (defining Am)
27l't C

1
= -2.(27l'i Res(yAm(y);0)) (by the Residue Theorem)

7l't
1 dm - 1

(m - I)! ~~ dym-l ((ym)yAm(y)),

(93)

where the last equality follow s-" since yA m(y) has a pole of order m . Then he
shows that the series converges to 1J.

21 Cf. [lI], p. 124, Theorem 3.6.
22 When the usual assumption is made that j y(x , jj) is surjective, it follows that the

unique root within the circle is a simple root.
23 Cf. [10], p. 76 (52). Cauchy expresses y in polar coordinates, so his integrand has

additional factor y .
24 Cf. [11], p. 125, Theorem 3.8.
25 Cf. [10], p. 83, equation (97).
26 Cf. [11], p. 113, Proposition 2.4.
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(94)
dy
dx

Of course this is an anachronistic account of his methods: the generalized
Argument Principle, Rouche's Theorem, etc., had perhaps not yet crystallized
as named theorems, and Cauchy established them in the context of his proof.I'

1852. Cauchy. In his memoir [9], Cauchy used an alternative approach for
proving the Implicit Function Theorem, namely existence theorems for dif
ferential equations. Again the underlying sealar field is that of the complex
numbers, and the function f is analytic ("synectic"). The implicit function c/J is
unique and analytic. It is explicitly assumed that fyei, y) is nonsingular.

Although he mentions more general cases, formal proofs are given only
for the case where x is one-dimensional but y can be multi-dimensional (i.e.,
n = 1 and k ~ 1). In this situation Cauchy is able to apply existence theo
rems for ordinary differential equations to establish existence, uniqueness, and
differentiability of the implicit function c/J.

We can i1lustrate the logic of his approach again for the simple case
f(x, y) = 0 with both x and y one-dimensional. Assume28 that f is Cl and
that fyei ,y) =f:. O. In that case, the right hand side of the ordinary differential
equation

with the initial condition f(x ,y) = 0 is weil defined and has a unique local
solution, say y = c/J(x ), satisfying y = c/J (x ). It can be shown that the function
c/J is the unique function locally satisfying f(x , c/J(x )) = 0 with y = c/J(x ); i.e.,
it is the implicit function for the given function f. Furtherrnore, its derivative
satisfies the relation

(95)c/J' (x ) = fx(x , c/J(x )).
fy(x , c/J (x ))

Thus we have obtained the standard Implicit Function Theorem (for this sim
ple case), but at the cost again of assuming the given function f to be Cl .
Hence it could have been used to obtain Dini's result for a system involving
a single independent variable. Perhaps an analogous approach using existence
theorems for partial differential equations could be used when there are several
independent variables, i.e., when n ~ 1.

Theorem I above weakens the assumptions of both Cauchy papers by re
ducing the smoothness requirements on f (from analytic in a neighborhood to
differentiable at a point). Although Theorem I obtains existence of an implicit
function and asserts that all implicit functions are differentiable, it cannot claim
uniqueness of the implicit function.

27 Alueid exposition of the methods heused in [10] forestablishing (92) iseontained
in [30].

28 Thislo?ie applies both to thereal sealarsandalsoto theeomplex scalars (in whieh
easeC is equivalent to analytic).
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1875. Briot and Bouquet." Briot and Bouquet in their [5] are clearly
aware of and following Cauchy's work in the theory of complex variables. The
scalars are complex, and f is analytic . In Section 211, p. 336, Theorem III, they
state and prove the theorem for the special case k = 1, n = 1; in Section 212,
p. 337, Theorem IV, they state and sketch an argument for the more general
case k ~ 1, but still with n = 1.

They use solution methods for ordinary differential equations to establish
existence of an analytic implicit function . The uniqueness of the implicit func
tion is implied by their results on ordinary differential equations (an explicit
uniqueness argument is given in Section 209, p. 332, for the case of a single
ordinary differential equation).

1877-78. Dini, In his lecture notes [15], Dini states the Implicit Function
Theorem in the form found in most textbooks today. The scalars are real, and
f is Cl (or C" for some r ~ 1). He solves for a unique implicit function cP,
which he proves is Cl (respectively, c r) .

At that time, of course, Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem [7] was not avail
able.3o Instead , Dini used the Intermediate Value Theorem together with a Cl
assumption. To indicate the essence of his approach, consider the simple case
where both x and y are one-dimensional and there is only a single given func
tion fand a single equation f( x ,y) = O.

In this context, Dini assurnes that, in some neighborhood of (x, jj), the
function f is Cl and furthermore, that the partial derivative fy( x , y) i=- O.
His proof of the existence of an implicit function y = cP(x) then uses two
propositions of differential calculus : the Intermediate Value Theorem and Tay
lor's Formula with Remainder (Extended Theorem of the Mean) in the form
f( x +h,Y+ k) = f( x , y) +hfx(x +Bh, y+ Bk)+ kfy(x +Bh, y +Bk), with
O<B <1.

Thus even to establish existence, this proof uses the existence of the deriva
tives of f with respect to x and y in a neighborhood of (x,y). Furthermore it
uses the continuity of the partial fy to show that, in a sufficiently small neigh
borhood, it retains the same sign as at (x, jj), and the continuity of f x is also
used.

The first printed version of Dini's implicit function theorem is in Genoc
chi's [17], as edited by Peano . (The German translation is [18].) A clear for
mulation of Dini's theorem and a proof is also found in [34], with a helpful
diagram.

Theorem 1 weakens Dini 's assumptions by allowing both real and complex
scalars, and by weakening the smoothness requirements on f. Although Theo-

29 (We have not had access to Briot and Bouquet's first edition of 1859. (Osgood [33]
mistakenly dates the 2nd edition as 1873).)

30 The paper itself is dated July, 1910.
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rem I asserts that all the implicit functions are differentiable at (x , y), it cannot
claim uniqueness of the implicit functions .

1893. Jordan. In Sections 91-95 of [27] the scalars are real , and the results
do not seem to go beyond those of Dini. The general case k ~ 1, n ~ 1 is
considered, f is Cl, and a unique implicit function 1J is obtained. Jordan notes
that its partial derivatives exist, and his discussion makes clear that they are
continuous.

In Section 191, page 178, the scalars are complex. The case k = 1, n ~ 1 is
considered in detail ; the possibility of an extension to k ~ 1 is mentioned. The
function f is analytic ("synectic"), and a unique implicit function 1J is obtained,
and it is shown to be analytic , with the usual formul a for its partial derivatives.

A clear proof along the same lines, for k = 1, n = 1 is also to be found in
[34] , p. 345ff.

Our Theorem I weakens the analytic hypothesis on f to differentiability at
(x, y), while retaining existence of an implicit function and differentiability of
every implicit function at (x, y). It cannot, however, guarantee uniqueness or
analyticity of the implicit function .

1899. Lindelöf. In [29] the scalars are complex. The general case k ~

1, n ~ 1 is considered. The function f is assumed analytic, an implicit function
1J is obtained, and it is shown to be analytic .

The proof is based on power series expansions of fand the implicit func
tion 1J, using Cauchy 's Calcul des limites, in contrast to Jordan (1893), which
reduced the complex case to the real case.

Our Theorem I weakens Lindel öf''s assumption that fis analytic to differ
entiability at (x ,y) and local continuity, while retaining existence of an implicit
function . While it obtains differentiability of every implicit function at (x , y),
it cannot claim uniqueness .

1901. Osgood. Thi s contains a clear statement of an implicit function the
orem for complex scalars , with k ~ 1, n ~ 1, and with an explicit statement of
uniqueness of the implicit function . We have also found this to be a very useful
source for historicaI information; see especially pp. 19 (footnote 30) and 103
(footnote 247) .

1903. Goursat. In [19] the scalars are real , and n ~ 1 and k ~ 1. Goursat
makes no differentiability assumption with respect to x . He assurnes that f is
continuous in a neighborhood of (x , y) , and he retains the assumptions that
f( x , . ) is C l for x near O. He obtains a unique implicit function , and shows
that it is continuous.

Goursat's proof used a fixed point theorern, what we would now call a
contraction mapping theorem, which he proved using Picard's method of suc
cessive approximations. Defining
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g(x , y) = y - y - (Jy(ft ,y))-l f (x , y) (96)

he shows that g(x , y) = y has a unique solution for y = qy(x) that is a contin
uous funct ion of X.31

Theorem 2 weaken s Goursat' s assumptions by allowing both real and com
plex scalars, and by weakening the smoothness requirements on f. Although
Theorem 2 obtain s existence of an implicit function and asserts that all implicit
function s are continuous, it cannot claim uniquene ss of the implicit functions.

The Goursat result (dropping differentiability of f with respect to x , and
assuming continuity of f near (x,V)) is also found in Bliss's published lecture
[3], pp. 8-9 on the "Fundamental Existence Theorems." Although Bliss cites
Goursat's paper, his method of proof is based on Taylor 's Theorem.

In [22] Graves notes that existence, uniqueness, and continuity can be ob
tained without assuming any differentiability of f with respect to the variable
x . His remark (p. 139) is in the midst of his proof of his Theorem 2 (p. 138).

1909. W. H. Young. There are several theorems to consider in Young's
[39]. In all of them, the scalars are the reals.

Young's Theorem 9 modifies Dini's result, replacing the er differentiabil
ity assumption on f with an assumption that f is differenti able of order r for
some r ~ 2. It asserts the existence of a unique implicit function qy, which
is also differentiable of order r . Neither our Theo rem I nor Dini 's theorem
require second order differentiability for existence of an implicit funct ion.

Dur Theorem 1 uses weaker assumptions than Young's Theorem 9 in allow
ing both real and complex scalars, and it uses weaker smoothness requirements
on f (differentiability at (x, V), instead of twice differentiable at (x ,V), hence
Cl in a neighborhood). Although our Theorem 1 obtains existence of an im
plicit function and asserts that all implicit function s are differentiable at x, it
cannot claim uniqueness of the implicit function s.

Young's Theorem 10 has a weaker assumption on f than Dini's theorem ,
since it require s a lower order differentiability of f with respect to y (differ
entiability in a neighborhood of (x,V), rather than C l). However it strength
ens Dini's assumption that f y(x ,y) is nonsingular (hence nonsingular in some
neighborhood, since f is Cl for Dini) , by imposing nonsingularity conditions
on certain principal minor s (in some neighborhood). Young then concludes that
there exists a unique implicit function qy, and it is differentiable at (x, V).

Young remark s that only the uniqueness of qy is affected if one weaken s
the assumptions of his Theorem 10 by only requiring that the Jacobian and
principal minor conditions hold at (x,y) , rather than throughout some neigh
borhood. 32

31 He notes that the solution is unique provided that 9 is Lipschitz continuous with
constant K < 1, observing that this automatically holds when f y is continuous in
a neighborhood of (x ,y). (See also footnote 10, p. 78 above.)

32 Page 420, paragraph 16.
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Our Theorem 2 uses weaker assumptions than in Young's Theorem 10 in
allowing both real and complex scalars, in only requiring continuity of f 10
cally and differentiability at (x ,y) (rather than differentiability locally), in not
requiring Young's conditions on principal minors of the Jacobian in a neigh
borhood (it only requires that the Jacobian itself be nonsingular at (x,y). Our
Theorem 2, however, cannot claim uniqueness of the implicit functions .

Young claims (in his Corollary 3 of Theorem 10) that Dini's result is a
corollary of his Theorem 10, although that is not clear to us,

In neither Theorem 9 nor Theorem IOdoes Young consider a situation in
which f is not differentiable with respect to x, in contrast to Goursat's result
and our Theorem 2. However, his Theorem 5, as extended in his section 10,
contains a special case that does not require differentiability. For the special
case k = 1, n ~ 1, assuming only that fy( x ,y) is nonzero, and that f is
continuous separately in each argument, he obtains in parts (I) and (2) the
existence of an implicit function cP. (While there need not be a unique implicit
function , he notes that there exists an upper semicontinuous one and a lower
semicontinuous one .)

The basic idea of Young's proof is similar in spirit to what others have
done . Because it yields a better result for the special case k = 1, n ~ 1 than
either his general Theorems 9 or 10, or our Theorem 2, we present here a
proof sketch . (We weaken his continuity assumption with respect to x by only
requiring continuity at x .)

Because f( x ,y) = 0 and fy( x ,y) =f:. 0, there exists a fj such
that f( x , fj) > 0 and f( x , - fj) < O. Because f( . , fj) is continuous
at ii; then for all small enough x we have both f( x + x , fj) > 0
and f( x + x , -f)) < O. Then continuity of f( x + x , . ) and the
Intermediate Value Theorem imply f(x + x , y*) = 0 for some y*
in the interval [- fj, fj]. By continuity of f( x+x , . ), the set ofsuch
y* is c1osed, so one way to define the value of an implicit function
at x is to chose the maximum such y* .

Other. Without aiming at completeness, we mention a few other treatments
of the implicit function theorem. Careful statements of the c1assical (Dini) ver
sion are found in Bolza (4) and Caratheodory [8].

In the complex domain, Goursat [20], pp. 399 ff., [21], pp. 233 ff. and
Osgood [35], §§45, 105, [35], pp. 86-86, and Markushevich [31] all utilize
the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem [38], pp. 107-114 .33 This theorem deals
with cases where the equation f(x , y) = 0 has roots y(x) whose multiplicity
m may equal or exceed 1, and is applicable to cases where fy( x ,y) = 0, and in
this respect has broader applicability than the results established in the present
paper. When m = 1, the Preparation Theorem can be used to prove the Implicit

33 Published in 1886, but presented in lectures since 1860.
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Function Theorem for the case where fy(:t, y) =I- 0 and f is analytic. This is
shown most explicitly by Markushevich [31], p. 109, Theorem 3.11.

Evgrafov's proof [16] uses series expansions and Cauchy 's integral for
mulae, as weil as the Frecher property of the differential. In addition to prov
ing existence, uniqueness, and continuity, it also derives the formula cjJ' (x) =
- fy(x, y)f(x , y) .

The paper by Hildebrand and Graves [24] was perhaps the first to use
Banach space techniques to establish the Implicit Function Theorem through
methods applying to both the real and complex domains.

Nijenhuis [32], building on a notion of Leach [28], obtained inverse and
implicit functions in the real case, under an assumption ("strong differentiabil
ity") weaker than Cl , but stronger than Frecher differentiability.

1974. Halkin. Halkin eliminated the Cl hypotheses of earlier authors, us
ing differentiability, continuity, and Brouwer's fixed point theorem [23], The
orem D. Unaware of his earlier result, we embarked on a similar quest , using
very similar techniques. Though similar, some of our results differ from those
of his theorems in a few significant respects .

We do not specify that the function f in Theorem 1 is continuous in a
full neighborhood of (x,V) ; we only require continuity with respect to the y
variable . In fact, we weaken even that continuity considerably, allowing con
tinuity requirements to depend on the distance of the x variable from ii: And
in Remark 1 we show that those continuity requirements are "tight," Halkin 's
Theorem D, however, assurnes full continuity jointly in both variables, in a full
neighborhood.

Halkin 's Theorem D allows the space X to be a normed linear space , rather
than the finite dimensional linear space we assurne. (It appears that such a
generalization of our result would be possible with only slight modifications of
our proof.)

Our Theorem 2 is essentially the same as Halkin 's Theorems A, B, and C,
which do not require differentiability in the x variable .

Halkin does not have a parallel of our Theorem 3, which generalizes our
Theorems land 2.

Finally, our inverse function Theorem 4 is essentially the same as Halkin's
Theorem G, and our proof obtains it from the implicit function theorem by the
same standard techniques that he uses.

1989. Radulescu and Radulescu. Our inverse function Theorem 4 is es
sentially the same as Radulescu and Radulescu's Theorem 3.4 [36]. Their proof
uses topological degree theory instead of the Brouwer fixed point theorem we
use. While they do not state an implicit function theorem, that could be derived
from their inverse function theorem by standard methods , but it would impose
stronger continuity requirements than in our Theorem I.
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Abstract. Constrained optimization problems are central to economics, and Lagrange
multipliers - when they exist - playabasic role in solving them, in theory and in
practice . Examples are weil known of optimization problems for which multipliers do
not exist. So it is important to know what requirements constraint functions must satisfy
to be "Lagrange regular," i.e. to guarantee existence of multipliers for broad c1asses of
maximand or minimand functions . We relax the requirements in three directions :

I. We reduce the smoothness requirements on constraints. This allows weaker and
more uniform hypotheses for mixed inequality and equality constraints, permit
ting, for example, just differentiability at the optimum and continuity in a neigh
borhood . (We allow much weaker hypotheses , as weIl.)

Beyond smoothness, other requirements have long been imposed on con
straint functions, to avoid simple examples lacking multipliers . We examine two
types of such "constraint qualifications",

2. We provide new, relaxed constraint qualifications of both Jacobian and path
types.

a) Our Jacobian constraint qualifications (23), (24), (25) permit spanning
properties as alternatives to the usual rank restrictions .

• For valuable comments on an earlier version, we are indebted to Professor Kam
Chau Wong, Chinese University of Hong Kong; Professor Hülya Eraslan, Univer
sity of Pennsylvania; and Nevzat Eren, University of Minnesota .
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b) Our path constraint qualifications (69), (72), (73) impose fewer restrictions
than before on the directions permitted for constraint derivatives. (The log
ical relationships are indicated in (149».

3. Our relaxed requirements are not only sufficient for avoiding many well-known
counterexamples - they cannot be weakened further:

c) We formalize a notion of minimality for Jacobian constraint qualifications,
and prove that ours are minimal for "Lagrange regularity,"

d) We prove that our path constraint qualifications are necessary for "La-
grange regularity,"

The tool enabling us to relax smoothness requirements on equality constraints is our
Non-Cl Implicit Function Theorem, p. 142. (See also the reference in Section 8. to
Halkin 's work.)

Since we are weaving together many strands, the following outline may be helpfuI.

I . Introduction: Constraint qualifications, definitions page 98
2. Constrained maximization page 100

Lagrange regularity page 101
Fundamental Lemma page 104

3. The Jacobian criterion page 106
4. The Jacobian criterion is sufficient page 110

Theorem I page 110
Theorem 1+ page I 14

5. The Jacobian criterion is minimal page 120
Theorem 2 page 120

6. The Tangency-path criterion page 124
Theorem 3 (Sufficiency) page 127
Theorem 4 (Necessity) page 132
Weaker than Jacobian criterion page 132

7. Mathematical Appendix page 138
8. Historical comments and comparisons page 143

Key words: Constrained optimization, Lagrange, Kuhn-Tucker, non-C" analysis, min
imal constraint qualification, Jacobian Criterion, Tangency-Path Criterion

1. Introduction

Lagrange-Kuhn-Tucker multipliers are important theoretical and practical tools
for solving many types of constrained optimization problems. It is weIl known,
however, that such multipliers do not exist for all problems - that certain
requirements have to be imposed on the constraints, in order to be assured that
every maximand or minimand function will generate multipliers. In this paper
we seek to reduce those requirements as much as possible in two directions:
smoothness requirements, and "constraint qualifications,"

(1) Smoothness of constraints. While the classical Lagrange Multiplier
Theorem assurnes Cl smoothness of equality constraints and a (rank) Jacobian
type condition, Kuhn and Tucker reduced that to differentiability for inequal
ity constraints, using a path-type condition. Is a similar reduction possible
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for equality constraints or mixed constraints? As shown below, the answer
is yes .1,2 For Jacobian-type constraint qual ifications we show that it can be
redu ced to differentiability at ju st the optimizing point , together with partial
continuity. For path-type constraint qualifications we reduce the smoothness to
ju st existence of parti al deri vatives.

(2) Constraint qualifications. For opt imality problems with inequality
constraints, it has been known since Karush that some "co nstraint qualifica
tions" were required to guarantee existence of "Lagrange multipliers." In the
Karu sh-Kuhn-Tucker inequality theorems, these were properties of paths ly
ing in the constraint set. For problems with equality constraints, correspond
ing qualifications were (rank) propert ies of the con stra int Jacobian, implicit
already in Lagrange. For both Jacobian and path conditions, our results are
achieved under weaker assumptions than found elsewhere. We also introduce
a notion of minimality: our Jacobian condition is minim ally sufficient for exis
tence of Lagrange multipliers; finally, we prove our path condition is necessary
and sufficient.

Type 1 results: Theorems 1, 1+, 3. (Weak smoothness hypotheses and
weak con stra int qual ifications sufficient for Lagrange regularity.) Suppose that
ü E ]Je maximizes the real valued function f subject to g ~ 0 and h = O.
Then under either Condition (a) or Condition (b) below, there exist Lagrange
multipl iers A ~ °in IRPand J-L in IRk such that:

f' (ü f + ATg'(ü ) + J-LTh' (ü ) = 0, ( l a)

i.e., such that:

(lb)

(i= l, .. . ,n).

öf _ ög! _ ögP _

ÖU i (u) + Al ÖU i (u) + . 0 . + Ap OU i (U )

öh r ohk

+ J-Ll -;:) (ü ) + 0 . 0 + J-Lk-;:)(Ü ) = °
UU i UU i

Condition a) f, g and h are differenti able at u, and h in addition satisfies cer
tain parti al continuity conditions there , and the Jacob ian (g' (u), h' (u))
has certain properti es.

1 Halkin [16] has an earlier result in this direction. Although there are many points of
similarity between his approac h and parts of ours, his result s concern only "quasi
regularity" (p, 103 below), rather than the full regularit y of our Theorems I, 1+;
that much weaker and less informative conclusion enables hirn to avoid all mention
of constraint qualifications, which are the main focus of all our theorems. Also, his
smoothness assumptions are more restrictive than those of our Theorem 1+ (A, B)o
See also footnote 29 and the Historical Notes and Comparisons in Section 8,.

2 We restriet attention to constraints and optimizing functions that have certain types
of derivatives at the optimizing point. We do not consider subdiffe rentials, which
would become more natural if we restricted attention to constraints that were con
cave or convex functions.
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Condition b) J, g, and h admit partial derivatives, and satisfy a certain "path
type" constraint qualific ation.

Note that the "constraint qualifications" (a) and (b) refer only to the con
straint functions g and h, not to the maximand f. When multipliers exist for
g and h for a whole class F of functions J, we say that (g, h) is "Lagrange
regular" for F.

Type 2 results: Theorems 2, 4. (Minimality of constraint qualifications.)
To guarantee Lagrange regularity of (g,h) for a class F of maximands:

i) The properties listed in Condition (a) are necessary for Lagrange reg
ularity, if we restriet ourselves to conditions expressed in terms of the
Jacobians of the constraint functions , i.e. in terms of partial derivatives.

ii) The properties listed in Condition (b) are necessary for Lagrange regu
larity .

Gur relaxations of constraint qualifications listed in Conditions (a) and (b)
are precisely those needed to make the constraint qualifications minimally suf
ficient in (a), and necessary and sufficient in (b), respectively. In other words , if
Condition (a) were violated, then the existence of Lagrange multipliers could
not be decided by looking at only the Jacobians of g and h. And if Condi
tion (b) were violated, then the existence of Lagrange multipliers could not be
decided by looking at only the constraints g and h : one would have to look at
the particular maximand J as weil.

2. Constrained maximization

For simplicity, we study ju st constrained maximization, since the minimization
of a function J can be studied in terms of maximizing - J. And we discuss
nonnegativity constraints g ~ 0, since nonpositivity constraints can be studied
through -g ~ O.

We seek to maximize areal valued function J on a set U ~ Ilt", subject
to conditions gl ~ 0, ... ,gm ~ 0 and h l = 0, . . . , hk = 0, where the gi and
hi are also functions from U to !Rn. Either g or h, or both, may be absent. To
avoid trivialities we assume throughout that n > O.

Let g = (gI , . . . ,gm) and h = (h l , . . . , hk ) , and define the constraint set
by

C(g, h) = {x E U: Vi i= I ,. .. ,m gi (X) ~ 0 & Vj j =I ,... ,k hj (x) = O} . (2)

A point ü E U is said to maximize J on C(g,h) if:

ü E C(g,h)

Vu u EC (g ,h ) J(ü) ~ J(u).
(3)
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When 9 is absent, this is a problem of c1assical mathematics; when h is
absent, it is known in economics as a "Kuhn-Tucker" problem. We write C(g)
when h is absent, and C(h) when gis absent; the context will avoid ambiguity.
When both 9 and h are absent (so there are no constraints), then C(g, h) = U.

2.1 Lagrange regularity

Suppose that u E U maximizes J on C(g, h) and that J, g, and h have partial
derivatives at u. We are interested in the existence of "Lagrange multipliers,"
>. E IRm and J-L E IRk

, satisfying:

(4)

(5)

(6)

In addition, we will want X to satisfy a nonnegativity condition. But simple
examples show that there may exist no >. and J-L satisfying (4). Consider:"

gl(Ul ,U2) = U2 - ui ~ 0
2 29 (Ul,U2) = -U2 - U 1 ~ 0,

or:

h1(Ul , U2) = U2 - ui = 0

h2
(U l ' U2) = -U2 - ui = O.

In each case the constraint set is {O}, so any function J(Ul ,U2) has a con
strained maximum at u = O. But J(Ul, U2) = Ul admits no >. or IL satisfy
ing (4).

So special assumptions are needed to guarantee existence of multipliers
>. and IL. To state them, we first explain the notion of a "binding" inequality
constraint.

Binding constraints. An inequality constraint gi is binding at u if gj (u) ~
ofor all j = 1, .. . , tn; and if u belongs to the boundary of the "individual"
constraintset {x E IRn : gi(X) ~ 0}.4

With U ~ IR", with u E U and g: U -+ IRm
, we partition M

{I , . . . , m} to distinguish the gi that are binding at u from the others'

3 This is analogous to Slater's example in [38].
4 The binding property refers to the boundary of the domain of gi, not of its range.

Thus gi need not bc binding at u even if gi (u) = 0 (e.g. if l = 0 in an open
ncighborhood of gi(11», and conversely, gi can be binding at u even if l(u) > 0
(e.g.ifU = {(Ul ,U2) : Ul + U2 ~ 2},andgi (u l ,U2) = Ul +u2,and (Ul,U2) =
(1,1) .

Note that if gl = 92, then each constraint may be binding at U.
5 One could introduce an analogous distinction between binding and nonbinding

equality constraints , but wc shall not do so.
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1= {i E M: u is in the boundary of {u E U : g(u) ~ 0 & gi(U) ~ On
J=M "I

(7)
(either I , J , or both may be empty) . When I or J is nonempty, we write,
respectively:

si : U --t /RP

gJ: U --t IRm-p

g = (gI, gJ) : U --t IRP x IRm-p = IRm.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the components of gI are the first p
elements of g: gI = (gl, .. . , gP).

Regularity. Now we seek conditions under which the fact that u E U ~

IRn maximizes I on C (g,h) implies the existence of a A E IRm and a J1 E IRk

such that:6 ,7

and

Ai = 0

f'(uf + ATg'(u) + J1T h' (u) = 0,

if l is not binding at u (i.e., i E J) .

(9)

(lOa)

(lOb)

Rather than solving (9) and (l0) for Aand J1, given particular gi, hi, and I,
one may ask whether the given functions gi and h j allow us to solve, for each
I in some family F that is maximized on C(g ,h) at U, for such A and J1. (We
shall always assume that each I E F has partial derivatives at u.) So we say
that (g , h) is Lagrange mixed-regularfor (u,F) if:8

i) all the gi and h j all have partial derivatives at u;

6 It is tempting to suppose that (10) implies Ai > 0 whenever gi is binding at u.
Simple examples show that is not true, Consider this example in JRl: f(x) = _ x2,
g(x) = x, and u = O. The constraint gis binding at the maximizer u = 0, but
A = 0 is required by (9).

7 When U is open (as we assume in Parts 4 and 5), then if gi is binding at u it follows
that gi(u) = O. So for open U, condition (10) implies (though is not implied by)
this "cornplementary slackness" condit ion:

8 The terminology is modified from [4]. We really should call this Lagrange regu
larity for (U,u,F) ; for brevity, we omit the reference to U. (Alternatively, we can
note that U is determined by :F.)
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ii) for every function f E F , if ü maximize s f on C(g, h) then (9) and ( 10)
hold for some (A,f-l ).

Whe n h is absent, we say that 9 is Lagrange inequality-regular for (ü,F ) if:

i) all the gi have partial derivatives at ü ;

ii) for every function f E F , if ü maximizes f on C( g) then :

(11)

and (10) hold for some A.

And when 9 is absent we say that h is Lagrange equality-regular for (ü,F) if:

i) all the hj have partial derivatives at ü;

ii) für every function J E F , if ü maximizes f on C( h) then :

J'(üf + f-lTh' (ü) = 0 (12)

for some u:

When for each f E F there are unique A and f-l satisfying (9) and ( 10), we say
that (g, h ) is Lagrange mixed-regula r f or (ü , F ), uniquely ; and we use similar
uniqueness defin itions für the inequality and the equality cases.

We often refer simply to Lagrange regularity; the context will make the type
clear. When both 9 and h are absent, we say that we have Lagrange regularity
fo r (ü, F ) if: für all JE F , if ü maximizes f on U then j' (ü) = O.

It is important to note that Lagrange regularity is a property of part icular
constraint functi ons 9 and h - not just a property of the constraint set C(g, h).
We demon strate this in Remark 6. I.i ii, page 126 below, and we note some
implication s in the Removable Constraints section, page 109 below.

Quasi-regularity, A weaker notion of regularity, apparently dates back to
Hilbert (for equalities). We say that (g, h) is Lagran ge quasi mixed-regula r fo r
(ü,F (ü)) if the properties of Lagrange regularity hold except that conditions
(9) and (10) are replaced by the weaker condition: there exists a nonzero vector
(Ao, A, f-l ) such that

).,oJ' (üf + ).,Tg'(ü) + f-lTh' (ü) = 0,

Ao ~ 0

A ;::: O.

( 13)

(14)

(15)

We assumed that partial derivatives of the gi, h j
, and fexist at Ü, even when

not binding, in order to give meaning to (9). We could avoid assuming that the
nonbindin g gi possess partial derivatives at Ü , by using (16) and (17) below in
place of (9) and (10). Th is would be more general, but it would be less convenient
to apply where the structure of the constraint set is not known a priori.
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Similar definitions apply for inequalities and for equalities."
In this paper we focus on regularity, as it is more informative than quasi

regularity. However, Lagrange quasi mixed-regularity implies Lagrange mixed
regularity, under the special rank assumption (31) below. This follows from the
Fundamental Lemma below, on purely algebraic grounds.

Now we seek A and JL that satisfy (9) and (10) for all such f. We begin by
restating the problem in a simpler form with a natural

Reduction. Let g: U -> IRm , h : U -> IRk
, and f: U -> IR have partial

derivatives at ü. lO Suppose that the binding constraints are gr = (gi , . . . , gP ).
Then it is clear that a solution A E IRm and JL E IRk to (9) and (10) exists if
and only if there exists a .>. E IRP and a JL E IRk such that:

and such that:
.>. ;; O.

2.2 The fundamental lemma. Constraint qualifications

(16)

(17)

Although our basic maximization question is one of analysis, it is useful to
view it algebraically. Our answers all rest on the following simple consequence
of the Theorem of the Alternative.

Lemma 2.1 (Fundamental lemma). Let U ~ IRn
, and let ü E U be a limit

point.

A) Suppose f : U -> IR, g : U -> IRP, and h : U -> IRk arefunctions on
U that have partial derivatives at Ü, with g(ü) = 0 and h(ü) = 0, and
suppose there does not exist (A, JL) E IRP X IRk satisfying the following
two conditions:

i)
(18)

ii)
(19)

9 Halkin [16] used an approach similar to those of [9], [5], [6], and [24], using Jaco
bian condition s to establish Lagrange quasi mixed-regularity under weaker smooth
ness hypotheses than those predecessors.

10 Actually, the gP+! , . .. , gm need not have partial derivatives, since they don't ap
pear in (16), and they effectively don't appear in (9) since the corresponding Ai
vanish according to (lOb).
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Then there exists a zE Htl such that:

'(-) - >09 u z =
h'(u) z = 0

j'(u) z > O.

(20a)

(20b)

(20c)

B) When 9 is absent, part (A) holds ifwe delete references to, and terms and
relations involving .A or g.

C) When h is absent, part (A) holds if we delete references to, and terms
and relations involving J-l or h.

Proof This is an almost immediate application of the Theorem of the Altema
tive.!' 0

The lemma is an algebraic statement about derivatives. It does not mention
maximization, but now we show why it is basic to maximization theory.

Suppose that J, g, and h are differentiable at u, which maximizes J on
the constraint set C(g,h). If (g,h) is not Lagrange regular, then the lemma
implies that (20) holds. If there were a path u( . ) with values u(t) Iying in
C(g, h), starting at ü and with derivative u'(O) = Z, then'? we could rewrite
(20) as:

:tg(u(t))lt=o = g'(ü)z ~ 0

~h(u(t))lt=o = h'(ü) z = 0

:tJ(u(t))l t=o = j'(ü) z > 0

(by (20a))

(by (20b))

(by (20c)) .

(21a)

(21b)

(21c)

So small movements along the path would keep us in the constraint set but
increase the value of f. And that would contradict the assumption that ü max
imizes J on the constraint set C(g,h).

Thus algebra highlights the role of analysis . As (5) and (6) show, Lagrange
regularity requires some restrictions on the constraint functions 9 and h. As
the algebra suggests, a sufficient restriction is the existence of paths u( . ) with
u' (0) = z for any zsatisfying (20) . For historical reasons , such hypotheses are
typically called constraint qualifications. 13

Two general types of constraint qualifications have been developed.!" The
first simply asserts that any zsatisfying (20a,b) is indeed the derivative of some
path Iying in C(g, h) . We will call these path conditions.

11 See the Appendix.
12 If g, h; and f were differentiable at ii .
13 Cf. [30].
14 Slater [38] proposeda constraintqualification that does not fall into the two types

we discuss. It was intended, however, for application to the Saddle Point Equiva
lenceTheorem, assumingconcavityof the constraintfunctions gi , rather than for a
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The second type is computationally oriented, being expressed as algebraic
properties ofthe Jacobian matrix (g'(ü) ,h'(ü)) . They may involve its nonsin
gularity, the span of its rows , or other algebra ic aspects . We call these Jacobian
conditions.

In simple examples (e.g. (5) and (6» checking whether a path condition
holds can be rather easy. In more complicated examples, it may be difficult. By
contrast, the Jacobian conditions that we discuss are decidable in an algorith 
mic fashion, as we will see later.

3. The Jacobian criterion

Our Jacobian condition will guarantee that every z satisfying (20a,b) (or the
corresponding variant when 9 or h is absent) is the derivative of some path
Iying in C(g , h) (or C(g) or C(h». In Theorem I we prove that the condition
is sufficient for Lagrange regularity. Then in Theorem 2 we prove it is as weak
as possible in the class of sufficient Jacobian conditions. (It is generally not
as weak, however, as the non-Jacobian path conditions in Theorems 3 and 4,
which are both necessary and sufficient for Lagrange regularity.) In order to
make these notions precise, we use the following terminology.

Sufficient and minimal Jacobian constraint qualifications. Let U ~

JRn , and let ü E U be a limit point. Let 9 be a set of functions g: U --+ JRm,

let Ti be a set of functions h : U --+ JRk, and let F be a set of functions
f : U --+ JR. Assume that all functions in g, Ti, and F have partial deriva
tives at ü .

By a Jacobian mixed-constraint qualification for (ü , g,Ti) we mean a

property Q of some members of the set {(~~i:D :9 E 9 & h E Ti}

of (p + k) x n (real) matrices. To each property Q corresponds the set Q of
matrices with that property.

We say that a Jacobian mixed-constraint qualification Q for (ü,g,Ti) is
(ü,g,Ti ,F) -sujjicient for Lagrange mixed-regularity if: for all 9 E 9 and h E
Ti,

(~~i:D E Q ~ (g, h) is Lagrange mixed-regular for (ü,F) . (22)

We say that a Jacobian constraint qualification Q for (ü,g,Ti) is minimally
(ü , g ,Ti , F)-sujjicient for Lagrange mixed-regularity if:

proof of Lagrange regularity . Because of the convexity of the constraint set defined
by such gi , Slater 's condition implies a path-type constraint qualification ofthe type
we discuss below. (See the historical comments in Section 8. below.)
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i) Q is (u,g,'H,F)-sufticient for Lagrange mixed-regularity in the sense
of (22);

ii) no weaker Jacobian property (i.e., no proper superset of Q) is (u,g ,'H, F)-

sufficient für Lagrange mixed-regularity: if gE g,ne 'H,and (~~i:D rt

Q, then there is some 9 E 9 and some 11, E 'H with g~(u) = g~(u) and
11,'(u) = h'(u) for which (g ,11,) is not Lagrange mixed-regular for (u,F) .

We may abbreviate "rninimally sufficient" to "minimal."
Analogous definitions of sufficiency and minimality apply with functions g

for the inequalities problem, and with functions h for the equalities problem.
Whether a Jacobian condition is minimally sufficient for Lagrange regular

ity clearly depends on the set U, the element U, and the classes 9 and 'H of
equality and inequality constraint functions under consideration, as weil as on
the class F of maximand functions . To simplify discussing these classes, some
notation is useful.

In the following list, U is a subset of IRn
. For any u E U we make these

definitions :

FD (u) is the set of functions f : U --+ IR that are differentiable at u.
9D(u) is the set of functions g : U --+ IRm that are differentiable at

u.
'Hp (u) is the set of functions h : U --+ IRk that have partial deriva

tives at u.
'Ho( u) is the set of functions h : U --+ IRk that are differentiable at

u.
'HDc(u) is the set of functions h: U --+ IRk that are differentiable

at u and continuous in some neighborhood of u.
'Hel (u) is the set of functions h : U --+ IRk that are Cl at u.

For example, to say that a Jacobian equality-constraint qualification Q is
(u, 'HDc(u) ,Fo(u))-sufficient means: for all h E 'HDc(U), if h'(u) E Q
then h is Lagrange equality-regular for (u,FD(U)).

The rest of this seetion states a new Jacobian constraint qualification, the
Jacobian Criterion. Section 4. will prove it is sufficient for Lagrange regularity
with respect to some important classes g, 'H, and F. And Section 5. will prove
it is minimally sufficient with respect to those same classes (and to other classes
as weil).

The Jacobian criterion. Suppose that u EU$;; IRn and that" gI : U --+

IRP and h : U --+ IRk have partial derivatives at u. Let a(1) , . . . , a(p) be the
rows of the p x n Jacobian matrix g~ (a), and let b( 1) , . . . , b(k) be the rows of

15 I is defined in (7).
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the k x n Jacobian matrix h'(ü) . We allow p = 0 or k = 0, or both; i.e. 91 or
h may be absent.

A) (Mixed: Equalities and inequalities) We say (9, h) satisfies the (Mixed
Problem) Jacobian Criterion at ü if one of the following two mutually
exclusive conditions (a), (b) holds :

a) rank(h'(ü)) = k < n, (23a)
and there exists a ~ E !Rn such that:

9Hü)~ > 0

h'(ü)~ = 0;

b) wedge(a(l) , ... , a(p)) + span(b(l) , .. . , b(k )) = !Rn, (23b)

i.e.:

{ V E !Rn: :Jt O~tEJRP :Jz z EJRk V = t, a(l) + .. .+ tpa(p)+

zlb(l) + ... + Zkb(k)} = !Rn.

B) (Inequalities) We say 9 satisfies the (Inequality-Problem) Jacobian Cri
terion at ü if one of the following two mutually exclusive conditions
holds :

a) I is nonempty and there exists a ~ E !Rn such that: (24a)

9~(ü)~ > 0;

b) wedge(a(l) , .. . , a(p)) = !Rn, i.e.: (24b)

(25a)
(25b)

{ V E!Rn : :Jt O~tEJRP V = t1a(1) + ...+ tpa(p)} = Ili":

C) (Equalities) We say that h satisfies the (Equality-Problem) Jacobian
Criterion at ü if one of the following two mutually exclusive conditions
holds :

a) rank(h'(ü)) = k < n ;
b) rank(h'(ü)) = n,

i.e.:

span ((b( l ) , .. ., b(k)) = !Rn,
i.e.:

{ V E !Rn ::Jz z EJRn V = zl b(l ) + ... + zpa(k)} = !Rn.

Remark 3.1.
Our interpretation is that if p = 0 = k then (A), (B), and (C) all hold; if

k = 0 then (A) is equivalent to (B); and if p = 0 then (A) is equivalent to (C) .
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(A. Mixed) Alternative (23a) is similar to Mangasarian 's generalization'?
of the Arrow-Hurwicz-Uzawa Constraint Qualification.'? The "obvious" alter
native (23b) is new. We will see that the Jacobian Criterion is sufficient for
mixed Lagrange regularity. And we will show it is a minimal Jacobian condi
tion.

For the mixed case , the Jacobian Criterion requires that either the sum of
the wedge and span is "small," with the wedge lying strictly on one side of
some hyperplane and the span lying in it, or else it is "large,' spanning the
whole space . In fact, that proves parts (a) and (b) are mutually exclusive.

(8. Inequalities) When only inequalities are present, the Jacobian Criterion
requires that either the wedge generated by the g~ (ü) is "small,' lying strictly
on one side of some hyperplane, or else it is "large,' spanning the whole space .
Again, that observation proves parts (a) and (b) are mutually exclusive. What
the Criterion rules out are the "borderline" cases where neither is true - i.e.,
where whenever the spanned convex cone lies on one side of some hyperplane,
it does not lie strictly on one sidc. Examples (5) above and (68) below are such
examples, with 9I, (0) and s" (0) pointing in opposite directions.

(C. Equalities) For analogy with cases (A) and (B), we have broken condi
tion (25) into two parts . Together they are equivalent to the single rank hypoth
esis of the classical Lagrange Multiplier Theorem: rank(h'(ü)) = min{ k, n};
see Corollary Ic below.

Removable constraints, In many applications, Lagrange multipliers satis
fying (4) are sought as a step in finding the constrained maximizing point ü . If
the Jacobian Criterion fails, all is not lost. For it may be that some constraint
can be removed without changing the constraint set C near ü; and the Jacobian
Criterion might be satisfied for the reduced set of constraints. In such situations
(e.g. h 1 = h2 ) , theorems using the Jacobian rank conditions should be applied
to the rank of a "maximally reduced" set of constraints."

16 Mangasarian's "rnodified Arrow-Hurwicz-Uzawa constraint qualification" in [33],
pp. 172-173, which requires that h be Cl . His condition with its rank = k re
striction is equivalent to our part (a), with its rank = k < n restriction (since the
existence of such a ~ as in (23a) requires k < n); our two parts (a) and (b) together
are weaker, however, than his modified Arrow-Hurwicz condition.

17 Cf. the hypothesis ofThcorem 3 in [4].
18 This is an application of our remark earlier, page 103, that Lagrange regularity

depends on the particular constraint functions 9 and h; and not just on the constraint
set C(g ,h) . Cf. Condition RI in [2], p. 8, where gt represents a reduced set of
constraints. (Page 162 in [3].) Cf. Remark (6.1.iii) below, page 126, for an analogue
with path conditions where Lagrange regularity depends on the constraint functions ,
rather than on the constraint set.
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4. The Jacobian criterion is sufficient

The Jacobian Criterion is sufficient für Lagrange regularity.

Theorem 1. Let U ~ lR n be open, and u E U.

A) (Mixed: Equalities and inequalities) The Jacobian Criterion (A) 19 is
(u, g D(U), 'HDc(U), F D(u)) -sufjicientfo r Lagrange mixed-regulari ty.S
In other words:

Suppose g : U ---.. lR m is differentiabl e at U, and h : U ---.. lR k

belongs to 'HDc(u )./fthe Jacobian Criterion (23a,b) holdsfor (g, h ) at
U, then (g, h ) is Lagrange mixed-regular for (u, F 0( u)) .

Then if u maximizes f subject to 9 ~ 0 and h = 0, there exists a
A E lR m and a J.L E lR k such that:

f' (u f + ATg'(u ) + J.LTh' (u ) = 0

A ~O

Ai = 0 if i E J.

(26)

(27a)

(27b)

B) (Inequalitiesj" The Jacobian Criterion (By22 is (u , gD(u) , FD(U)) 
sufjicient for Lagrange inequali ty-regularity. In other words:

Suppose g : U ---.. lR m is differentiable at u. /f the Jacobian Cri
terion (24) holds for 9 at U, then 9 is Lagrange inequality-regular for
(u , F D(u)) .

Then if ii maximizes f subject to 9 ~ O. there exists a A E lRm such
that:23

f' (u f + ATg' (u ) = 0,

A ~O

Aj = 0 if j E J.

(28)

(29a)

(29b)

19 Page 108(A).
20 In particular, the smoothness conditions on the funct ions are satisfied if h is differ

entiable in a neighborhood of ü, and fand g are differentiable at ü . Sufficiency is
defined in p. 106.

2 1 In this case 9 is present and h is absent. Equ ivalentl y, we can set h = 0 in part (A)
delete references to, and terms involvin g, /-L or h.

22 Page 108(B).
23 J is defined in (7).
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C) (Equallttesr" The Jacobian Criterion (CP5 is (ü,1iDc(ü) ,FD(Ü))
sulficientfor Lagrange equality-regularity/" and is (ü,'Hp(ü) ,F p(ü))
sulficient when k = n. In other words:

. Suppose that either h E 'HDc(Ü), or that h has partial derivatives
at ü and that k = n. Ifthe Jacobian Criterion (25) holdsfor h at Ü, then
h is Lagrange regular for (ü,F D (ü) ).

Then if ii maximizes f subject to h = 0, there exists a Ji E /Rk such
that:

j'(üf + JiTh'(ü) = O. (30)

(31)

(32)

Our proof of Theorem I begins on page 117.
We can immediately derive special cases of Theorem I, by taking advan

tage ofthe "trivial" second parts, (23b), (24b), (25b), ofthe Jacobian Criterion .
As an obvious special case of Theorem I.A, for example, we have:

Corollary Ia, Mixed: Equalities and inequalities. Let U ~ /R n be open and
let ü E U. Suppose 9 E 9D(Ü) and h E 'HDc(Ü), i.e. g : U -t /Rm and
h : U -t /Rk are differentiable at Ü, and h is continuous in a neighborhood of
Ü. Let g1 , .. . ,gPbe the binding inequality constra ints at Ü. If:

rank ([ ~~~~:?]) = p + k,

then (g,h) is Lagrange mixed-regular for (ü,F D(ü)), uniquelyr '

Proof Rank condition (31) implies that rank(h'(ü)) = k, and also that

(~~ i:i) is onto /Rp+k, so there are many ~ satisfying the Jacobian condi

tion (23a), hence the corollary follows from Theorem I.A. The rank condition

also guarantees uniquenes s of solutions (A,Ji) to (~~ i:i ( (~) -I' (ü),
hence to (26) and (27) . 0

As an obvious special case of Theorem I.B, we have:

Corollary Ib, Inequalities. Let U ~ Ili" be open and let ü E U. Suppose
9 E 9D (ü), so g : U -t /Rm is differentiable at ü ,. and suppose g1 , .. . ,gPare
the binding constraints at Ü. If:

rank(g~(ü)) = p ,

then 9 is Lagrange inequality-regular for (ü,F v( ü)), uniquely.

24 In this case h is present and 9 is absent. Equivalently, we can set 9 = 0 in part (A)
and delete references to, and terms involving, >. or g.

25 Page 108(C).
26 In particular, the smoothness conditions on the functions are satisfied if h is differ

entiable in a neighborhood of ii, and f is differentiable at ii.
27 Cf. [36], Theorem 3.1, p. 180.
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Proof Rank condition (32) implies that gHü) is onto /RP, so there are many
~ satisfying the Jacobi an condition (24a), hence the corollary follows from
Theorem I.B . The rank condition also implies that the solution Xto gHü)T>. =
- f' (ü) is unique . 0

As an obvious special case of Theorem I.C , we have:

Corollary lc. Equalities. Let U ~ /Rn be open and let ü E U. Suppose
h E 'HDc(Ü), so h: U --+ /Rk is different iable at Ü, and continuous in some
neighb orhood ofÜ. If:

rank(h'(ü)) = min{ k, n} (33)

(i.e. rank( h '(ü)) = k < n or rank(h' (ü)) = n ), then h is Lagran ge equality 
regular for (ü,'HDc(ü)), uniquely.

Proof If rank(h'(ü)) = k < n , then (25a) holds , so the corollary follows
from Theorem l .C. If the rank equal s n, then the Jacobian condition (25b)
holds. In either case, the rank condition guarantees uniqueness of the solution
to h'(ü)T JL = - j' (ü). 0

Remark 4.I on Corollaries.
i) It is important to note that the rank conditions (3 1) and (32) refer to

the Jacobian of only the binding constraints. Indeed , the conditions are weaker
than the conditions that would result if we replaced g~ (ü) by g'(ü) . For if the m
rows of g' (ü) are linearly independent, then so are the p rows of the submatrix
g~(ü), a fortiori ; and the converse fails.

On the other hand, conditions (31) and (32) are stronger than the conditions
that would result if we replaced p + k and p by min {p + k,n} and min{p , n },
respectively, even though (31) and (32) imply p + k ~ n and p ~ n, respec
tively. Indeed, the coroll aries would fail under the weaker conditions. Consider,
for example, this modification of the weil known Kuhn-Tucker example [29],
p.484:

gl(U l ,U2) = -ur- U2

g2(U l ,U2)=Ul (34)

g 3 (U l , U2 ) = U2 .

Here C(g) = {(O, on and all three constraints are binding. Although
rank (g' (O ,O)) = 2 = n = min{p,n}, the rank is less than3 = p. Not
only does our condition (32) fail, but so does Lagran ge regularity (consider
f (Ul , U2) = Ul) '

ii) Conditions (31), (32), and (33) are stronger than necessary, as simple
examples show.28

28 For example, if 9 1
( U l , U 2 ) = Ul + U 2 and 92 = 9 1, then 9 = (91, 92) is La

grange regular at (0, 0), even though rank condition (32) fails. Cf. the comments on
removable constraints in pp. 103, 109, and 126.
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Remark 4.2 on Theorem I. Although the constraint set C(g, h ) need not be
open, we cannot drop the assumption that the domain U of g and h is open.
Consider the function h defined by:

h ( U I , U2 ) = UI + U2 - 1 (35)

on the nonnegative quadrant of IR? Even though h is continuous and differen
tiable at (0, 1), and satisfies the Jacobian Criterion (25) there, h is not Lagrange
equality-regular there (the funct ion f (UI , U2 ) = UI is maximized at (1, 0), but
no Lagrange multiplier exists there ). However, when we switch from Jacobian
conditions to path conditions, the openness assumption will be dropped; see
Theorem 3 and the remark following it.

(A. Mixed) This theorem has weaker hypotheses than most earlier results ,
in two respects: the Jacobian Criterion is a weaker constraint qualification (al
lowing the new "obvious" alternative (23b», and the differentiability condi
tions on the equality constraints h i are weaker smoothness assumptions.I?

The continuity hypothesis on h can be weakened significantly, as indicated
in the Continuity remark and Theorem 1+ below, but it cannot be dispensed
with altogether, as shown by the example in that remark.

(B. Inequalities) Part (B) solves a traditional problem, considered in Karush
[25], in Kuhn and Tucker [29], and in Arrow, Hurwicz, and Uzawa [4]. The
Jacobian constraint qualifi cation (24) is weaker than the Jacobian constraint
qualifications in previous work (allowing the new "obvious" alternative, (b».

(C. Equal ities) This is the c1assical Lagrange Multiplier Theorem, except
we have weakened the usual Cl hypothesis on h to differentiability at u and
continuity in a neighborhood .I" This allows, for example, h = 0 as an equality
constraint, where :

(36)

otherwise,

As another example, consider:

gl(XI , X2) = 6 - 3x I - 3X2 ~ 0

l(XI , X2) = 6 - 4xI - 2X2 ~ 0

l (XI , X2) = 6 - 2x I - 4X2 ~ 0,

which are binding at (2, 2). with rank(g~ (2, 2)) < 3 = p; so property (32) fails.
Yetg~ (2, 2)~ > 0 for ~ = (1, 1), so g is Lagrange regular at (2, 2) by Theorem I.B .

29 The theorem holds for "H Dc(ü) instead of just for "Hcl (ü). Halkin [16] used sim
ilarly weak conditions on 9 and h, obtaining Lagrange quasi-regularity as a some
what weaker conclusion: see the Historical Comments and Compari sons in Sec
tion 8..

30 In particular, the theorem holds for constraints in "H DC(ü) instead of ju st for those
in "Hc l (ü» . See the preceding footnote.
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even though it is not Cl at the origin.
When k ~ n , the Lagrange multiplier vector J.l of (30) is unique"

Remark 4.3 on continuity 01h.
i) The differentiability and continuity condition hE HDC in the Mixed and

in the Equalities Problem is weaker than usual (cf. footnote 29). Note that when
k = n neither differentiability nor continuity of h is required in Theorem I .C,
but only the existence of partial derivatives. For the general case, however,
continuity cannot be dropped completely, as the following "non substitution"
Example 4.1 shows.

Example 4.J. The function h : JR2 --t JR:

( ) {
x + y,

h X,Y = 2 2
X +y ,

if x + y =1= 0

if x +y = 0
(37)

is differentiable at (0,0), with h'(O,0) = (1,1). And it satisfies the Jacobian
rank condition (25a). Yet it is not Lagrange regular for even the class of linear
functions , even though it is differentiable at the origin. For its zero level set
allows no "substitution,' since the constraint set C(h) contains only the origin
(0,0); so if we define the function I: JR --t JR by I(x,y) = y, then I is
maximized on C(h) at (0,0), but no real J.l can satisfy :

öl öh
0+ J.l = öx (0, 0) + J.l öx (0, 0) = 0

öl öh
1 + J.l = öy (0,0) + J.l öy (0, 0) = O.

(38)

The hypothesis of Theorem l.C that fails here is continuity: for every x ,
the function h is discontinuous at h(x , y) when y = - x =1= 0, hence h is
discontinuous in every neighborhood of (0, 0).

ii) We can, however, weaken the continuity hypothesis on h significantly.
When the Jacobian Condition holds, so h'(u) has full rank k, we can partition
JRn so that u = (x,y) E X x Y = JRn-k x JRk, with rank(hy(x , y)) = k.
Then as the proof below of Theorem 1 below makes clear, it is only continuity
on Y that is needed. Indeed, the proof shows that continuity on Y is only re
quired for a sequence of x j converging to x, and only in a certain neighborhood
whose diameter diminishes with Ilxj - z ]:

Theorem 1+. Let U ~ JRn be open, andu E U.

31 Cf. Caratheodory [9], p. 177, Bliss [6], p. 210 for k < n. When k ~ n, rank
condition (25) guarantees that the k rows of the matrix corresponding to h' (ü) are
linearly independent, so (30) can be uniquely solved for M.
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A) (Mixed: Equalities and inequalities) Suppose g : U ---. lFtn and h: U ---.
IR k are differentiable at U, and one ofthe following two mutually exclu
sive conditions (a), (b) holds:

a) there exists afactoring (X,Y) = tu:" x IR k and a real v with :

rank(hy(x,y)) = k < n ,

II(hy(x,y))-l hx(x,y)11< "

(39a.i)

(39a.ii)

andfor any x E X:
there exist real t j "'" 0 for which h( t j x , . ) is continuous on
B y1ltJ xii(y), and there exists a ~ E IRn such that:

g~(u)~ > 0,

h'(u)~ = 0;

b) wedge(a(l) , . . . , a(p)) + span(b(l ), . . . , b(k)) = IR n (39b)

i.e.:

{v E IRn
: :Jt O~tEJRP :Jz zE JRk V = tIa(l) + + tpa(p)

+ zl b(l ) + + Zkb(k)} = IR n
.

Then (g , h) is Lagrange mixed-regular for (u , F D(U)). Then if u max
imizes f subject to 9 ;;:; 0 and h = 0, there exists a A E IR m and a
J.L E IR k such that:

f'( u f + ATg'(u) + J.LTh'(u) = 0,

A;;:; 0,

Ai = 0 if i E 1.

(40a)

(40b)

(40c)

B) (Inequalltlesl'? This is the same as in Theorem leB) : The Jacobian
Criterion (Bp3 is (u , QD (u ), F D(u ))- sufficient for Lagrange inequality
regularity.

C) (Equalltiesr'" Suppose h : U ---. IR k is differentiable at U, and one of
thefollowing two mutually exclusive conditions (a), (b) holds:

a) there exists afactoring (X , Y ) = IR n
-

k x IR k and a real v with :

rank(hy(x,y)) = k < n ,

II(hy(x, y))- Ihx(x,y)11 < "

(41a.i)

(41a.ii)

32 In this case 9 is present and h is absent. Equivalently, we can set h = 0 in part (A)
and delete references to, and terms involving, J.L or h.

33 Page 108(8).
34 In this case h is present and 9 is absent. Equivalently, we can set 9 = 0 in part (A)

and delete references to, and terms involving, Aor g.
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andfor any x E X:
there exist real t j '\. Ofor which h(t j x , . ) is continuous
on Bl' lI ti xll (Y);

b) rank (hy(x , y)) = k = n. (4 1b)
Then h is Lagrange regular for (u,:FD)' SO if u maximizes f subject to
h = 0, there exists a /l E IRk such that:

J' (uf + /lTh' (u) = O. (42)

Remark 4.4 on continuity. i) (Weakening continuity) Theorem 1 used the same
continuity assumption on the equality constraint functions h as Halkin [16],
but obtained astronger conclusion. Theorem 1+, on the other hand , weakens
the continuity assumption on h while retaining our fulI regularity conclusion.
In the folIowing example, Theorem 1+ guarantees Lagrange regularity, even
though it alIows some discontinuity in every neighborhood of the constrained
maximum.

Example 4.2. For the open disk U = { (x, y ) E IR2: x2 + y2 < I}, we define
the function h : U -> IR by:

h(x ,y) = { x +
y
;

y + y ,

if x 1= 0

otherwise.
(43)

This con straint function h satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1+, but not those
of Theorem 1. First, it is easy to see that h is differentiable at (0, 0). Sec
ond , h(x , y) = 0 if and only if x + y = 0, and for any such x and y we
have ßh(x, y) j ßx = 1 = ßh(x, y)jßy. Third, con strained maxima of f (x , y)
clearly correspond to unconstrained maxima of f (x , -x) , and at such points
we have ßf(x ,y)j ßx = ßf(x ,y) jßy. Thus /l = -1 satisfies the Lagrange
equality (42) at any maximizing point (x,y).

ii) (But not too far) It is tempting to weaken further the continuity condition
on h, by changing the strict inequalities (39a.ii) and (4I.aii) to weak inequali
ties. That would only require continuity of h(x , . ) on B11 ti xll (y). But our next
example shows that the Lagrange regularity result of Theorem 1+ would fai!.

Example 4.3. First we define the function g : IR -> IR by:

and then we define the function h : IR2
-> IR by:

h(x , y) = { x - g- l(y) , if x - ~-l (y ) 1= 0
x 2 + y 2 , otherwise.

(44)

(45)
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The function h is differentiable at the origin, and the Jacobian Criterion (25)
holds, since :

8h
8x (0, 0) = 1

8h
8y (0, 0) = l.

And II(hy(O,O)) -lhx(O , 0)11 = 1.

Figure 1

(46)

Here the dashed level curve through the origin is the locus of the only
discontinuities of h. So for each x , the function h(x, . ) is continuous On the

y-ball B~I: II (0) foq = 11 (hy(O, 0)) -1 hx(O,0)11, though not for any greater y ,

And h is not Lagrange regular at (0,0), since the constraint set C(h) is
the singleton origin, and the function f( x , y) = y is maximized there, but
cannot satisfy the regularity requirement - which is the same as in (38) in
Example 4.1. The hypothesis that fails is h(x , . )-continuity for some "( >
11 (hy(O ,0)) -1 h(x(O ,0) 11.

The proof itself of Theorem 1+ fails because, as this same example shows,
the Non-Cl Implicit Function Theorem (Theorem 6 below) no Ionger holds
under this weakened continuity hypothesis On h.

ProofofTheorem 1.
(A. Mixed) If (23b) holds, it is immediate that Aand J.L can be found satisfy

ing (26) and (27) . So we assume that condition (23a) holds . Thus the index set35

35 I is defined in (7).
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I = {I, ... ,p} ofbinding constraints is nonempty, and rank(h'(u)) = k < n.
By the Reduction principle (16), it suffices to find), E mp and f-l E mk satis
fying (26) and (27a).

We complete the proof by contradiction. Suppose that, for some f E
:FD (u), there do not exist such nonnegative ), E mp and a f-l E mk

• Then
by the Fundamental Lemma there exists a z E mn such that:

g~(u)z ~ 0
h'(ü) z = 0

j'(u) z > O.

For all s E (0,1] define:

z (s ) =z +s~,

for any ~ satisfying (23a) . With (47a,b,c) , and (23a) we then have:

g~(u) z(s) > 0 for all s E (0,1]

h'(u) z(s) = 0 for all s E (0,1]

j'(u) . z(s) = j'(u) . z + sj' (u) . ~ > 0,

(47a)

(47b)

(47c)

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

for all small positive s . We define z= z(s) for one such small s .
By the Jacobian Criterion (23a), there is a factoring mn = X x Y such

that u = (x,y) and rank(h'(u)) = rank(hy(x , y)) = k. Then from hE 'HDC

it follows that, for any x E X and for any small enough t j '" 0 the function
h(x + tj x , . ) is continuous on some neighborhood BY (Yi) of y.

Applying (133) to (49), (50), and (51) with z= (x,jj):

gIu(U)Z =gIx(X,y) X+gly(X,y)jj > 0
hu(u)z = hx(x,y) x+hy(x,y)jj = 0

fu(u) . z = f x(x ,y)x + f y(x,y)jj > O.

(52a)

(52b)

(52c)

By the Non-Cl Implicit Function Theorem" there is an e > 0, a subset
Xo = Be(x) n {t j x : j = 1,2,3 . .. } ~ m n

-
k

, and a function y( .) : Xo -t

mk that is differentiable at x, such that:

y(x) = fj

h(x,y(x)) = 0 for all xE Xo.

y' (x) = -(hy(x,y))-lhx(x,V) .

By (52b) we also have:

36 See the Appendix.

(53a)

(53b)

(53c)
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so by the Chain Rule , (53c), and (54):37

d
dt It=o y(x + ti) = y' (x )i = fj .

Then the Chain Rule , (52a), and (52c) imply :

d
dt It=o gI(X + ti , y(x + ti)) = gIx(X,y) . i + gIy(X, y) . fj > 0 (56a)

d
dt It=o f (x + ti , y(x + ti )) = f x(x , y) . i: + f y(x , y) . fj > 0, (56b)

so for all small tJ > 0,

9I(X+ tj i , y(x + tji )) > 0 (57a)

gJ(x + tj i ,y (x + tji))~ O (by(7) (57b)

f (x + tj i , y(x + tji )) > f (x ,y) (57c)

h(x + t ji , y(x + tji) ) = 0 (by (53b». (57d)

So for small enough tj > 0 there are point s (x + tj i , y(x + tj i )) E C(g, h)
at which f attains a value higher than f (x , y), contradicting that ü = (x , y)
maximize s [ , and concluding our proof for part (A).

Proofs for part s (B) and (C) can be constructed along similar lines, but here
are sketches .

(E. Inequalities) If (24b) holds, then 0 belongs to the wedge generated by
the rows of g~ (ü), so it is again immediate that .A can be found satisfying (28)
and (29). So we assume that (24a) hold s: g~ (ü)~ > 0 for some ~ .

If no solution exists then by the Fundamental Lemma there exist s a z E !Rn
satisfying (47a) and (47c) . For all s E (0, 1] define z(s) as in (48), so (49)
and (5 1) hold. Thus for small positive s values, z(s) belongs to the constraint
set C(g), and also increases the maximand above f (ü), contradicting the con
strained maximality of f (ü) .

(C. Equalities) We repeat the proof for the mixed part (A), replacing ~ by Z
and omitting all statements concerning the inequality constraints g: (47a), (49) ,
(52a), (56a), and (57a ,b). 0

Proof of Theorem 1+. An almost identical proof applies. The only change is
to choose any 'Y > 11 (hy (x,y))- 1hx (x,y) 11 , and then replace the single neigh
borhood B Y (y) by the neighborhoods B~l tj x ll (y) of radii 'Y ll tjxll. 0

37 The derivative is with respect to t E {ti : j = 1,2, 3, . .. } (our implicit function
theorem only guaranteed that y (x + ti x ) is defined for such t ). It is easy to verify
that the Chain Rule does apply in this context.
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5. The Jacobian criterion is minimal

Section 4. showed the Jacobian Criterion is sufficient for Lagrange regularity.
Example 6.1 below, p. 124, shows it is not necessary. Indeed, it shows that no
Jacobian constraint qualification can be both necessary and sufficient for La
grange regularity. Jacobian conditions are blunt instruments for detecting La
grange regularity.f Nevertheless, Jacobian conditions are of special interest,
because they typically have computability properties useful in practical appli
cations.'? So it is important to show that the Jacobian Criterion of the previ
ous sections is as weak as possible among Jacobian conditions: if one restricts
oneself to Jacobian conditions sufficient for Lagrange regularity, the Jacobian
Criterion is minimal (over an appropriate class of constraint functions).

In contrast with sufficiency theorems, weaker smoothness hypotheses on
the constraint functions do not necessarily make better minimality theorems.
To prove minimality of a Jacobian condition for classes 9 and 'H of inequality
and equality constraints, we must show that failure of the condition for some
9 and h implies there exist 9and 11, in the same classes 9 and H, respectively,
that are not Lagrange regular. The smaller the classes 9 and 'H, the harder it
may be to obtain such 9 and h. (And there is no guarantee that every dass 1i
will have a minimally sufficient Jacobian condition for Lagrange regularity.'")
We present below a minimality result for any classes 9 and 'H that contain at
least the quadratic functions.

Theorem 2. Let U be an open subset of lRn
, let u E U ~ lR n

-
k x lRk,

and suppose that Junction classes 9 ~ gD(u) and H ~ H D (u) contain alt
quadraticJunctions .41

A) (Mixed: Equalities and inequalities) If the Jacobian Criterion (A)
is (u , g,'H,F D(u) )-sujjicient for Lagrange mixed-regularity, then it is
minimalty (u , g, 'H, F d u)) -sujjicient for Lagrange mixed-regularity.

B) (Inequalities) IJ the Jacobian Criterion (B) is (u, g,F D(u))-sujjicient
for Lagrange inequality-regularity, then it is minimalty (U,g,FD(U))
sujjicient for Lagrange inequality-regularity.

38 Although we obtain a necessary and sufficient constraint qualification in Seetion 6.
(Theorems 3 and 4) below, it is a "path condition," not a Jacobian condition.

39 By contrast, path conditions (Section 6) may be difficult to apply.
40 An extreme example is any dass 'H consisting of a singleton h. If there is a Jacobian

condition Q that is (u,'H,:FD (u) )-sufficient for regularity, then any hwith h'(u) (j.
Q must have h'(u) =I- h' (u) , and so cannot belong to 'H.

41 See p. 102 for definitions of Lagrange regularity, and p. 106 for definitions of min
imal sufficiency.

In fact, as seen from the proof below, Theorem 2 remains true even if the dass
:F of maximands is as narrow as the dass of linear functions.
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C) (Equalities) If the Jacobian Criterion (C) is (u ,H ,:FD(u))-sufficient
for Lagrange equality-regularity, then it is minimally (u, H,:FD (u))
sufficientfor Lagrange equality-regularity.

In particular, therefore, by Theorem I we have this corollary for Q = QD

and H = HDC:

Corollary of Theorem 2. Let U be an open subset ofJEt' and let u = (i;, Y) E
U ~ sr:

A) (Mixed: Equalities and inequalities) The Jacobian Criterion (A) is
minimally (u ,QD(u) , H Dc(Ü),:FD(u) )-sufficientfor Lagrange mixed
regularity.

B) (Inequalities) TheJacobian Criterion(B) isminimally (u ,QD(Ü),:FD(u))
sufficientfor Lagrange inequality-regularity.

C) (Equalities) The Jacobian Criterion (C),

rank(h'(u)) = min{k,n} , (58)

is minimally (u,HDc(u) ,:FD(u) )-sufficient for Lagrange equality
regularity.

ProofofTheorem 2.
(Part (A)) Let the Jacobian Criterion (A) be (u,Q,H ,:FD(u) )-sufficient

for Lagrange mixed-regularity, so property (i) of the definition of minimal suf
ficiency'? holds .

To see that part (ii) of the minimality definition holds, suppose some 9 E Q
and h E H do not satisfy the Jacobian Criterion (A). Then p > 0 or k > 0
by Remark 3.1; in what follows, references to 9 should be disregarded when
p = 0, and references to h should be disregarded when k = O. It then suffices
to show there exist 9 E Q and h E H with 9~ (u) = g~ (u) and h'(u) = h' (u),
for which (9, h) is not Lagrange regular for (u,:FD(U)).

Without loss of generality we assume U is a neighborhood of the origin
o E Ili" , and that u = O. Define matrix A = g~(O) and matrix B = h'(O).
Since (g,h) violates the Jacobian Criterion (A), we know that (A , B) cannot
satisfy either of these two mutually exclusive conditions:

a) rank(B) = k < n and there exists a ~ E !Rn such that: (59a)

A~ > 0

B~ = O.

42 Page 106
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b) wedge({a(I) , . . . , a(p)}) + span({b(I) , . . . ,b(k)}) = lli"; (59b)
i.e.:

{ha(l) + ... + tma(p) + z l b(l ) + + Zkb(k) :
real z, .. . , tp ~ O & ZI, ,Zk E /R} = /Rn.

It will sufficeto findgand hwith g~ (u) = g~ (u) and h'(u) = h' (u), and such
that C (g, h) = {O}. For then (g ,h) is not Lagrange regular, because the failure
of (59b) implies that there is some 'Y E /Rn with:

'Y rt wedge({a(I) , .. . ,a(p)}) + span( {b(I) , . .. , b(k)}) ; (60)

so ifwe define f(x) = - 'Y' X then f is maximizedon C(g,h) only at the origin
0, and - 1'(0) = 'Y, which by (60) cannot satisfy (9) and (10) as required by
Lagrange regularityof (g ,h).

To find such g and h, first consider the special case that some row a(i) of
A equals 0 E Ili" , Then for X E /Rn define gi(X) = -(xi + ... + x;,), so
a(i) = gi'(O) , and gi(X) ~ 0 if and only if x = 0; define gj = gj for all
j #- i . Since Q contains all quadratic functions, g E Q; also g~ (0) = A, and
C(g, h) = {O} . Since gi is clearly binding at u = 0, the same functions in g
as in gare binding at u = O. So gI = gI. We can then define h = h, and the
proof is finished for the special case when some row a(i) = O.

Similarly, if some row b(j) = 0 E /Rn, defineg = 9 and hj (Xl, . .. ,Xn) =
-(xi + ... + x;,) and hi = hi for all i #- j ; by a similar argument, h E H,
h'(O) = B, and C(g, h) = {O}. Since gI = gI and h'(O) = h'(O), the proof is
finishedfor the special case when some row b(j) = O.

It remains to consider the case that:

a(i) #- 0

b(j) #- 0

for all i = 1, ,p

for all j = 1, , k.
(61)

We noted that (59a) fails. There are two ways it can fail: i) we might have
rank( B) < k < n, or ii) there might exist no ~ with A~ > 0 and B~ = o.

(i) First consider the case that rank(B) < k. Then (61) implies rank(B) >
0, hence k > 1. Then some row of B is a linear combinationof the others, say:

b(l) = zzb(2) + ... + Zkb(k) for some real zz, .. . , Zk. (62)

By (61) we have b(l) #- 0, so without loss of generality we can choose a basis
so that:

Now define:

b(1) = (1,0 , . .. ,0) . (63)
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[/(XI , .. . , xn ) = a(i)· x for all i = 1, .. . ,p
, I 2 2h (Xl , . .. ,Xn) = Xl - (X2+ ...+ xrJ (64)

hi(XI " '" Xr,) = b(i) . X for all i = 2, .. . , k.

Then g~(O) = A = g~(O) and h'(O) = B = h'(O), g E 9 and h E 11;
and if g(x) ~ °& it(x) = °it follows from (62) , (63) , and (64) that
Xl = . .. = Xn = 0, so again the constraint set contains just the origin :
C(g,h) = {al, and we are done for case (i).

(ii) Property (59a) could also fail by absence of ~ E IRn with A~ > °and
B~ = 0. Then the Theorem of the Alternative.P yields t E IRrn , v E IRk with :

t ;::::o
tTA+vTB=OEIRn.

Without loss of generality we can rewrite this as:

(65a)

a(l) = -(w2a(2) + ... + wrna(p) + zl b(l ) + ...+ Zkb(k)), (65b)

for some real Zi and some real Wj ~ 0. Because of (61) we can, also without
loss of generality, choose a basis so that:

Now define :

a(l) = (1,0 , ... , 0) E IRn
. (66)

gl(XI , '" ,xn) = Xl - (x~ + .. .+ x;J

gi(XI, ,xn) = a(i ) · x foralli=2 , ,p (67)

hi(XI , ,xn) = b(i ) · x forall i=l, , k.

Since gl is clearly binding at ü = 0, it follows that g~(O) = A = g~(O)

and h'(O) = B = h'(O), g E 9 and h E 11, and if g(x) ~ °& it(x) = °
it follows from (65), (66), and (67) that Xl = . .. = Xn = 0; so again the
constraint set contains just the origin : C(g,h) = {O], and we are done for this
last case (ii).

At this point we have shown for part (A) that C(g,h) = {al, which by the
sufficiency argument following (59b) completes the proof for part (A).

(Parts (8) and (C» These follow from obvious modifications of our proof
for Part (A), or as a corollary of that part if we set h = 0 or g = O.

o

43 See the Appendix, applying the special case of part (Ir) when Band ß are absent.
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6. The tangency-path criterion

Why consider more than the Jacobian? Beeause the Lagrange multiplier
property (9) is a loeal property, one might expeet that Jacobian properties
would suffiee to charaeterize conditions under whieh Lagrange regularity holds
for (g,h). However, they eannot determine Lagrange regularity in all eases, as
we see from the following example.

Example6.J. Consider the inequalities g ~°where:

{

U2 - ur sin(l /Ul) '

gl(Ul ,U2) =

°
g2(Ul , U2) = -U2 .

otherwise
(68)

It will be evident from Theorem 3 that, for any partially differentiable funetion
f that is maximized at u = (0,0) subjeet to the eonstraints (68), there do exist
Lagrange multipliers satisfying (9) and (10). By eontrast, the funetion g of (5)
is not Lagrange inequality-regular for even the dass of linear functions, even
though it has the same Jacobian g' (0,0) as (68) above." Similar remarks apply
to equality eonstraints.

Ensuring Lagrange regularity amounts to guaranteeing existenee of feasi
ble paths whose tangents have eertain algebraic properties (see OUf discussion
of (21) in Part 2.2). Sueh paths were provided in our proof Theorem I through
Jaeobian conditions on g and h. Now, in the spirit ofKarush, Kuhn and Tucker,
and others , we will obtain them by direetly assuming their existence, but with
the weakest possible assumptions.

Tangency-path criterion. Suppose u E U ~ !Rn, and let (g,h) : U --+

!Rm x !Rk .

A) (Mixed: Equalities and inequalities) We say that (g,h) satisfies the
Mixed-Problem Tangency-Path Criterion at u if:

i) all the g i and hi have partial derivatives at u,
ii) for any v E !Rn ,45

g/ (u)v ~ O} => v E c1(ch(TüC(g ,h))) . (69a)
h'(u)v = °

44 Cf. the discussion of (5), p. 101 .
45 I is defined in (7).
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We can also write (ii) as:

where we define :

L(g,h) ~ V(g ,h), (69b)

L(g,h) = {v E JRn : g/(u)v ~ 0 & h'(u)v = O} , (70)

and:
V(g,h) = cl(ch(TuC(g,h))) . (71)

B) (Inequalities) We say that (g , h) satisfies the !nequalities-Problem Tangency
Path Criterion at u if:

i) all the gi have partial derivatives at u,
ii) for any v E JRn,

g/(u)v ~ 0 ~ v E cl(ch(T,lC(g))) , (na)

i.e.

L(g) ~ V(g) (n b)

in notation paralleling (69b) .

C) (Equalities) We say that h satisfies the Equalities-Problem Tangency
Path Criterion at u if:

i) all the hi have partial derivatives at u,
ii) for any v E Ili",

h'( fi)v = 0 =? V E cl(ch(TuC(h))) . (73a)

i.e.

L(h) ~ V(h)

in notation paralleling (69b) .

(73b)

A path interpretation of the criterion. Paraphrased in terms of binding
constraints gi, (na) says that if a vector v has a nonnegative inner product
gi' (fi ) . v with each gi'(fi), then v is a limit of positive linear combinations
of tangents of "feasible" paths . In particular, if the gi were differentiable'"
then any direction v in which all the gi had positive derivatives would be, if
not a direction (i.e., tangent) of a feasible path , then at least a positive linear
combination of directions of such paths .

46 Not merely possessing partial derivatives.
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Remark6.1.
i) One might consider the simpler condition obtained from replacing

cl(ch(TüC(g))) , for example, by its sub set ch(TüC(g) ):47

L(g) ~ ch(TüC(g)). (74)

However, that would impose a stronger requirement on constraints than
does (nb), as could be seen from this example:

gl( X,y, Z) = z2 _ y2 - (x -llzll)2
g2(X, y, z ) = x.

ii) If we replace gl by

(75)

Al( ) {gl(x ,y, Z) /V( X2+ y2+ Z2),
9 x , y,z =

0,
if(x,y:z) i- (0,0 ,0) (76)
otherwise,

then (gI ,g2) has the same partial derivatives at the origin (0,0,0) as in (75),
but it is no longer Frechet differentiable at the origin, even though it defines the
same constraint set as (gI ,g2). This illustrates the fact that Theorem 3 guar
antees Lagrange regularity even when full differentiability does not apply. The
example still exhibits a discrepancy between cl(ch(ToC(g)) and ch(ToC(g)).

iii) Without g2, the system (75) would not be Lagrange regular, even though
the constraint set would be the same. This again emphasizes that Lagrange
regularity is a property of constraint functions, not just of constraint sets .48

We will show that the Tangency-Path Criterion is necessary and sufficient
for Lagrange regularity. By the definition of the Tangency-Path Criterion, the
functions g i and hi in the following theorem have partial derivatives; but it is
not assumed that they are Frecher, or even Gäteaux differentiable,"?

4 7 Cf. [13].
48 Cf. our comments on this dependence above, page 103, and our comments on Re

movableConstraints above, p. 109, for Jacobian conditions. Also see [2], footnote 2,
p. 2, where again the form of constraints influences whether the rank constraint
qualification holds or not - indeed, whether the inequality constraint is Lagrange
regular or not.

49 Gould and Tolle [15], p. 167, presupposing differentiability and continuity condi
tions that are not made in Theorems 3, 4, 5, or 6 below, state a criterion that is
the dual of a condition stronger than the Tangency-Path Criterion. (See Section 8.
below.)

Our Theorem 3 is a strengthening of Arrow, Hurwicz, and Uzawa's Theorem I
[4], as weil as of the "if" part of Gould and Tolle's theorem. Our Theorem 4 is a
strengthening of Theorem 2 in Arrow, Hurwicz, and Uzawa [4]; it plays the same
role, under weaker hypotheses, as the "only if" part of Gould and Tolle's theorem.
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Theorem 3. The Tangency-path criterion is sufficient for Lagrange regu
larity. Let U ~ JRn, and let u E U be a limit point.

A) (Mixed: Equalities and inequalities) The Mixed-Problem Tangency
Path Criterion is sufficientfor Lagrange mixed-regularityfor (u, :FD (u)) .

In other words , if f: U --t JR is differentiable at U, ifg : U --t JRrn,
if h : U --t JRk , if u maximizes f subject to 9 ~ °and h = 0, and
if (g , h) satisfies the Mixed-Problem Tangency-Path Criterion at U, then
there exists a A E JR 7n and a f.1 E JRk such that:

f'(uf + ATg'(u) + f.1 T h' (u) = 0,

A~o

Ai = °ifi E J.

(77)

(78a)

(78b)

B) (Inequalities) The Inequalities-Problem Tangency-Path Criterion is suf
ficient for Lagrange inequality-regularity for (u,:FD (u)) .

In other words, if g: U --t JRm, (f u maximizes f : U --t JR subject
to 9 ~ 0, if f is differentiable at U, and if 9 satisfies the Inequalities
Problem Tangency-Path Criterion at U, then there exists a A E JRm such
that:

f'(uf + ATg'(u) = 0,

A~o

Aj = °ifj E 1.

(79)

(80a)

(80b)

C) (Equalities) The Equalities-Problem Tangency-Path Criterion is suffi
cient for Lagrange equality-regularity for (u ,:FD (u)) .

In other words, if h : U --t JRTn, ifu maximizes 1.: U --t JR subject
to h = 0, if f is differentiable at U, and if the h satisfies the Equalities
Problem Tangency-Path Criterion at U, then there exists a f.1 E JRm such
that:

(81)

Remark 6.2. Theorem 3's sufficiency result does not require that the domain
U be open, in contrast to Theorem I's sufficiency result. (Also in contrast to
Theorem I 's Jacobian condition (25), our Tangency-Path Criterion fails for
the function h in the non-Lagrange-regular example (35), when applied to the
nonnegative quadrant of JR2.50)

50 This does not contradict Theorem l.C, which required the set U to be open .
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Conversion of equalities to inequalities. Before proving Theorem 3, we
note that, when working with constraint qualifications in the form of path con
ditions, it is sometimes convenient to convert each equality hi = 0 into two
inequalities [/' ~ 0 and [/2 ~ 0, where

gi, = hi

gi2 = _hi. (82)

Thus from the original mixed constraints (g,h), we obtain a corresponding set
g(h) of just inequality constraints." Clearly the original constraint set remains
the same: C(g(h)) = C(h). So the problem ofmaximizing a function fon U
subject to g(h) ~ 0 is equivalent to maximizing f on U subject to h = O.

While the constrained optimization problems are equivalent for g(h) and h,
we must ask whether our constraint qualifications remain the same in passing
from h to g(h). For our Jacobian conditions (25) and (24), the answer is no.52

But for our path-type constraint qualifications (73) and (n), the answer is
yes, as we now show.

Lemma 6.1 (Conversion lemma). For any inequality constraint functions 9
and equality constraint functions h that have partial derivatives at u EU:

a) i) The constraints (g, h) satisfy the Mixed Tangency-Patli Criterion (69)
if and only if the associated inequalities g(h) satisfy the Inequali
ties Tangency-Path Criterion (72).

ii) The constraint h satisfy the Equality Tangency-Path Criterion (73)
if and only if the associated inequalities g(h) satisfy the Inequali
ties Tangency-Path Criterion (72) .

b) For any function f: U ---+ IR that has partial derivatives at u, there exist
A ~ 0, with Ai = 0 if gi is not binding, and j.t such that:

f'(u) + Ag~(u) + j.th'(u) = 0 (83)

if and only if there exist ). ~ 0, with ).i = 0 if g(h)i is not binding, and
such that:

j'(u) + ).g(h)~(u) = O. (84)

Proof. (Part (a.i)) First note that, because (g,h) and g(h) define the same con
straint set C(g, h) = C(g(h)) , the right hand side cl(ch(TuC(g,h))) of (69a)
is the same as the right hand side cl(ch(TuC(g(h))) of (na). So it suffices to

51 When h is absent, then g(h) is understood to be g, and when 9 is absent, then geh)
is understood to contain the inequalities specified in (82).

52 For example, if g(h) = (gl ,g2) = (gI, -gd ~ °corresponds to h = 0, then
clearly there can be no vector ~ such that g(h)' (y)~ > 0.



if gi 1 is binding and gi2 is not

if gi2 is binding and gi 1 is not

if gi 1 and gi2 are both binding.

(85)
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prove that the left hand sides of (69a) and (na) are equivalent. And for that it
clearly suffices to show that , for each i = 1, . .. , k,

hil(u)v = 0 {:}

{

i/ 1 ' (U)V ;;:; 0,

gi2 ' (u)V ;;:; 0,

gi1'(U)v ;;:; 0 & gi2'(U)V;;:; 0,

Suppose first that
hil(u)v = O. (86)

Then it is immediate from the definition of the gi in (82) that gj (u)'v = 0 for
both j = 1 and j = 2.

Before proving the converse, we first note that:

if gi' or gi2 is not binding at U,

then 0 = h'(u) = gi1 ' (U) = gi2'(U).
(87)

For if gi1 is not binding, then there is a neighborhood of u in which gi1 is
nonnegative. Since gi 1 (11) = hi(u) = 0, this means that gi 1 is minimized at u
in that neighborhood, and so 0 = gi 1 '(Ü) = hi'(ü), and gi2 (ü) = -hi'(u) =
O.

Now to prove the converse in (85) , suppose that one of the two first con
ditions on the right hand side is satisfied. Since at least one of the gi is not
binding, it follows from (87) that h'(ü ) = 0, so hi'( ü)v = O.

Finally, suppose the last case on the right hand side holds. By defini
tion (82), that implies h'(ü)v ;;:; 0 and - h' (u)v ;;:; 0, from which the left
hand side of (85) follows immediately.

(Part (a.ii)) Apply an argument similar to that for (a.i).
(Part (b)) First, suppose there exist A ;;:; 0, with Ai = 0 if gi is not binding,

and /-l as in (83) . For each i = 1, . .. , k with /-l i = 0, we choose .\i 1 = .\i 2 = O.
For each ILi -I- 0, we choose any .\i 1 ;;:; 0 and .\i2 ;;:; 0 such that .\i1 - .\i 2 = /-l i ;
then :

.\i ,g(h) i1'(ü) + .\i2g(h) i2 ' (Ü) = .\i ,h il(ü ) - .\i2
hi'(ü)

= (.\i, - '\iJhi,(u) (88)

= /-l ih i'(u) .

With those ~i , (84) is satisfied. And we can further choose ~i 1 ~ i2 = 0
if either gi 1 or gi2 is not binding, since in that case gi, '(ü) = gi2'(ü) = 0
by (87) .

Conversely, suppose there exists a .\ ;;:; 0, with .\i = 0 if g(h)i is not
binding, and sati sfying (84) . We must show that there exist A ;;:; 0, with Ai = 0
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if gi is not binding, and /-L satisfying (83). We begin by assigning Ai = >-i for
each gi = g(h)i . Now gi is binding if and only if the corresponding g(h) = gi
is binding, so our hypothesis for this converse in part (b) implies that Ai = 0 if
gi is not binding.

Next, for elements of g(h) that are of the form gi1 or gi2 associated with
some h", there are two cases to consider in defining a /-Li to satisfy (83).

Ifboth gi1 = hi and gi2 = -hi are binding, then we define /-Li = 5.i 1 - 5.i2.
If either of gi1or gi2 is not binding, then by (87) we have gi1'(U) = gi2'(u) =

h'(u) = 0, and we define /-Li = O.
With those Ai and /-Li, (83) is satisfied.

o

Because of the Conversion Lemma, we can restriet discussion of path con
ditions to inequality constraints. The results will apply as weIl to equality and
mixed constraints.

ProofofTheorem 3.
Parts (A) and (C) follow immediately from part (B) and the Conversion

Lemma, by converting equality constraints h = 0 into inequality constraints
g(h) ~ 0, as in (82).

In the mixed case (A), for example, if the Mixed Tangency-Path Criterion
holds for constraints (g, h), then, by the "only if" in (a.i) of the Conversion
Lemma, the Inequalities Tangency-Path Criterion holds for the associated in
equality constraints g(h). So by the sufficiency proofbelow for part (B), for any
f with partial derivatives there exist 5. ~ 0, with 5.i = 0 if g(h)i is not bind
ing, satisfying (84); hence by the "if" in (b) of the Conversion Lemma there
exist A ~ 0, with Ai = 0 if gi is not binding, and /-L satisfying (83). A similar
argument shows that the Equalities Tangency-Path Criterion is sufficient for
Lagrange regularity with just equality constraints.

(B. Inequalities) For each j with j E J, define :

(89)

Then (80b) is satisfied . If the index setS3 I of binding constraints is empty, we
are done, since then u is in the interior of the constraint set, so:

(j=l , . . . ,n ), (90)

which together with (89) satisfies (79). So we assume I = {I , .. . , p} :f. 0.
By the Reduction principle (16), it suffices to find a A E IRF satisfying

ATgHu) = - f'(uf and A ~ O. Arguing by contradiction, suppose there

53 I is defined in (7).
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does not exist such a A. Then the Fundamental Lemma implies there exists a
z E IRn such that:

g~ (u)z ~ 0
r (u) . z > O.

(91a)

(9Ib)

By the Tangency-Path Criterion.t" property (91a) implies the existence of a
sequence of w i E ch(TuC(g)) with :

w i ~ z.
i-oo

For alllarge enough i, therefore, (91b) implies:

1' (u) . w i > O.

(92)

(93)

By (I 38a), for each i there exist nonnegative t i ,! , ... , ti ,q summing to 1, and
there exist w i ,! ,.. . , wi,q E TuC(g) with :55

It follows from (93) and (94) that:

1' (u) . w i
,] > 0

(94)

(95)

for some large i and some j = 1, . . . , n . Since w i ,] E TuC(g) and w i .} f. 0 (by
(95)), it follows by (141) and the Proposition on Paths and Tangent Cones (146)
that there is a path cjJ : T ~ [0, 1) --c, C (g) with cjJ(O) = u and cjJ' (O) = w i ,} .

Then :

:t It=o j( cjJ(t)) = j(u) . cjJ' (O)

= j (u) . w i ,] > O.

So, for some small t > 0,

j (cjJ(t)) > j( cjJ(O)) = j(u),

(96)

(97)

contradicting that u maximizes j . D

Theorem 3 shows that the Tangency-Path Criterion'" is strang enough for
Lagrange regularity. Now we show it is not too strong.

54 Page 124.
55 Actually, Caratheodory 's Theorem ensures that we can choose q = n + 1 (cf. [37],

p. 155 (Theorem 17.1». In fact, since TuC(g ) is a cone, wc can choose q = n
([37], p. 156, (Theorem 17.1.2» .

56 See definitionpage 124.
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Theorem 4. The Tangency-path criterion is necessary for Lagrange regu
larity. Let U ~ lRn

, and let ü E U be a limit point. Suppose g: U ---. lRm

and h : U ---. lRk have partial derivatives at Ü.

A) (Mixed: Equalities and inequalities) If (g , h) is Lagrange mixed-regular
for (Ü, F D(Ü)), then (g,h) satisfies the Mixed Problem Tangency-Path
Criterion.

B) (Inequalities) lf 9 is Lagrange inequality-regular for (ü, F D(ü)), then
9 satisfies the Inequality-Problem Tangency-Path Criterion.

C) (Equalities) If h is Lagrange equality-regular for (Ü,F D(Ü)), then h
satisfies the Equality-Problem Tangency-Path Criterion.

Remark 6.3. Under the other hypotheses of Theorems land 1+, the Jacobian
Criterion is strictly stronger than the Tangency-Path Criterion. There are two
ways to see that the Jacobian hypotheses imply the Path Criterion. First, under
the other hypotheses together with the Jacobian conditions, Theorems land 1+
imply Lagrange regularity, so Theorem 4 implies that the Path Criterion holds .
More directly, from examining the proofs of Theorems land 1+ it is clear that
the use we made of the Jacobian Criterion was precisely to obtain a path whose
derivative satisfies the Path Criterion.

On the other hand, even with those other hypotheses, the Path Crite
rion does not imply the Jacobian Criterion. That is clear from Example 6.1,
page 124, where the Jacobian Criterion clearly fails at (0, 0), but we can easily
verify directly that the Path Criterion holds at (0, 0) .57 Altematively, we can
check that Lagrange regularity holds there,58 so again by Theorem 4 the Path
Criterion holds there.

Proof
Parts (A) and (C) again follow from part (B ) and the Conversion Lemma,

by converting equality constraints h = 0 into inequality constraints g(h) ~ 0,
as in (82).

In the mixed case (A), for example, if (g,h) is Lagrange-regular, we con
vert the equality h constraint functions to obtain inequalities g(h), including
the original inequality constraints g. We then use the proof below for part (B)

57 The vectors v = (VI , V2 ) satisfying the hypothesis of the Path Criterion (72) are
V = (VI , 0) for arbitrary VI. On the other hand, the constraint set C(gl, g2) is the
part of the plane above the graph of the function '1/; (ud with values ui sin( l l ul )
for nonzero Ul, and with value 0 for UI = 0; so the paths from (0, 0) into the graph
of the function 'I/; have derivative (WI, 0) for some WI, and for every WI there is
a path into the graph with that derivative. Thus any V satisfying the left hand side
of (72) belongs to the right hand side.

58 It is c1ear from the preceding footnote that any function f maximized at (0, 0) has
8f 18uI = 0 there. Since we also have each 8gi 18uI = 0 as weil as 8g1

IU2 = 1
and 8lIU2 = -1 there, it is easy to choose nonnegati ve ,\ land '\ 2 to obtain the
Lagrange condit ion (11) for each such maximand f.
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to establish that the Inequalities Tangency-Path Criterion (72) holds for g(h).
By the "if" part in (a.i) of the Conversion Lemma, it follows that the Mixed
Tangency-Path Criterion (69) holds for (g,h). A similar argument shows that
the Equalities Tangency-Path Criterion (73) is necessary for Lagrange regular
ity with just equality constraints.

(B. lnequalities) Suppose gi s Lagrange inequality-regular for (u,:FD(u) ),59
so the gi have partial derivatives at U. To verify (72), we must show: for any
z E IRn ,60

g~ (u) z ~ 0 :::} z E V(g) . (98)

Without loss of generality, we will suppose that u is the origin .
a) If there are no binding constraints gi, then L(g) = 0, hence (98) is

vacuously true . So now we suppose that there are binding constraints, i.e.,"'
the set I = {I , . . . ,p} is nonempty.

b) For a proof by contradiction, suppose (98) is not true, so there is a z E

L(g) " V(g) . Now V(g) = c1(ch(TuC(g)))) is a closed convex cone , not equal
to IRn (it does not contain z); so there exists62 a q E IRn such that:

q~O

q' U < 0

q i u = 0

q . z > 0

q .q=l.

for all U E V(g) with - U rf: V(g)

for all U E V(g) with - U E V(g)

(99a)

(99b)

(99c)

(99d)

(9ge)

We define the hyperplane H q by:

H'I = {u E IRn
: q . u = O},

so q is orthogonal to H q . And we define the subspace orthogonal to H q :

Q = {tq : t E IR},

so IRn is the direct sum:

(100)

(101)

(102)

c) In what follows we shall define a differentiable function f : IRn
-> IR

that is maximized on C(g) at u = 0, and for which 1'(0) = q. Then by part (a)
above and Lagrange inequality-regularity, there must exist Ai ~ 0 such that
1'(0) = -2:;=1Aigi/ (o), so:

59 See definition page 103.
60 I is defined in (7).
6 1 See the definition of binding constraint, page 101, and the notation established in

(7) and (8).
62 Cf. [26], p. 315, Theorem 2.7.
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q . z = I' (0) . z
p

= - L Aigi,(O) . z
i = 1

(103a)

(103b)

~O (by (70), since z E L(g)), (103c)

(104)

which contradicts (99d) .
d) Finding a function 1 as in (c) is equivalent to finding a function

I : IRn
--+ IR that is differentiable at 0, has I; (0) = q, and is maximized

on C(g) at O.
e) Our intuition in defining 1 is simple. If all of C(g) lies "below" the

hyperplane Hq , then I(x+tq) = t (for al1 x E Hq and tq E Q) c1early satisfies
the requirements of part (c) above. Now properties (99b,c) almost imply that
V(g), hence its subset C(g), does lie below the hyperplane Hq • However they
in fact allow C(g) itself to rise "above" Hq - though only "gradually," much
as the function y = x2 rises above the x-axis. So we will define the graph of
a function j below as the "upper boundary" of C(g) , and show it has (like the
function x 2 ) a zero derivative at 0; then we define the level sets of the desired
function 1 through shifts of the graph of ;Y.

f) We define:
1

Bk = {u EU : Ilull ~ 2k }

Ck = C(g) n B k

H; = {u E Hq : Ilull ~ 21k} '

g) To define the function 1 we will first define, for each kEIN, a function
"'(k : H q --+ IR U {-oo} ; then we will change "'(k into ;yk so that its values
belong to the bal1 Bk ; finally, we will define 1 in terms of ;yk.

We define for each k E IN, the function "'(k: Hq --+ IR U {-(X)} by:63

"'(k(X) = {SUP{t: x + tq ECk} , if3t[x .+ tq ECk] (105)
- 00 , otherwise,

Because Ck ~ Bk, the values of "'(k are either finite or - 00. We note that:

for a11 x + tq E c». (106)

To obtain a function bounded below, we define:

63 We use the supremum rather than the maximum because the sets Ck are not neces
sarily c1osed. That is because the constraint functions gi are only assumed to have
partial derivatives, and only at the origin, so they are not necessarily continuous in
any neighborhood of O.
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so:

,:yk(x) = max{O,"l (x )} für all x E H q , (107)

and (108)

h) Next we show that for all large enough kEIN:

,:yk (0) = O.

First we note that for large enough k EIN:

(109)

(110)

Otherwise there would exist a sequence of points (x k + t kq) E C k with t k > 0
and :

(111 )

andxk+tkq ~ o(since x k+tkq E Ck ). So by (l 40a) and compactness
of the unit ball, there is a subsequence (re-using index k for convenience) with:

x k + t kq _
Il x k + tkq ll ~ some W E ToC(g) .

Since iJJ E ToC(g ) ~ V (g) , properties (99b,c) imply:

q . iJJ ~ O.

(112)

(113)

But using (111) we see that, in the maximum norm we have, for all large k :

x k + tk q

Ilx k + tkqll
(114)

so iJJ = q/llqll .Then (113) implies q- q ~ 0, so q = 0, contradicting (99a) and
completing the proof of (110) . So for all large enough k E IN we have :

and therefore (109) holds.
i) Now we show that, for all sufficiently large k EIN:

(115)

i k is differentiable at 0 E H q and (116)

Let Xi EH,; with 0 =I- Ilxi 11 ~ O. We must show that:
' ->00

lik(Xi
) - i k(O)1

Ilxi
- Oll

~OEm ,
i -s-cx:

(117)
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which by (108) and (109) means :

---,---+ 0.
,~oo

(118)

We only need consider subsequences with ;yk(x i ) > 0, hence ;yk(x i ) =
·-yk (x i ) , and show that any such "positive" subsequence itselfhas a subsequence
satisfying (118). Now on any subsequence of a positive subsequence (indexed
by"j") :

(119)

since otherwise this subsequence itse1f would have a subsequence converging
to some t > 0; but then (by (105» there would exist x j + t j q E C" converging
to tq E cl(C k ) , contradicting (110) .

Now (119) implies:

~O
j-+oo '

(120)

so by compactness of the unit ball, there is a subsequence of the j's on which :

x j + "(k(xj )q =

11
' k( ') 11 ~ somew.x J + "( x J q J~OO

(121)

We will show that (118) holds on any such subsequence (121) . First note that:

W E ToC(g) . (122)

By (120) and (121), that would be immediate from (140) if x j + "(k( x j)q ECk ;

but (105) only requires "(k(x j ) to be the sup of t for which x j + tq E Ck.64

However, (105) and (121) imply there are t j with 0 i x j + t jq ECk, Ilxj +
t j qll ---+ 0, and:

x j + t jq

Ilxj + tjqll

so (122) holds .
From (122) and (99b,c) we see that:

(123)

o~ q· w.

Then (121) and (124) imply :

64 See footnote 63, page 134.

(124)
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(using (9ge) and the sum norm)

Il x j + , k(xj )qllq . q

,k(x j )

Ilxj ll + Ih k(xj)qll
;:;; 0 (since ,k(xj ) > 0),

x j + "yk(xj)q
+---- q' . .

j-+oo IlxJ+ , k(xJ)qll
, k(Xj )

0;:;; q· itJ

(125)
which implies (118) .

j) Now we define f : JRn ~ JR by:65

(126)
f(U)=t- ;yK(X)

for all u E JRn with u = x + tq E Hq ffi Q,

where K is any k so large that (109) and (116) hold, as in parts (h) and (i) .
Clearly 0 E JRn maximizes f on CK, since f(O) = 0 by (126) and (109) , and
if x + tq E C K ~ C(g) then f( x + tq) ;; 0 by (126) , (106), and (108) .

By parts (c) and (d) above, it only remains to show that fis differentiable
at the origin 0 E JRn, with I« (0) = q. And for that it suffices to show:

f( x + tq) - f(O) = fu(O) . (x + tq) + o(llx+ tqll)
= q . (x + tq) + o(llx+ tqll) .

(127)

Since f(O) = 0 and q . x = 0 for x E Hq , this becomes:

f( x + tq) = t + o(ll x + tqll) , (128)

i.e.,
, K(X)

Ilx+ tqll
Using the sum norm.P" this becomes:

-----t10.
Ilx+tqll -+o (129)

, K(X)

Ilxll + Iltqll
-----tl 0
Ilx+tqll-+O '

(130)

which follows immediately from (116) and the fact that Ilx+ tqll ~ 0 implies
both II xll ~ 0 and IItqll~ 0, since x E H q , tq E Q, and H -.L Q. 0

65 If we wanted f to havc a unique maximum at the origin, we could instead define it
by:

f (u) = t _ :yK (x) _ Ilxllz,

where 11 . 11 is the Euclidean norm.
66 See (l35c), page 139.
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7. Appendix

Notation and terminology.
The set of natural numbers is IN = {O, 1,2,3, .. . }, and the set of real

numbers is IR. For U E IRn = IRr X IRs we write U = (x,y), where X E IRr
and y E IRs

. If U ~ IRn
, then we say that U E IRn is a limit point (or

accumulation point) of U if every neighborhood of U contains a point of U
other than u.

Suppose F : U ~ IRn
~ IRPand ü E U is a limit point of U (which is

not necessarily open). Then we say that F has a Frechet derivative of F at ü if:
there exists a linear transformation L : IRn

~ IRP such that

F(u) = F(ü) + L(u - ü) + o(llu - üll) for all u EU. (131)

We will denote such a linear transformation by Fu(ü). Differentiability will
always mean Frechet differentiability unless otherwise noted. When U is not
an open set, the transformation L may not be unique .

Partial derivatives with respect to subspaces are defined for functions F at
oF

ü in the usual way. When they exist, they may be denoted by ~(ü), Fx(x ,y),
uu'

or Fy(x ,y).
When partial derivatives oFi jouj(ü) exist at Ü, then F'(u) denotes the

p x n Jacobian matrix :

OFl(U) oFl(u)
OUl OUn

(132)

oFP(u) oFP(u)
OUl OUn

When a Frechet derivative Fu(ü) exists, as a linear transformation it is
represented, with respect to the standard bases of IRn by the matrix F'(ü), and
so, for any z E IRn

:

When F is Frechet differentiable at Ü, then F'(ü)z is a

matrix representation ofthe vector Fu(ü)z.
(133)

We will often split the space IRn into two factors, IRn = IRr X IRs , and
consider X ~ IRr and Y ~ IRs with (x,y) E XxY. Then whenF : XxY ~

IRq and X is a limit point of X , if F has partial derivatives at (x,y) with respect
to the X variables, then the corresponding q x r Jacobian matrix is denoted by
F~(x , y); if F( . ,y) has a Frechet derivative at x, it is denoted by Fx(x ,y).
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Analogously, when y is a limit point of Y and F has partial derivatives at
(x,y) with respect to the Y variables, then the corresponding q x s Jacobian
matrix is denoted by F~ Ur , y); if F(x , . ) has a Frecher derivative at x, it (or
any representative) is denoted by Fy(x , y).

If A and B are linear subspaces of IRn
, and if every element U of IRn can

be written uniquely as a sum of elements in A and B: u = x + y, where x E A
and y E B, then we say that IRn is the direct sum of A and B , and we write :

IRn = A EB B . (134)

All norm s in a finite dimensional linear vector space lead to the same no
tions of convergence and differentiability; as convenient, we may use : for any
v E IRI

,

the Euclidean norm : Il v ll = JVf + ... + vf

the maximum norm : IIv ll = max{l vll , · · · , Ivd }

the sum norm : for any normed subspaces A and B ,

if v=a+bEA EBB & aEA & bEB,

then [v] = lIall + Ilbll·

(135a)

(I 35b)

(I 35c)

For any v E IRI and any real 'I, we denote the closed 'I -ball in IRl about v
by:

or simply B~(v).

For x and y in IRl
:

(136)

X?;. y

x? y
x >y

means x, ?;. Yi for all i = 1, . .. , n

means x ?;. Y and x =1= Y

means x, > Yi for all i = 1, . .. , n .

(137)

For an open set U ~ IRn and for f = (J 1, ... , r): U --+ IRq , the notation
f?;' OmeanSji(Xl , . . . ,Xn ) ?;. o foreach i = 1, .. . , q and for eachi =
1, . .. ,q.

For any subset S of IRl
,
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ch(S) = the convex hull of S (138a)

={toXO+tl Xl+· · ·+tmxm :mEIN & xo,xl, .. · , Xm E S
& to, tl , " " t-« ~ 0 & to + h + . . . + t-, = I}

cl(S) = the topological closure of S (138b)

cone(S) = the conical closure of S (138c)

= {tx: x E S & real t ~ O}
wedge(S) = cone(ch( S)) (138d)

= the convex cone generated by S
span(S) = the linear subspace generated by S. (138e)

For any subsets Sand T of JRl:

S + T = {x + y : x E S & Y E T}

3+0 = 3 = 0+3.
(139)

Elements x E JRl will be treated as column vectors for matrix multiplica
tion ; then we denote the transpose by xT , which we treat as a row vector.

The tangent cone. To describe derivatives of paths , we use the tangent
cone . For any set 3 ~ JRn with u E 3, a vector v E JRn is tangent to 3 at u
if:
either:

a) there exists a sequence of points u i E 3 such that:
i) u i :f u for all i = 1,2,3,

ii) Ilui
- ull ~ 0

iii) II~ :=~II ~ II ~II ;
or:

b) u is an isolated point of 3 and v = O.

We define :

Tü3 = {rv E JRn : v is tangent to 3 at u
& r is a nonnegative real number}.

(140a)

(140b)

(141)

As this is clearly a cone, Tü3 is called the tangent cone of 3 at u. (For an
interpretation by paths , see the Proposition on Paths and Tangent Cones below.)

Algebra. Our understanding of constraint qualifications, and our proofs of
Lagrange regularity rest on an algebraic theorem of the alternative.

Theorem 5. Theorem of the alternative. Let A, B , and C be matrices whose
components are from JR. Suppose that
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A has a rows and n columns, and 0' E IRa
,

B has b rows and n columns, and ß E IR b
,

C has c rows and n columns, and v E IR c
,

where 0 < a E IN, 0 < b E IN, 0 < c E IN, and 0 < nEIN.
Then :

1) Exactly one of( 1) or (2) is true :

1) There exists I' = (7'1 , ..., rn ) E IR n solving:

Ar > 0'

BI' '?: ß

Cr="(.

2) There exists 11 E llt" , V E /Rb, and z E IRc, such that both (a)
and (b) hold:

a) u T A + v T B + zTC = 0
b) eithe r (i) or (ii) hold:

i) u 2: 0 & V '?: 0 & u T
0' + v T ß+ zT"( '?: 0

or
ii) u = 0 & V '?: 0 & v T ß + z T "( > O.

II) When some, but not all , of (A, 0') or (B , ß) or (C , 'I) are not present,
then the same alternatives (1) and (2) in part (1) above hold with these
modificat ions:

1n (1,1) :

remove the first row if A and 0' are not present ;
remove the second row if B and ß are not present;
remove the fi rst row if C and 'I are not present.

In (2,a ):

set A = 0 and u = 0 if A and 0' are not present ;
set B = 0 and V = 0 if Band ß are not present;
set C = 0 and z = 0 if C and 'I are not present.

In (2,b) :

only case (ii) occurs if A and 0' are not present;
set ß = 0 and V = 0 if B and ß are not pres ent ;
set 'I = 0 and z = 0 if C and 'I are not present.

The theorem can be proved from the Transposition Theorem of Motzkin
[35], [33], pp . 28(2)-29, which is a homogeneous version (equivalent to setting
0' = 0, ß = 0, and 'I = 0) . A proof by Fourier elimination , (cf. [39], pp . 1-20,
[28]) shows that it applies to arbitrary ordered fields. Cf. also [34], p. 181.

Analysis. We use an impl icit function theorem with weaker than standard
differentiability hypotheses. Thi s is a special case of Theorem I of [21] .
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Theorem 6. A Non-Cl implicit function theorem. Let X be a subset ofmm,
let Y be a subset ofmk

, and let U ~ X x Y. Let ü = (x,y) E U, where x E X
is a limit point ofX , and y E Y. Suppose that 'l/J : X x Y -4 mk and:

'l/J (x, jj) = Oj

'l/J ( " . ) is differentiable at (x,y),

with partial derivatives 'l/Jx (x ,y) and 'l/Jy (x, y);
'l/Jy (x, y) is surjective : i.e.,

o'l/Jl(X,y)

°Yl

(142a)

(I 42b)

(I 42c)

det ~ O.

x E X and Y E B~:II (jj) =} (142d)

(x,y) E U and 'l/J (x, . ) is defined and continuous on B~:II (jj).

For any ~ > 0 and x E X, let Xe = Br'" (x) n X.
Then:

a) There exists areal J > 0 and a function 4J E rrxEXsB~:II (jj) such
that: for all x E X J,

'l/J (x,4J(x)) = 0

4J(x) = y.

(I43a)

(I43b)

b) The J in part (a) can be chosen so that every function 4J E

rrxEX~ B~:II (y) satisfying (J43) is differentiable at X.

c) For every ~ > 0, all fun ctions 4J E rrXEX~ B~: II (jj) satisfy ing (143)

that are differentiable at x have the same derivative 4Jx(:i):

(144)

A path interpretation of the tangent cone. The tangent cone of a set can
be interpreted as the set of derivatives of paths into the set.

Let ü E S ~ mn
, and suppose that ü is a limit point of S. Suppose 0 E

T ~ [0,1] and 0 is a limit point of T and 4J: T -4 S has 4J(0) = ü ; then we

6 7 By the nonn ofa lineartransfonnation L, we mean IILII = max{IILxll : Il xll = I} .
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call (rP, T) a path from 11 into S . If also rP has a derivative v = rP' (0) E IRn at
oE T, then we say that v is a tangent01the path (rP ,T) . We denote by Du(S)
the set of all tangents of paths from 11 into S:

Du(S) = {v E IR" : ?J(rP, T ) ( <I> ,T) is a path frorn ü into S V = rP' (O)}. (145)

Proposition on paths and tangent cones. If 11 E S ~ IRn and if 11 is a
limit point of S, then :

Tu(S) = D,-,(S) . (146)

So every tangent vector to S at 11 is a tangent of a path from 11 into S, and vice
versa . (Such paths need not be continuous.)

8. Historical comments and comparisons

The beginnings. Lagrange illustrated for one equality constraint, and sug
gested for multiple constraints a "general principle'Y'''

When a function of several variables is to have a max imum
or aminimum, and when there are one or more equations among
these variables, it will suffice to add to the proposed function the
functions which must vanish, each multiplied by an undetermined
quantity, and then to seek the maximum or minimum as if the vari
able s were independent; the equations that one will find, combined
with the given equations, will serve to determine all the unknowns.

Euler [12] has been credited ([7], [9J, [14], [27]) with originating a princi
pie ("Euler's rule"), precursor of the Lagrange approach, for extremizing func
tionals subject to constraints . This was in the context of the calculus of varia
tions .

We will sketch the history of constraint qualifications separately for Ja
cobian conditions and path conditions . To simplify the comparison, we focu s
primarily on inequ ality constraints .P"

8.1 Jacobian constraint qualifications

We outline a sequence of increasingly weaker lacobian constraint qualifica
tions . For simplicity, the constraint qualifications should be interpreted as ap
plying only to binding constraints.

68 Our translation of the end of Seetion 58, in Chapter XI of the Second Part of [31].
An earlier exposition of the idea is contained in [10], Quatrieme Section, para
graphs 1-8, pages 44-49.

69 We only discuss Lagrange regularity. See p. 103 for brief notes on quasi-regularity.
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Classical. To obtain Lagrange multipliers, modem treatments of equality
constrained optimization have assumed the constraint functions are C l and
have a Jacobian of maximum rank; this allows application of the classi
cal implicit function theorem, which uses a C l hypothesis. Cf. Bolza [7],7°
Caratheodory [9], Bliss [5], [6], as weIl as many recent textbooks.

1917. Hancock suggests handling constrained maximization problerns with
inequality con straints ("limitations" ) by converting them into equality prob
lems [17], p. 150. A constraint g(x) ~ 0 would be replaced by the equality
g(X)+ Z2=0.

1937. Valentine uses the same conversion device in treating a calculus of
variations minimization problem with inequality side conditions [41]. He also
determines the sign of the Lagrange coefficients for the inequality constraints.

1939. Karush's Master of Science dissertation [25] went unnoticed for
many years, although it contains most of the basic concepts and many of the
result s of later work [25] . He uses the same squared slack variable device as
Valentine had?' to prove his Theorem 3:1 (pp. 11-13), which proved Lagrange
quasi-regularity for the inequalities case. Following his Theorem 3: I, which
prove s Lagrange quasi-regularity for the inequalities case, he notes that with
"normality" (the classical rank condition) and Cl constraints, the Lagrange
equations would follow; and if the con straints were C2 , the multipliers would
be of the usual sign.?

Karu sh' s Theorem 3:3 shows that the positi vity condition 3~ [g' (ü)~ > 0]
of (24a) is sufficient for Lagrange inequality-regularity, assuming that all the
con straints are C l .

1953. Pennisi gives constraint qualifications for the mixed problern [36].
Assuming that all con straints are C2 , are effective, and are satisfied with equal
ity at ü , he obtains Lagrange regularity for the mixed problem by assuming that
the matrix (g' (ü),h'(ü)) has full rank (i.e., m + k) .

1956. Arrow and Hurwicz obtain Lagrange mixed-regularity, using the
maximum rank condition under C l assumptions [2].

1961. Arrow, Hurwicz, and Uzawa independently discover Karush's pos
itivity condition 3~[g'(ü)~ > 0] (cf. (24a)) . Their Theorem 3 shows it is suf
ficient for Lagrange inequality-regularity, (The centrality of this condition is
witnessed not only by its independent rediscovery, but by the fact that, by our

70 Bolza's formulation makes c1ear that C l is a sufficient smoothness condition for
Lagrange regularity. Earlier contributions appear to postulate real-analyticity, as in
Weierstrass [43].

71 Neither Valentine nor Karush seem to refer to Hancock, and Karush does not refer
to Valentine.

72 He remarks (p. 13) that it is possible to reduce the C2 assumption to Cl .
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Theorems I .B and 2.B, it falls short of minimality only in lacking the alterna
tive (24b) .) The smoothness assumptions on the constraints 9 were reduced to
differentiability at ii.

1967. Mangasarian and Fromovitz consider the mixed problem [32]. The
smoothness assumptions of Pennisi are reduced from C2 to Cl , and Pennisi's
full rank condition is reduced to the classical fuH rank condition on just h'(ii),
together with the existence (as in (23a) above) of a vector ~ such that g' (ii)~ >
oand h'(ii)~ = O.

1969. Mangasarian [33], p. 173, Theorem 6, part (iv) also considers the
mixed problem, obtaining Lagrange mixed-regularity while rcducing the Cl
constraints on 9 to differentiability at ii, but maintaining the Cl hypothesis on
h. (ln Theorem I.A above , the Cl smoothness is reduced still further.)

1974. Halkin [16], p. 235, section 3 weakens the Cl smoothness condi
tions used by earlier writers for their constraint functions, and he allows the
underlying space X to be a not-necessarily-finite-dimensional normed linear
space. He obtains quasi-regularity results through a new proof of the implicit
function theorem using differentiability, continuity, and Brouwer's fixed point
theorem, rather than the usual C l hypothesis and the contraction mapping the
orem . Unaware of his earlier result, we embarked on a similar quest, using very
similar techniques [22] . The lighter continuity assumptions we present here in
Theorem 1+ (for finite dimensional spaces) however, provide some extensions
beyond the "Multiplier Rule" in his Section 3.

While our Theorem I uses essentially the same smoothness hypotheses for
constraint functions as his Multiplier Rule (the classes QD and 1tDC, requir
ing continuity in a neighborhood), our Theorem 1+ weakens even further the
continuity hypotheses for the equality constraints (allowing discontinuities in
every neighborhood) as shown in our Example 4.2 .73 (Our Example 4.3 shows
that no weaker continuity condition of our type would suffice for Lagrange
regularity.)

His multiplier conclusion is just Lagrange quasi-regularity, rather than the
full regularity conclusion of our Theorems I, 1+ , 2, 3, and 4. The weaker quasi
regularity conclusion does not require any constraint qualifications, but it is
less informative than full regularity in two respects: it does not tell when the

73 Halkin's ability to weaken continuity assumptions for equality constraints below
the Cl properties of earlier authors is allowed by his introduction of an implicit
function theoremwith weakerassumptions properties [16],TheoremD than earlier
authors had used. Our ability to weaken them still further is allowed by our Non
Cl ImplicitFunctionTheorem (page 142), which though similar has even weaker
smoothness assumptions. Cf. [21].
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eoefficient Ao in (l3) is nonzero, and it does not say that the Ai eoeffieients for
the nonbinding gi in (lOb) are zero.?"

Halkin allows the underlying spaee X to be an arbitrary nonned linear
spaee, rather than the finite dimensional spaees we postulate . Examination of
the proof (in [21]) of our Non-Cl Implieit Funetion Theorem, and the appliea
tions we make of it in our Theorems 1 and 1+, suggest that a similar extension
of all our theorems is possible."

Finally, Halkin diseusses only suffieieney of his eonditions, rather than the
minimality notions of our Theorem 2 and the neeessity eonditions of Theo
rem 4.

1995. Minimality. Summarizing, we have:

rank(g'(ü)) = m (Karush (C2 ) , Pennisi (C2 ) , A-H (Cl), A-H-U (D I ) )

.ij. ~

3~[gr'(ü)~ > 0] (Karush (Cl), A-H-U (D I ) )

.ij. ~

[3~[gr' (ü)~ > 0]] or [wedge(a(l), ... ,a(p)) = ]Rn]

(Theorem I.B above).
(147)

How mueh further does the weakening ehain go? Theorem 2 says the ehain
stops here, sinee the last property is a minimal sufficient eondition . Parts (A)
and (C) of Theorem 2 show that analogous minimality results hold for La
grange mixed-regularity and equality-regularity.

8.2 Path constraint qualifications

We outline a sequenee of inereasingly weaker path eonstraint qualifieations.

1939. Karush obtains Lagrange inequality regularity in his Theorem 3:2,
assuming Cl eonstraints and imposing a path eondition ("Property Q") that we
ean write as: L(g) ~ A(C(g))cl, denoting by A(C(g))Cl the set of deriva
tives (i.e. direetions) of Cl "arcs," or paths from ü into the constraint set.

74 Property Ao i= 0 would follow under the special Jacobian rank condition (31) of
Corollary la: otherwise the quasi-regularity condition (13) would violate the quasi
regularity condition (Ao , A,Jl) i= O.

75 Theorem Y.3.3.2 in Hurwicz [20] establishes a full Lagrange regularity ("quasi
saddle-point") for constraints in Banach spaces, using an infinite-dimensional ex
tension of the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification .

laffe and Tihomirov [23] contains extensions of these and other results to infi
nite dimensional spaces, as weil as references to other literature .
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1951. Kuhn and Thcker's Theorem I independentiy retraces part of the
path traveled earlier by Karush. They prove Lagrange inequality-regularity us
ing the weaker assumption of differentiability for constraints, rather than Cl .
The Kuhn-Tucker "constraint qualification" says L(g) ~ A(C(g)) 01, where
A(C(g)) 01 is the set of derivatives of paths from u into the constraint set
that are differentiable at u [29].76 They provide more information about the
Lagrange multipliers (analogous to our condition (lOb)). Kuhn later became
aware of Karush's work and earlier references to it ([11], [36], [40], et a1.),
and related research by others. See [30] for his very informative historical ac
count, and some general comments on the several quite divergent interests that
converged in similar theorems.

1961. Arrow, Hurwicz, and Uzawa weaken the constraint qualification
further, assuming only that L(g) ~ cl(ch(A(C(g))oI)). Calling this "Con
straint Qualification W ," their Theorem I proves it is sufficient for Lagrange
inequality-regularity.

1967. Abadie weakens the Kuhn-Tucker Constraint Qualification in a dif
ferent way. He assurnes that L(g) = Tu(C(g)) and that all the constraints
were differentiable at ü; and he proves Theorem 4 of [I], Lagrange mixed
regularity?

1971. Gould and Tolle weaken the constraint qualifications of both Abadie
and Arrow, Hurwicz, and Uzawa. They assurne A(C(g)) 01 = cl(ch(Tu(C(g))) )
and prove Lagrange mixed-regularity, assuming both differentiability and local
continuity of the constraints at u.This applies the closure and convex hull oper
ations used by Arrow, Hurwicz, and Uzawa, but to the tangent cone T,,(C(g))
used by Abadie [I], rather than to the smaller set A (C (g))0 1 of [4].

1995. The Tangency-path Path Criterion of page 124 above weakens the
constraint qualification further. Requiring just existence of partial derivatives
at u, it requires only L(g) ~ cl(ch(Tü(C(g)))) . The stronger equality prop
erty used by Gould and Tolle follows automatically with their differentiability
assumptions (according to Abadie's Lemma 4), but not with our weaker partial
differentiability assumptions, as can be seen from the following example .P

Example 8.1.

76 Their main results are formulated for the case of inequalities, where the variables
x are also required to be nonnegative. Certain other types of constraints are briefty
dealt with in their Section8.

77 Actuallythe proofof his Theorem4 only uses A( C(9)) DI ~ T,,(C(9)) , but under
his differentiability assumptionhis Lemma4 showsthat the inclusionautomatically
holds in the oppositedirection.

78 See also (75), p. 126,and (76), p. 126.
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(Karush (Cl))

(Kuhn-Tucker(Dl
) )

(A-H-U (Dl ) )

(Abadie (D l ))
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{

X l forX2=0
gl(Xl ,X2) = '

0, otherwise.

2( ) {X2 ' for X l = °9 Xl ,X2 =
0, otherwise.

This pair (gI , g2) fails to satisfy the Frecher differentiability and continuity
conditions that Gould and Tolle impose, as weil as their L(g) = V (g) con
straint qualification. Nevertheless, it is partially differentiable at the origin
(0,0) , and satisfies our criterion (72) since L(g) ~ V(g),79 and hence is La
grange inequality-regular,

We developed our Tangency-Path Criterion'" based in part on Hestenes'
use ofthe tangent cone ([18], pp. 25 ff., [19], pp. 203 ff.) and in part by anal
ogy with Constraint QualificationW of Arrow, Hurwicz, and Uzawa [4]. Sub
sequently we discovered the paper by Gould and Tolle [15] with its closely
related, but stronger constraint qualification.

Despite the stronger hypotheses of Gould and Tolle, and their more de
manding constraint qualification, the proofs we had developed for our Theo
rems 3 and 4 were similar to certain parts of Gould and Tolle's proof.

Summarizing, we have:

L(g) ~ A(C(g))cl

-lJ. :jj:

L(g) ~ A(C(g))Dl

-lJ. :jj:

L( ) c {cI(Ch(A(C(9))D1
) )

9 = Tu(C(g))

-lJ. :jj:

L(g) = cI(ch(Tu(C(g)))) (Gould-Tolle (D l
) )

-lJ. :jj: (Example 8.1)

L(g) ~ cl(ch(Tu(C(g)))) (ourTheorem 3 (partial derivatives)) .
(149)

How much further does the weakening chain go? Theorem 4 says the chain
stops here, since the last property is necessary for Lagrange inequality-regularity.

79 Note that9' (0,0) is theidentity matrix, soL(g) is thenonnegative quadrant of IR2 .

Since C(g) is a11 of IR2 except thenegative rays of theaxes, V (g) includes much
more than thenonnegative quadrant, so ourTheorem 3 implies that 9 is Lagrange
inequality-regular.

80 Page 124.
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Parts (A) and (C) of Theorem 4 show that analogous necessity results hold for

Lagrange mixed-regularity and equality-regularity.
The tangent cone was applied to optimization problems by Hestenes [18],

[19], Abadie [I], and Varaiya [42] . It was defined by Bouligand [8], paragraph
68, pp . 65-66 (as the contingent set).
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1. Introduction

Let (n,F , {FdtE[O,oo) , P) be a filtered space with the usual condition, and
{BdtE[O,oo) be a d-dimensinal Ft-Brownian motion. Let T > 0, and let (Y :
[0 ,T] x R D

--+ R D ® R d and b : [0,T] x R D
--+ R D be continuous functions.

For each s E [0,T] and x E R D , let X(t ;s,x), t E [s,Tl be a solution of the
following SDE.

X(t ;s,x) = x+l t

(Y(r ,X(r;s ,x))dBr+l t

b(r,X(r;t , x ))dr, t « [s,T] .

(1)

We assume that the above SDE (I) has a path-wise unique solution for every
(s, x) EjO,T] x R D

.

Let S;,°::; .'3 ::; t ::; T, be the set of F t-stopping times T with s ::; T ::; t .
Let 9 : [0,T] x R D --+ R be a continuous function with suitable condi
tion s. Then, conceming the pricing of American derivatives, we are interested
in computing the following value function

u(s,x ) = sup{E[g(T,X(T ;S , x ))];TE Sn ,(s,x) E [0,T] X R D.
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There are several attempts to compute the value function u numerically. How
ever, it seems that there are not so good method if D is not smal1. Let N ~ 2
and let Tn, n = 0,1 , . .. ,N, be positive numbers such that °= Ta < Tl <
.. . < TN = T . Let Sn , n = 0,1 , . . . , N , be the set of Frstopping times
taking value in {Tn, Tn+l," " TN}. Conceming the pricing of Bermuda type
derivatives , we are interested in computing the following value functions .

Vn(x) = sup{E[g(T, X(T; 5, x))];TE Sn}, n = 0,1, . . . ,N .

Let us define a probability measure Pn(x , .) over R D for each n = 0, 1, .. . , N 
1, and xE R D by

for a Borel set A in R D ,

and define an operator Pn , n = 0,1 , . . . , N - 1, by

for a measurable function fon RD . Then Vn , n = N, N - 1, . .. , 0, are given
inductively by the following .

So the value function va(x) is easily given mathematically. However, if Dis
not smalI, it is not easy to memorize a function on R D , and so practically it is
not easy to compute Va (x).

Several people suggest a Monte-Carlo method to compute the value func
tion ([I], [2], [5], [6]). In this paper, we discuss the method given by Longstaff
Schwartz [4].

Let Wn = R(N+I-n)D , ti = 0,1, . .. , N , and let p~n) , X E R D , be

the distribution of {X(Tm ;Tn,x )};;;=n on Wn. Then p~n), n = 0,1 , .. . , N ,
x ERD, is a time inhomogeneous Markov chain on R D . Let Va be a prob
ability measure over R D. Let Ln ~ 1, n = 0,1 , . .. , N - 1, and Xn ,l
= {Xn,l(m)};;;=a, e= 1, . . . , Ln, n = 0,1 , .. . , N - 1, are identically inde
pendent random vectors defined on the probability measure (n,J:, p) whose

distribution is pS~) = JRD p~a)va(dx). Let K; ~ 1, n = 0,1 , ... , N -1, and
'l/Jn,k, k = 1, ... , K n, n = 0, 1, . .. , N - 1, are functions on R D .

We assurne the following assumption (Al).
(Al) Dn, n = 0, 1, .. . , N -1, are measurable sets in RN such that (Pnvn+d(x) ~
g(Tn,x) forany xE R D \ ti;
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Remark 1 (l) Dn = R D satisfies the assumption (A1).
(2) If g(t, x ) 2:: 0 , forany (t, x ) E [0, T ]x R , then Dn = {x E RD ; g(Tn,x ) >
O] satisfies the assumpti on (A1).

We define random functions Hn : R D x n..-, R , n = N, N -1, . .. , 1, 0,
inductivel y by the follow ing.

When Hn+1 = {Hm} ;;'=n+l ' are defined , we let

(Jn,€ = min{m 2:: n + 1; Hm(Xn,e(m )) > O},

h(w(m)) > 0,
h(w(m)) <0.

and Jet {an,d f;l be the minimi zing point ofthe function

1 L n

Fn({ad f; l ) = L L Ig (TO'n,i , X n,€ ({Jn,f ))
n f= ]
K n-L an'l/Jn ,k(X n,e(n))!2 1Dn(Xn,€ (n )).
k=l

Finally we define Hi; by

Hn(x) = { g(Tn, X) - L~;l an,k'l/Jn ,k(X) ,
- 1,

Let Vo : n..-, R be given by

In the present paper, we discuss the estimate on E [(vo V g(O, xo)
vO(XO))2 A l ] when vo(dx) = oxo(dx ) (see Corollary 3.2).

2. Preliminary results

L W - R (N+l- n)D - °1 N d I p(n) R D b het n - , n - , , . . . , , an et x , x E , e t e

distribution of {X (Tm;Tn,x )};;'=n on Wn. Then p~n) , n = 0, 1, ... , N , x E
R D , is a Markov chain on R D .

For any measurable function h on R D and n , m = 0, 1, . . . , N with n ::;
m , let Tm ( ' ; h) : Wn ..-, {m,N} by

Tm(W ;h) = { ~:
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Lemma 2 Let hn : R N --> R , n = 0, 1, .. . , N , be given, and assume that
hn(x) ::; 0, x E RN \ Dn, and that hN(x) = 1. Let C1n : Wn --> {n,n +
1, .. . , N} be given by

N-l
C1n(W) = C1n(Wj{hm}~:;') = 1\ Tm(Wj hm),

m=n

Moreover, let Un : R D --> R be given by

Then we have thefollowing.
(1) Iun(x) - vn(x)1 ::; IPn(Un+l - Vn+l )(x )I+ 1Dn(x)lPnUn+l(x)
-(g(Tn, x ) - hn(x))lfor any n = 0, 1, .. . , N - 1, and x E R D .

(2) Iun(x) - vn(x)1 ::; IPn(un+l - Vn+l )(x )I+ 1DJx)1{1}(sgn(PnUn+l(x)
-g(Tn, x)) sgn(hn(x)))IPnun+l( X) - g(n, x )l.

Here

{

I ,
sgn(a) = 0,

-1,

a > 0,
a = 0,
a < 0.

Proof Note that un(x) ::; vn(x) , for all n = 0,1 , . .. , N -1, and xE R D . Let
un( x) = g(Tn, x) - hn(x) , x E R D .

Let n = 0, 1, .. . , N - 1, and xE RD, and fix them for a while .
Case 1. Suppose that hn(x) > 0.
Then we see that xE Dn and g(Tn, x) > Un(x) . So we have

This implies

Case 2. Suppose that hn(x) ::; 0, and x E Dn.
Then we see that g(Tn, x ) ::;Un(x) . So we see that

Vn(x) < PnVn+l(x) V un(x)

< PnUn+l(X) + IPn(Vn+l - un+d(x)1 + IPnUn+l (x) - un(x)l .

Case 3. Suppose that hn(x) :S 0, and x E R D \ Dn.
Then we see that g(Tn, x ) ::; (PnVn+l)(X). So we have
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So we see that for any n = 0, 1, ... , N - 1,

+ l{ hn ~::;o}l DJvn - lPn(Vn+l - un+dl- lPnUn+ l - un i)

+l {hn:SO} l RD\DJvn -lPn(Vn+l - un+d l)·

Thus we see that

This implies the assertion (I).
Now let us prove the assertion (2). Let ~ is a positive measurable function

on R D . Since Tn(w ;~hn ) = Tn(w ; hn), we see from the assertion (I) that

Iun(x) - vn(x)1 ~ IPn(Un+l - vn+d(x )1
+l DJ X)lPnUn+l (X) - g(Tn, x) + ~(x)hn (x)l .

Noting that

inf{ a + tb; t > O} = l {1 }(sgn(a)sgn(b))lal, a,bE R,

we have the assertion (2) .

Thi s completes the proof. 0
Let Vo be a probability measure on R D and define probability measures

V n , n = 1, ... , N , inductivel y by

n = 0, 1, ... , N - 1.

Then we have the following as an easy consequence of Lemma 2.1.

Corollary 3 Let hn and U n be the same as the previous lemma. Then we have
the foll owing.

(r lun(X)-Vn(xWvn(dx))1/2 ~ !( r IUn+l-Vn+l(XW Vn+l(dx ))1/2JRD JRD
+ r IPnUn+1(x) -(g(Tn,x)- hn(x )W )1/2JDn

for any n = 0, 1, ... , N - 1.
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3. Main result

Let us think of the situation in Introduction.
We assume the following additionally to (A-I).

(A2) 'l/Jn,k' k = 1, ... , Kn, is linear ly independent in L2(Dn;dvn), n
0, 1, . . . , N - 1, where Vn is the probability law of w(n) under p~Z) (dw).

(A3) j 'l/Jn, k(x )4vn(dx ) < 00 k = 1, ... , Kn, n = 0,1 , . .. , N - 1,
Dn

and

n = 0, 1, .. . , N .

Let Un(x) = un(-; {Hm} ~=r,))( x) . Here U n is as in Lemma 2.1. Let än
= {än,df:l be the minimizing point ofthe function

Then we have the following .

Theorem 4 (1) There is a constant C > °such that

(2)

(r IUn(x) - vn(x )12vn(dx))1/2JRD
:::; (r IUn+1(x) - Vn+l (xWVn+l(dX))1 /2JRD

r Kn

+(JF (l)iin ,k - än,k)'l/Jn,k(X))2vn(dx ))1/2
R D k = l

j
tc;

+ inf{( I(PnUn+d(x) - L ak'I/Jn ,k(XWvn(dx))1/2; ak ER,
Dn k=l

k = 1, . . . , K n } .

Proof. Let I n, n = 0,1 , ... , N - 1, be the cr-algebra generated by Xn ,e, e=
1, . . . , Ln , and let ßn, n = 0,1 , .. . , N - 1, be the o-algebra generated by
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U~:~Im' Induct ively, we see that H n is ßn-measurable , n = N - 1, N 
2, .. . , 0. Also, we have

Kn Kn

Fn({ad::I ) = L C~~k , k,akak' - 2L c~~~ak + C~O),
k,k'=1 k= I

where

and

(2) _ (2) - (2) (1) _ (1) -(1) (2)
Let Rn,k ,k' - Cn,k,k' - Cn,k,k" and rn,k - cn,k - rn.k: Also, let Cn

{C (2) }D C-(2) {c- (2) }D (2) {R(2) }D (1)= n k k' k k'=I ' n = n k k' k k'=I ' R n = n k k' k k'=I' Cn

{
(l)'}'D ' - (1) { _( I ) } D " (1) {(1) }D " (:2) (2)

= Cn ,k k=I ' Cn = Cn ,k k= I ' and r« = rn,k k=I ' Then Cn andRn

are are D x Drandom matrices, c~l) , c~l) and r~) are D-dimesional random

vectors, and C~2) is a nonrandom D x D matrix.
Then we see that

Also, we see that

- _ C-(2) -I -(I )an - n Cn , n = 0, . . . , N - 1.

and
EP [(r(I) )2]

n ,k

1
= L n E [Var [lDJ X n,I(n) )7,bn,k (X n,I(n) )g(an,I' X n,I(an ,r))Ißn +I ]]
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So we have

where

b~lJ (ln(E 1/Jn,k(X)2)lIn(dx))1/2

(LD EP~O ) [ (m~e~,N g(Tm , w(Tm))2]lIo(dx))1/2.

also, we have

and

EP[Jr~l JI2 1 < L(ln (E 1/Jn,k(x f )2I1n(dx))1/2

(LDEP~O)[(m~~,Ng(Tm,w(Tm))4 1Ilo(dx))1/2 . (5)

If 11 C~2J-1 R~2J 11 :::; 1/ 2, we have

11 (C~2J + R~2J)- 1 _ C~2J -1 11

=11 ((I + C~2J-1 R~2J )-1 - 1)Cr J-1 11 :::; 2 11 C~2J -1 11 11R~2J 11 .

Here 11 . 11 is the operator norm of a matrix. So if 11 C~2J-1 1111 R~2 J 11:::; 1/ 2
and I r~l J 1:::; 1, we have

län - änl = 1 ( (C~2 J + R~2J )- 1 - C~2J -1)(C~1 ) + r~1)) + C~2J-1r~l JI

:::; 211 C~2J-1 11 11 R~2J 11 ( IC~l JI + 1)+ 11 C~2J -1 Illr ~l J I .

So we have
EP [län - ä n l2 A 1]

:::; EP[Jän - iin l2, 11 C~2J-1 1111 R~2 J 11 :::; 1/2 , Ir~l J I :::; 1]

+F(I IC~2J -1 11 II R~2J 11 > 1/ 2) + F(l r~1)1 > 1)
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:S (8( b~1) +1f 11 C~2) -1 11 4 +411 C~2) -1 11-2 )

EF [l1R~;) 11 2] + (2 11 C~2) -1 112 +1)EF[lr~l)1 2] .

This and Equations (4) and (5) imply the assertion (I ).
The assertion (2) is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.1. 0

Let Vn = L;~I R'l/Jn,k C L2(R D ; dvn), n = 0, 1, , N - 1. Then it is
easy to see that Un's are determined by X n,f , e = 1, , Ln , n = 0, ... , N
and Vn's , and are independent of a choice of bases { 'l/Jn ,k} ~::I' Let

and

Co = (l DEP'\O)[ ( rn~~~,N g (Tm , W(Tm))4]vo(dx))1/4.

Then we have the following from the proof of Theorem 3.1.

+ E[i nf{(j I(PnUn+d(x) - 'l/J (x )12vn(dx)); 'l/J E Vn} 1\ 1F / 2
.

Dn

Then we have the following.

Corollary 6 Let Vo be as in Introduction, and assume that Vo = 6x o fo r some
Xo E R D . Then we have

where
N- I

EI = L~I /2cO + L 8(Ln)-1/2dn(K~/2C~/2 + 1)
n=1

and

N -I

E2 = L E[inf {( j I(PnUn+I )(x) - 'l/J(xW vr,(dx)); 'l/J E Vn} 1\ 1F/2
.

n=1 Dn
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Proof. Note that vo(xo) = (PIVI)(XO) V g(O,xo). We also see that

E[g(T(7Q,e' Xo,e(ao,e))Ißr] = (PIUI)(XO) .

So we see that

Since

I(vo V g(O,xo) - vo(xo)1 ::; Ivo - (PIUI)(xo)1 + I(PIUI)(xo) - (PIVI)( xo)1

::; Ivo - (PIUr)(xo)1 + (r IUI(x) - VI (xW vI(dx))1/2 ,JRD
we have our assertion from Corollary 3.1.

This completes the proof. 0

Remark 7 We may call EI and E2 in Corollary 3.2 the simulation error and the
approximation error, since EI is an error caused by Monte Carlo simulation and
E2 is an error caused by the approximation by systems of functions. EI tends
to zero as Ln tends to infinity.

We will study how small E2 is in the special case in the next section.

4. Relation to hypoellipticity

Let Vo, VI , . . . , Vd E Cb'(RD ; R D). Here Cb'(RN ; R n) denotes the spaceof
R'<valued smooth functions defined in RN whose derivatives of any order are
bounded. We regard elements in Cb'(RD; R D) as vector fields on R D.

Now let X (t ,x), t E [0, (0) , x ERD , be the solution to the Stratonovich
stochastic integral equation

d t

X(t ,x) = x +L 1Vi(X(s ,x)) 0 dBi(s) .
i=O 0

(6)

Then there is a unique solution to this equation. We think ofthe SDE (6) instead
of the SDE (I) as the SDE for the underlying stochastic process.

LetA = {0}UU~=1 {O, 1, . . . ,d}k and for o E A, let 10:1 = °if 0: = 0, let
10:1 = kif 0: = (0:1, .. . ,o:k) E {O, 1, .. . , d}k, and let 11 0: 11 = 10:1 + card{l ::;
i ::; /0:1 ; o: i = O} . Let Aoand Al denote A \ {0} and A \ {0,O} , respectively.
AIso,foreach m ~ 1, A(m) ,Ao(m) and AI(m) denote [o E A; 11 0: 11::; m} ,
[o E Ao; 110: 11::; m} and {o E Al ; 110: 11::; m} respectively.

We define vector fields Via] , 0: E A, inductively by

Vi0] = 0, Vri] = Vi, i = 0,1 , , d,

Vrai] = [Vra] ,Vi], i = 0, 1, , d.
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Definition 8 Wesay that a system {Vi ; i = 0, 1, . . . , d} ofvectorfields satisfies
the condition (UFG), ifthere are an integer eand <Pa,ß E Cb'(RD ) , 0: E Al ,
ß E Al (e), satisfying the following.

V[a] = L <Paß V[ßl'
ß EA ! (f)

We assume that a system {Vi; i = 0,1, ... ,d} of vector fields satisfies the
condition (UFG) throughout, and let ebe as in Definition 4.1.. Let >'0 : R D -t

[0,(0) be a continuous function given by

>'o(x) = inf{ L (V[a](x) ,02 ; ~ E R D
, I~I = I}

aE AdC)

Let us define a semigroup of linear operators {Pt} t E [0,00) by

(Ptf)(x) = E [f(X(t ,x))],

Now let Vo be a probability measure on R D and let VS, S E (0, (0 ), be a
probability measure on R D given by

Vt(A) = r vo(dx)P(X(t ,x) E A) ,JRu
for any Borel set A in R D .

We assume the following, moreover.
(AM) (I) There is an e >°such that

r exp(lxl (l+c))vo(dx) < 00.JRU
(2)ForanYP E (1, 00)

Let>. : R D -t [0, (0) be given by

>.(x) = { (tra ceA(x)-I)-I , if >'o(x) > 0,
0, if >'o(x) = O.

Then we can easily see that

Also , we have the following (see [3]) .
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Proposition 9 (1) For any n 2 1 and i 1 , . . . , in E {I , . .. , N} , there is a
C > °such that

I . Er . A(x)l::; CA(X)-( n-l) ,
axtl . . . axtn

(2) For any n 2 1 and i 1 , ... , in E {I , . . . , D } there is a constant C > °such
that

11 A6n
-

1
axil ~~ axin Ptf 11 00::; Ct-ne/2

11 I 11 00

for any bounded measurablefunction I :R N --+ Rand tE (0,1].
(3) For any p E (1,00) and s > 0,

r Ao(x)-Pvs(dx) < 00.JRD
Let P«, n 2 1, be the set of polynomials on R D of degree at most n , Then

we have the following .

Theorem 10 (1) Let 8 = (€ 1\ 1)/2 . Then

r exp(lxl(l+8l)vs(dx) < 00, s 2 0.JRD
(2) For each t , s 2 0, n 2 1, and a bounded mesurable fun ction I :R D --+ R
let

dn(f; t, s) = inf{( r IPtf( x) - g(x)1 2vs)1/ 2; gE Pn}.JRD
Also, let

dn(t ,s) = sup{dn(f;t , s) ; I is a bounded mesurablefunction with 1/1::; I}.

Then n Pdn (t , s) --+ 0, as n --+ oo,for any t > 0 and s 2 0.

Proof. We need some preparations to prove Theorem 4.1. The assertion (I)
is obvious, since there is a constant a > 0 for each s >°such that

sup{E [exp(a IX (s, x) - x I2) ]; x E R D
} < 00.

Let us prove the assertion (2). First we fix t > °and s 2 O. Let S be the
set of I E Cb'(RD

) with 11 I 11 00::; 1.
Let 'IjJ E COO(R) be such that °::; 'IjJ ::; 1, 'IjJ (z) = 1, Z ::; 1, and 'IjJ (z) = 0,

z 2 2. Also, let <Pr E Cü(RD ) , r 2 1, be given by

Then for each k 2 °there is a constant C1 ,k such that
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So we see that for each k 2: 0 there is a constant C2 ,k such that

for any fES .
Also from the assetion (1), we see that

foranyp E [1 , (0) .
Let

T -> 00

(7)

(8)

Pr(~ ; I) = (21l')- D r exp(-ix · ~) 'Pr(x)(Ptf)(x)dx ,JRD

Thus we have

'Pr (x )(Ptf )(x ) = r exp(ix · OPr(~ ; f)d~ .JRD
Then by Equation (7) , we see that for each k 2: 0 there is a constant C3,k

such that
I Pr (~ ; 1)1 <C3,kr D+2k(1 + 1~ ! 2) -k

for any fES . Let -y = 0/ 4,

9r,n(X;I) = r exp(ix · ~)l [O , n2-y J(IW)Pr(~ ; I)d~JRU
and

(9)

n-1 r (ix ·Ok,

Pr,n(x ;I) = L Jr D k! 1[O ,n 2'YJ(IW)Pr(~ ; f)d~
k =O R

Then Pr,n(x ;I) is a polynomial of order n - 1. So we see that for each k 2: 0
there is a constant C4 ,k such that

for any fES.
Note that

n-1 (iz)k Izln
Iexp(iz ) - L /cl I ::;~'

k=O

z E R.
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So we see that

n D+2')' n

< C r D Ixl n
_ 3,0 ,n.

for any fES. Note that

< (r IxI2(1+8)nvs(dx))1 /(2(1+8))
JRD

< C4 ((2n )!)1 / (2(1+8)),

where C4 = (JRD exp(lxl1+8)vs(dx) )1 /(2(1+8)). Then we see that

2')'n
:S C4C3,0(rn)D~((2n)!)1/(2(1+8)).

n .
Since 2')'+ (1 + 0)-1 < 1, we see that

n-too (11)

foranypE (1,00) .
Therefore Equations (7), (9), (10) and (11) imply our assertion.
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ment toward an axiomatization in economics took place only in Vienna. We must not
dismiss the intellectual backgrounds in Vienna, which could be c1assified under the fol
lowing headings; (a) the research activities in economics, (b) Hilbert 's philosophy on
the foundation s of mathematics, (c) the Vienna Circle 's philosophy of science, and (d)
the development of convex analysis. In this paper, we shall examine how the interplay
of these factors stimulated Wald to the existence proof.
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1. Introduction

Abraham Wald was the first who solved the existence problem in economics
[53]. After a couple of years, lohn von Neumann succeeded in the existence
proof of the balanced growth of a multi-sectoral economy [50]. The publication
of these two papers should be regarded as a starting point of the axiomatization
in economics. The papers by Wald and von Neumann were both published in
the Ergebnisse eines Mathematischen Kolloqu iums , which was an annual report
of the colloquium organized by Kar! Menger. He was a mathematician in the

• I am grateful to the anonymou s referees for their helpful comments.
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field of geometry and a professor at the University of Vienna. Wald intended to
enter the University ofVienna to study geometry under the direction ofMenger.
Menger soon appreciated Wald's ability and invited hirn to his colloquium.

Among other outstanding mathematicians of the days who participated in
this colloquium, we must mention such big names as Kurt Gödel , Hans Hahn ,
Georg Nöbeling, Franz Alt and Stafford Beer. Wald, Alt, Nöbeling and Gödel
later became co-editors of the Ergebnisse. In addition, Alfread Tarski, Bronis
law Knaster, Karol Borsuk and Stefan Mazurkiewicz were frequent guests . And
von Neumann dropped in the colloquium when he passed through Vienna dur
ing his summer journey to Budapest. In fact, Menger's colloquium constituted
a sparkling constellation of big stars in the universe of mathematics.

The movement toward an axiomatization in economics took place only in
Vienna. This was not the result of pure chance. We must not dismiss the intel
lectual backgrounds in Vienna, which produced and promoted this movement.
They might be c1assified under the following headings; (a) the research activi
ties in economics, (b) Hilbert's philosophy on the foundations of mathematics,
(c) the new trend in the philosophy of science , and (d) the development of con
vex analysis. Without a combination of these factors, the movement toward
an axiomatization in economics would not have emerged. It was the interplay
of these factors that stimulated Wald to the existence proof. At this point, Karl
Menger played an active role as an organizer. He built the bridge between these
factors . He was an exceptional person who was weil acquainted with mathe
matics, philosophy of science and economics' .

Menger became deeply interested in social sciences, in economics in par
ticular. In 1923, he edited the second edition of his father's Grundsätze der
Volkswirtschaftslehre and wrote an introduction to it.

In his papers on the law of returns , Menger [28] examined alleged proofs of
the law available in the economic literature. His papers were characterized by
hirnself as a study in meta-economics' , He also participated in the Vienna Cir
c1eand was fully aware of the new trend in the philosophy of science. Without
him, mathematical economics would not have flourished in Vienna.

In what folIows, we are going to examine each of these factors and to c1ar
ify how the interplay of these factors motivated Wald to achieve the existence
proof. In section 2, we give a brief sketch of the research activities in economics
between the Wars. We explore the reason why the members in Menger's collo
quium accepted the Walras-Cassel general equil ibrium theory as a material of
the discussion in the seminar.

1 For more on K. Menger's contribution to social sciences, see Golland, L. and K.
Sigmund [16].

2 Menger ([28], p.280) said; "Following a suggestion of Hilbert, modern logicians
refer to the study of the logical relations between the statements of a theory as the
corresponding meta-theory . In this terminology, the contents of the present paper
can be described as a chapter in meta-economics".
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Wald axiomatized the Walras-Cassel system and gave an existence proof
to it. His primary concern for the existence problem reflected Hilbert's philos
ophy on the foundations of mathematics. Hilbert insisted that the consistency
of an axiomatic system was equivalent to the existence of the corresponding
mathematical concept.

Hilbert's philosophy was mainly concerned with mathematics proper. On
the other hand, it was in economics that Wald achieved the existence proof. In
this respect, the Vienna Circle played a key role in connecting the philosophy
advocated by Hilbert with all sciences in general. In the Circle's view, all sei
ences must be pursued according to the same method . The Vienna Circle con
sidered that the axiomatic method is indispensable for this program and took a
formalistic approach to an axiomatic system. In considering the emergence of
Wald's existence proof in economics, we have to distinguish the influence of
Hilbert's philosophy from that of the Vienna Circle's philosophy. The former
had an influence on Wald's concern for the existence proof, while the latter had
an influence on his concern for the axiomatic treatment of economic theory. If
we ambiguously grasp the content of Hilbert 's formalism , we fail to make a
c1ear distinction between the influence of Hilbert's philosophy and that of the
Vienna Circle 's philosophy of science.

Then we define the content of Hilbert's formalism in section 3. And we
show how the Viennese mathematicians accepted Hilbert's formalism.

In section 4, we deal with the new trend in the philosophy of science in
Vienna and study its relation with the axiomatic economic analysis. And we
examine the view of unified science promoted by the Vienna Circle stimulated
Wald to axiomatize economic theory.

In section 5, we examine the mathematical structure ofWald's proof. Wald
achieved his existence proof in an elementary way. We are inclined to have an
impression that Wald's proof had not contained mathematical contents attract
ing the Viennese mathematicians' interest.

In Vienna, the mathematical tools of convex analysi s were intensively stud
ied. Then we examine to what extent Wald's proof linked up with the develop
ment of convex analysis in Vienna at that time.

Wald's model contains the system of linear inequalities. The theory of lin
ear inequalities is closely related to the Minkowski-Farkas lemma, which is
often referred to as the separation theorem of convex sets. Although Wald did
not mention the Minkowski-Farkas lemma, we can prove it based upon his
idea of proof. We may conclude that his idea of proof contained substantially
the mathematical contents of the same depth as the Minkowski-Farkas lemma .

In addition, based upon his idea of proof, we can prove the duality the
orem in linear programming and the minimax theorem. These mathematical
exercises may help us to evaluate the "depth" of Wald's proof. The proofs are
collected in the Appendix.
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Finally, the summary of this paper is provided in the concluding remarks .

2. Viennese view on Cassel's system

It was the Walras-Cassel equation system that Wald gave an existence proof.
We first present Cassel's formul ation . In his "Grundriss einer elementaren
Preislehre" [10] and in his Theoretische Sozialökonomie [11], Cassel reformu 
lated Walras' general equilibrium theory as the following equation system.

Suppose that there are n goods and m factors of production. The available
quantities of factors are assumed to be given exogenously. We denote the de
mand for j-th good by Sj and the supply of i-th factor by Ti respectively, where
j = 1,2 , ' " , n and i = 1,2 "" ,m. Let Pj represent the price of j -th good
and qi the price of i-th factor respectively. P and q represent the column price
vectors with component Pj and qi respectively.

Let a i j be the amount of i-th factor required for the production of one
unit of j-th good. We define A as the m by n matrix with elements a i j ' We
denote by T an m-dimensional column vector with components Ti and by S

an n -dimensional column vector with components S j . Cassel's system can be
summarized as folIows.
(I) the demand-supply conditions for factors :

As = T.

(2) the price-cost conditions for goods" :

tAq = p.

(3) the demand functions for goods :

(I)

(2)

(3)

Karl Menger introduced this theory in his colloquium and frequently dis
cussed it with the members. During the interwar period, the research activities
gradually shifted from the university to the private seminar and the research
institute (see E. Craver [13]) .

In 1920s, Hans Mayer's seminar focused on the Zureschnungsproblem (the
imputation problem), the problem of imputing the values of consumption goods
to the factors of production. Karl Menger, Schlesinger, Wald and Morgenstern
attended the Mayer's seminar.

In the early thirties, Ludwig von Mises' seminar played an important role
in the Viennese economics community. Among other economists who attended

3 Here tA stands for the transposed matrix of A.
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the Mi ses ' seminar, we mu st mention such names as Fr iedrich von Ha yek,
Fritz Machlup and Gottfried Haberler. Karl Schlesinger was listed as one of
the regular members of the se minar (see L. von Mi ses [48 ), p.1 00 ). The ran ge
of their discussion s in the semi na r was extended beyond econo mics. In his
Notes and Recollections, Mi ses ([48], p.97 ) wrote ; "we informally discu ssed
all important problems of econo mics, social philosophy, soc iology, logic , and

the epi stemology of the scie nces of human act ion ".
It would be plausibl e to infer that through the deb ate in the Mayer's sem

inar, Menger, Schlesin ger and eventually Wald became to be familiar with the
Walras-Cassel equation sys tem.

Certainly, Cassel's Theoretische Sozialökonomie wa s used as a textbook so
widely in Central European co untries (see E. R . Weintraub [57], pA) that we

can find several critici sm s on thi s treatise.
In 1926, Morgenstern wrote a review article on Cassel's book, but it was

never published. In addition, his art icle in the Encyclopa edia of the Social Sei
ences, Morgenstern ([34 ), p.367) argued that "Cassel took over Walras' equa

tion s in a simplified form, but in his presentation there are more equations than
unknowns; that is, the co nditions of equilibrium are overdetermined?" .

Edward Scham s [42], wh o kept a close relation ship with Morgenstern, ar 

gued that one of Cassel's equa tio ns was not independent. And Scham s [42]
co ndemned Cassel for his math ematical rnistake".

4 Regrettably, we have no idea about what Morgenstern intended to mean by this
passage. It seems to be a conundrum.

5 Although he made no reference to Wicksell 's 1900 paper [58], it seems that
Schams' comment was based upon his reading of the paper. Wicksell was the
first who refuted the Cassel' s equation system as logically inconsistent. In addi
tion, Wicksell was the first who pointed out that the equality of the demand-supply
conditions for factors ( I) should be replaced by inequality. Wicksell [59] pointed
out that Cassel' s equation system had more unknowns than equations since the sys
tem had to fulfil the Walras' law. Comparing with Cassel, Walras showed a correct
way to equate the number of unknowns to that of equations by introducing the
numeraire , In 1919, in his critical review of Cassel' s Theoretische Sozialökonomie,
Wicksell [59] noted that Cassel proceeded in an entirely different manner. Cassel
considered money had a function of a store of value, but Wicksell insisted that Cas
sel's "prernature introduction of money had contributed not to increased lucidity
but rather the reverse (p.225)". In his 1919 paper, we read;

he (Cassel) describes how the total rewards ofthe factors of production are
in the main identical with total (real) incomes, and are at the same time the
source of the demand for goods and services; he adds that these incomes
are not all consumed, but are partly saved. Hut at this point the equality
between the sum of the factors of production now available, and that part
of them which enters into the various goods demanded for consumption,
ceases to obtain, and Professor Cassel's equations (in this paper ( I)) is no
longer valid. (pp.225-226)
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Thus we can safely say that Cassel's system was known to the Viennese
economists by the mid-1920s.

In the thirties, some authors, such as Neisser, von Stackelberg and Zeuthen,
pointed out that the equality of the number of equations and that of unknowns
did not assure an economically meaningful solution. Neisser ([36], pA24) gave
a numerical example in which equilibrium prices are negative . Von Stackelberg
([51] , ppA63-467) noted that if the number of factors exceeded that of goods ,
there were more equations than unknowns. Zeuthen [61] argued if the demand
for any factor fell short of its supply, then the factor could no longer be regarded
as a scarce good but should be regarded as a free good. Then he insisted that
the equation (I) should be modified to the inequality and that he introduced the
idea of complementary slackness conditions.

Kar! Schlesinger, independently of Zeuthen, made the same point" . Kar!
Menger invited hirn to present the paper in Menger's colloquium.

In this way, the Walras-Cassel system was widely discussed in Vienna. Kar!
Menger introduced this theory into his colloquium. Menger seemed to regard
the Walras-Cassel general equilibrium theory as a suitable material of the dis
cussion in his colloquium.

However, the foundation of general equilibrium theory was criticized by the
Central European economists. Mayer, von Mises, A. Amonn and E. Scharns
seemed to be the representative figures. They criticized general equilibrium
theory since it could not explain the principles of price formation in real rnar
kets.

Mises ([48], p.36) claims that "the Austrian School endeavors to explain
prices that are really paid in the market, and not just prices that would be
paid under certain, never realizable conditions". The Austrian school rejects
a mere description of astate of hypothetical static equilibrium. They insist
that the economists should describe and explain the entire genetic path of the
economic process in its various intermediate stages leading to the attainment of
the equilibrium. The origin of this Austrian attitude goes back to Car! Menger's
methodology of economics.

Amonn [3], Schams [42] and Mayer [27] criticized Cassel's economics as
a whole on the same grounds. Cassel began directly with a demand function .
They criticized that Cassel's theory was devoid of the explanation of price for
mation ([3] pAl , [42] pp.389-390, [27] pp.234-235).

Karl Menger, the son of Car! Menger, was fully aware of these criticisms.
Nevertheless, the members around Menger adopted the Cassel equation system

6 Schlesinger read the papers by Neisser and von Stackelberg. Thanks to their pa
pers, Schlesinger obtained the idea of modifying the equation (I) to the inequality.
A footnote indicated that Schlesinger becameaware of Zeuthen's paper while his
paper was in proof.See K. Schlesinger [44].
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as a materi al of the discussion in the colloquium. We explore the reason why
they accepted the equilibrium theory.

Karl Menger ([3 1], p.54) explains the methodological difference between
the Austrian economists and the mathematical econornists: the former look for
causal explanations ' of eco nomic phenomena, whereas the latter wish to con
fine themselves to the study of functional relations (K. Menger ([3 1], p.54).
Moreo ver, the Austrians are looking for the ultimate cause of economic phe
nomena.

On the con trary, the mathematical economists refuse the causal explana
tions of economic phenomena since we are easily led to the metaph ysical or
pseudo-problems by such a research program. Menger ([3 1], pp.54-55) goes
on to say: "the Austrians are looking for the essence (das Wesen) of economic
phenornena, thereby moving on dangerous ground surrounded by swamps of
pseudo-problems". The members of the colloquium consciously avoided the
danger of stepping into the area of metaphysics or pseudo-problems. For ex
ample, in his review of Otto Kühne's Exakte Nationalökonomie, Franz Alt crit
icizes that Kühne adopts the causal explanations of economic phenomena. Alt
[2] claims that the causal explanations will be a source of metaphysical argu
ments beyond our observations. Alt insists that economics should be restricted
to the research of eco nomic phenomena which can be expressed in term s of
observable languages.

According to Karl Menger ([3 1], pA7 ), one of the reasons why he adopted
Cassel' s system as a material of the discussion in his colloquium was that all
objects in the system were c1early measurable or observable'' . The members of
the colloquium rejected the causal explanation of economic phenomena . They
intended to exclude the metaphysical problem from an economic theory.

In this respect, the Walras-Cassel system seemed to be a suitable material.
It was free from such a metaphysical problem since it dealt with the functional
explanation among the eco nomic quantiti es.

7 Here we make clear the meaning of causal explanation. What do we mean when we
say,"A is the cause of B"? In the opinion of philosophers of science, causal relation
means predictabilit y. Th is does not mean actual predictability, rather a potential
predictability. It means predictability in the sense that , if all the relevant facts that
surrounded A were known, together with all the relevant laws, the occurrence of
B could then be predicted. In other words, we say that an event B is caused by a
preceding event A if and only if B is deducible from A with the aid of the relevant
laws. See R. Carnap [9), chap. 19.

8 Cassel claims that the concept "utility" should be excluded from economic theory.
He considers that the concept "utility" is nonobservable term in the sense that it can
never be measured by any simple and direct procedure. We do not have a clear idea
whether the members of the colloquium admitted or rejected the concept of utility.
In 1936, Alt published the paper on the measurability of utility [1]. Presumably,
there were different attitudes among the members of the colloquium toward Cassel's
suggestion.
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In this way, the members of the colloquium adopted the Walras-Cassel sys
tem.

They were exclusively concerned with the existence problem of the Walras
Cassel system. In this respect, they were strongly influenced by the philosophy
advocated by Hilbert. We discuss this point in detail in the subsequent section.

3. Hilbert's philosophy on foundations of mathematics

Wald's primary concern was the existence proof of the Walras-Cassel system.
In our view, Wald was strongly influenced by the philosophy advocated by
Hilbert. We first define the content of Hilbert's formalism.

Hilbert required the axioms to satisfy certain logical requirements, i.e.,
completeness, independence and consistency. Among them, the check of the
last requirement is the most difficult task. Axioms are said to be consistent
when it is not contradictory, i.e., when it is not the case that both a formula and
its negation are provable in the system.

Moreover, Hilbert insists that the mathematical existence of the concept is
established if one can prove that the attributes assigned to its concept never
lead to a contradiction. Hilbert ([19], p.300) says;

If contradictory attributes be assigned to a concept, I say that math
ematically the concept does not exist.

According to Hilbert, the proof of the consistency is equivalent to the ex
istence of the corresponding mathematical concept? . We regard this insistence
as the most essential feature of Hilbert's formalism.

Hilbert's formalism contrasts sharply with the intuitionism developed by L.
E. J. Brouwer. Menger intended to study with Brouwer, who was regarded as
one of the leading figures in the field of topology at that time. In 1925, Menger
went to Amsterdam, where he spent two years working with Brouwer. But, in
the twenties, Brouwer's major interest had shifted to the foundations on math
ematics. After his return to Vienna, Menger introduced Brouwer's intuitionism
into his colloquium and frequently discussed it with the members.

Brouwer's view on the foundations of mathematics consists of two claims.

9 Historically speaking, wecan find anaxiomatic method inEuclid's Elements in the
third century B.C.. Hilbert's view is much more penetrating andsolid than Euclid's.
In thisrespect, Bourbaki ([7], p.39) said;

whereas in traditionallogic thenon-contradiction of a concept only made
it "possible", it was equivalent for Hilbert (at least formathematical con
cepts defined axiomatically) to theexistence of theconcept.
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(1) Brouwer believes that mathematics is founded on intuition!" .
(2) Brouwer rejects the law of excluded middle applied at least to infinite sets 11.

He accepts only proof that is constructive. Brouwer considers that a mathemat
ical object exists only when we can actually construct the object in a finite
number of steps.

If Brouwer's view were to be adopted, a great part of mathematics would
have to be given up12. In his Reminiscences, Menger ([33], pp.138-139) said
that "his attacks on the law of the excluded middle and the consequences for
mathematics of its rejection had been discussed in the Circle on several earlier
occasions", but Brouwer's "obscure remarks on primordial intellectual phe
nomena and primordial mathematicaI intuition were not taken seriously by any
member ofthe Circle".

Hilbert's philosophy had a great inftuence on mathematicians' world . Since
it appeared, mathematicians recognized the significance of the existence proof.
They considered that the consistency of a mathematical theory with which they
were concemed should be proved prior to any mathematical reasoning.

In the field of the foundations of mathematics, Hilbert intended to prove
that all of mathematics contained no contradiction.

In this connection, a young Viennese mathematician, Kurt Gödel made
a completely unexpected and most significant discovery. Roughly speaking,
Gödel's incompleteness theorem states that for any formal theory there exists
a proposition which can neither be proved nor disproved within the theory in
question. Gödel's result shattered Hilbert 's hope for founding mathematics on
proof of its consistency 13.

The members of the colloquium were quite interested in the foundations of
mathematics and encouraged the research on the subject. Hans Hahn was an
advisor of Gödel's dissertation thesis on completeness theorem. It was at the

10 According to Hahn, "its point of departure seems too much akin to Kant 's pure
intuitionism and Kant's apriori" . H. Hahn, [17] p.26.

11 Scarf ([41], p.12) insisted that "Brouwer's original demonstration in 1910 was not
concerned with effective computational procedures, and Brouwer himself eventu
ally rejected the theorem because of its "non constructive" aspects". Scarf''s insis
tence seems to be based upon the fact that Brouwer published the paper [8] concern
ing to the fixed point theorern , which was modified so as to meet the intuitionistic
standards.

12 For example , Brouwer does not accept the general concept of irrational number
since we can not construct its object in a finite number of steps . On the contrary,
Hilbert insists that in order to prove the existence of irrational number, we do not
actually have to construct it and we do not even have to show how it can be con
structed. All we have to do is to prove that it must exist because any other conclusion
results in a contradiction.

13 It is well-known that von Neumann pursued his interest in problems concerning the
foundations of mathematics. For instance, his paper [49] is devoted to the problem
of consistency of mathematics.
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mathematical colloquium that Gödel presented his result on the incompleteness
theorem [15]. At the time Menger was on a lecture tour in the United States .
Menger ([33], p.17!) said; "I learned of his epoch making logical discovery
from a letter of Nöbeling while I was lecturing in Houston". And he ([33],
p.202-203) wrote ; "In my excitement about this news I interrupted my course
with areport about Gödel's epoch-making discovery".

Although he published no paper on the foundations of mathematics, Wald
seemed to be decisively inftuenced by Hilbert's philosophy.

Then we raise here the question; how did Hilbert's thought exert an inftu
ence on Wald's research? In order to give an answer to this question, we restriet
here ourselves to the field of geometry, with which Wald's early research was
connected.

In his Grundlagen der Geometrie (The Foundation 0/Geometry), published
in 1899, Hilbert established a complete set of independent axioms by means of
which it would be possible to prove all theorems of Euclidean geometry. And
by applying his axiomatic method, Hilbert showed that any contradiction in
Euc1idean geometry must appear as a contradiction in the arithmetic.

Wald 's early research on geometry was concemed with the axiomatic sys
tem ofHilbert's Grundlagen. Wald [52] improved Hilbert's system by omitting
some axioms and weakening others.

The Ergebnisse contains no paper on the axiomatic system of Hilbert's
Grundlagen except for Wald 's paper. It should be noted that it was not in
Vienna but in Göttingen that Hilbert 's Grundlagen was intensively studied.
Hilbert became a profes sor at the University ofGöttingen in 1895. At that time
Göttingen was one of the centers of mathematical research activities. Among
many young mathematicians attracted to Göttingen from all over the world by
Hilbert's Grundlagen, we can count the big names as F. Schur and A. Rosen
thaI. They studied Hilbert's book and some of their results were devoted to
the improvements of its axiomatic system. A great part of these papers on the
foundations of geometry appeared in the Mathematische Annalen. Hilbert was
one of the principal editors of the journal. We recall here that the movement
toward an axiomatization in economics never occurred in Göttingen, Hilbert's
homeground.

On the other hand , the Viennese mathematicians and philosophers res
onated with the philosophical aspect of Hilbert 's Grundlagen. Indeed, the Vi
enna Circ1e paid a special attention to Hilbert's Grundlagen in order to support
their philo sophical views . And this fact seemed to play an important role in the
emergence of highly axiomatic mathematization of economics in Vienna . We
examine this point in detail.
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4. The new trend in the philosophy of science

The Vienna Circle was forrned around the physicist and philosopher, Moritz
Schlick. All members had a first-hand acquaintance with some field of sei
ence, either mathematics, physics or social science. Also they were familiar
with logic and keenly interested in foundational questions. The central figures
among them were Rudorf Camap, Otto Neurath, Hahn and many others . They
met weekly since 1924. It was in the fall of 1927 that Karl Menger began to
take part in the Circle on a regular basis .

Their essential views might be classified under the following aspects'".
(a) They sharply reject the existence of the synthetic apriori propositions in
the sense of Immanuel Kant ls.

14 Their views on the role of philosophy were consonant with Wittgenstein's
views, which were manifested by the closing statements in his Tractatus Logico
Philosophicus. The members of the Vienna Circle studied the Traetatus at Schlick's
and Hahn's request. In the Tractatus, we read;

The right method of philosophy would be this. To say nothing except
what can be said, i.e. thc propositions of natural science, i.e. something
that has nothing to do with philosophy : and then always, when someone
else wished to say something metaphysical, to demonstrate to hirn that
he had given no meaning to certain signs in his propositions. This method
would be unsatisfying to the other-he would not have the feeling that we
were teaching hirn philosophy- but it would be the only strictly correct
method. .. . . . . Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent.
([60), pp.187-189) .

In Karl Menger 's opinion ([33), p.84), "this last sentence of the Tractatus was of
great importance for philosophy", But the Vienna Circle 's philosophy did not di
rectly originate in Wittgenstein's Tractatus. Karl Menger ([33), p.90) wrotc;

Schlick emphasized this role of philosophy in his lectures even before he
had seen the Tractatus" . This concept was probably also dormant in the
minds of some of the other members of the Circle" .

For detailed accounts of the relation between Wittgenstein and the members of the
Vienna Circle, see Menger [33].

15 In all subject-predicate judgements, Kant ([22), p.130) argued that the relation of a
subject A to the predicate B could be considered in two different ways. The relation
is either the predicate B belongs to the subject A as something that is contained in
the concept A, or Blies entirely outside the concept A. In the first case Kant calls
the judgement analytic, in the second case he calls the judgement synthetic . In this
sense, an analytic statement involves nothing more than the meaning relations of
the term, while a synthetic statement is an assertion that goes beyond the assigned
meanings of the term. Apriori statements are completely independent of experi
ence. It is never necessary to refer to experience as a justification for the truth of an
analytic statement. Aposteriori statements are essentially dependent on experience
in the sense that it has to be just ified by experience . It is obvious that all analytic
statements are apriori . Now an important question arises; does the demarcation
line between apriori and aposteriori coincide with the one between analytic and
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(b) They consider that the task of philosophy is to investigate the syntactical
structure of propositions in sciences.
(c) The peculiar view they put forward is that all sciences must be pursued
according to the same method. In this sense, there can exist only one science
for them. They were actually fighting for unified science.

They stressed the need for rigorous transformation of propositions through
logico-deductive inference and critically examined the statements in sciences
from a formal point of view. In order to approach this target, the axiomatic
method seems to be indispensable. In an axiomatic method, all the assumptions
required for the given theory have to be enumerated explicitly and completely.
In addition, the conclusions have to be drawn by the logico-mathematical rea
soning .

Furthermore, according to the program for unified science, there is no fun
damental difference in axiomatic method in all sciences .

The Vienna Circle takes a formalistic approach, which is ascribed to
Hilbert, to an axiomatic system . Carnap says; "Today, we often take a purely
formalistic approach to an axiom system. We do not ask what interpretations
or applications it may have, but only whether the system ofaxioms is logically
consistent and whether a certain statement is derivable from it,,16.

The Viennese mathematicians and economists were in favor of the Vienna
Circle's philosophy of science. In their acceptance of it, they each put a special
emphasis on one of aspects according to each interest.

Morgenstern ([35], p.396) stressed the need to treat any theories in a rig
orous way and was in favor of the axiomatic method . He said that "in order to
gain a rigorous insight into the state of any science, the use of the axiomatic
method cannot be dispensed with" . And he continued to say, "there is no fun
damental difference in the axiomatic procedure whether it be the formulation
of empirical or aprioristic sciences ([35], p.396)." For economics, "this science
has to be seen in its empirical character and has to be built as such, but that it
has to be developed as rigorous theory ([35], p.396)". It is obvious that Mor
genstern was strongly influenced by the view of unified science promoted by
the Vienna Circle.

Morgenstern grasped the content ofaxiomatic method as rigorous logico
deductive system. Although he ([35], ppA09-4l 0) appreciated the Wald's exis-

synthetic? In other words, is it possible for knowledge to be both synthetic and a
priori? Kant answered to this question affirmatively. Kant ([22], chap.l) regarded
all gcometrical statements as synthetic apriori propositions. In the Circle 's view,
Kant should be condemned by his confusion between pure geometry and physical
geometry. The former is simply a deductive system based on the set ofaxioms. It
is completely independent of the world . The lauer, on the other hand, is concemed
with the application of pure geometry to the world. This distinction was made es
pecially c1ear through Hilbert 's Grundlagen.

16 R. Camap. [9] p. I30.
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tence proofs, Morgenstern were rather concerned with the application of eco
nomic theory to the real world and the empirical justification for economic
theory .

On the other hand , as a mathematician, Menger thought he should be con
cerned with the rigorous analysis of theories. His methodological views are
stated in his paper [28] on the law of returns. Although he admits that "the
crucial issue for eeonomics to be whether or not these laws are empirically
confirmable"(p.280), Menger regards this empirieal question as a seeondary
issue! ".

Both Wald and Alt shared Menger's methodologieal views in eommon (see
A. Wald [55] p.369 ., see also F. Alt [2]) .

Wald was not a member of the Vienna Circle. However, Wald seemed
to become acquainted with the Vienna Circle 's view through his reading of
Menger's papers or personal eommunieation with Menger.

Wald axiomatized economic theory. The Vienna Circle's philosophical
view had an influence on Wald's axiomatic treatment of economic theory .
For him, axiomatizing the theory was fundamental prerequisite for the exis
tence proof. Hilbert' s formalism had an influence on Wald 's concern for the
existence proof. As a mathematieian, Wald studied Hilbert's Grundlagen and
its axiomatic method from purely mathematical interest. In consequence, the
emergenee of an axiomatization in economics due to Wald is explained by
his aceeptance of Hilbert 's formalism in connection with the Vienna Circle's
philosophical views .

5. The development of convex analysis

We recall here that it was at the mathematical eolloquium that Wald presented
his proof and its main participants were mathematicians. If Wald's proof had
not eontained mathematical contents attraeting the Viennese mathematieians'
interest, Wald would never have been induced to present his proof in the eollo
quium.

In Vienna, the mathematieal tools of eonvex analysis were intensively stud
ied . For example, Eduard Helly at the University of Vienna established a theo
rem whieh ensures the existence of an intersection of a family of convex sets .
It greatly contributed to a linear inequality theory. Hahn established what is
now called the Hahn-Banach theorem. From a geometric viewpoint, it asserts
that there exists a closed hyperplane that separates two disjoint convex sets in
infinite dimensional space. Moreover, the fixed point theorem was intensively

17 Karl Menger had a skeptical view as to the possibility of unified sciencc. He ([33).
p.176) said, "I fcarcd that the idca of a unified science might possibly lead to the
exclusion a priori of potcntially valuable objects or methods of study,"
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studied by Borsuk, Knaster and Mazurkiewicz. They were frequentl y invited
to the colloquium.

In the case of von Neumann 's paper'", we can easily recognize that his
proof closely linked up with the development of convex analysis . In fact, he
fonnulated a balanced growth model in tenns of inequalities and his existence
proof was based upon a fixed point theorem.

On the contrary, at first glance we have an impression that Wald' s proof,
being based upon the mathematical induction, had nothing to do with the de
velopment of convex analy sis of that time . However, it should be noted that it
was Karl Menger who encouraged hirn to present his proof at the mathematical
colloquium. It may be conjectured that Wald's idea of proof also linked up with
the development of convex analysis.

Then we ask the question; to what extent did Wald's existence proof rest
on the properties of convexity? In order to give an answer to this question, we
examine Wald's proof and evaluate its mathematical structure.

As we have already mentioned above , it was Kar! Schlesinger who started
the discussion. The model which Schlesinger refonnulated may be summarized
as folIows.

(4) the demand-supply conditions for factor s:

As ;;:; r .

(5) the price-cost conditions for good s:

tA q =p.

(6) the demand function s:

(7) the complementary slackness conditions:

tq(r - As) = O.

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Schlesinger also raised the conjecture that this procedure would solve the
existence problem.

Wald inverted the demand function (6) to the form

Pj = h(Sj) (j = 1,2 , .. · , n). (8)

18 This paper was presented for the first time in 1932at the mathematical seminar of
Princeton University. Karl Menger invited hirn to present the paper at the mathe
matical colJoquium.
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Wald pro ved the theorem that the system of equations (4)(5)(7) and (8) has
a solution under the folIowing conditions (see Appendix (I )).

(A I) A ~ 0, and for each j there is at lea st one i for which a ij i= 0.
(A 2) r > 0.
(A3) For each i . the functi on h ( Sj ) is defined for every positive value of Sj ,

its value is nonnegative, continuous , and strictly monotone decreasing, and in
addition lim h ( S j ) = +00 .

Sj -+o

The idea of Wald 's proof was based on the mathematical induction by the
number of goods.

It can be readily seen that the sys tem of equations (4)(5)(7) and (8) has a
solution for the case n = 1. It now suffices to prove the theorem for the case n
on the inductive hypothesis that it holds for the case n - 1.

We define X= max{A > °I r. - a in).. ~ 0, i = 1,2, '" , m }. For each
).. E (0,X), consider the systern, which we denote by (W~_I)'

ai lSI + .. . + a i, n -ISn- 1 ;:;; r , - a in ).. = r; (i = 1, 2, " ' , m),
Pj = h(Sj) ,

Pj = a l j q l + ...+ a rnj qm (j = 1, 2, '" , n - 1) ,
qi ( a il s l + ...+ a i ,n -l Sn -1 - r;) = 0.

For).. E (0,X), the sys tem (W~_l) satisfies assumptions (A I) to (A3).

Then the sys tem (W~_ l) has solutions s; > 0, P; ~ °(j = 1, ' " , n - 1)
and q; ~ °(i = 1, . . . , m) by the inductive hypothesis. We choose Sn = ).. E
(0, X)19. The solutions for the case n - 1 and Sn = ).. satisfy alI the equations
except for tho se that contain the unknown Pn, that is to say,

Then we construct the set,

The essential argument of Wald 's proof is to show that there exists )..0 E

(0, X) such that °E T ()..o).
To obtain this result, Wald applies the intermediate value theorem to the

correspondence T : (0, X) -» R In order to appeal to this theorem, we have to
check a couple of points; that is to say,

(i) T is a convex-valued and bounded-valued correspondence that
has a closed graph on any clo sed subinterval I of (0,X), and

19 We are much indebted to Hi1denbrand [20] for an import ant insight into the mathe 
matica1 ideas embodied in Wald 's proo f.
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(ii) there are A'and >." in I such that T( >.') contains a non-positive
number and T(>.") contains a nonnegative number.

The remaining part of Wald's proof ([53], pp.15-16) is devoted to showing the
fulfillment of all the conditions of the intermediate value theorem. Thus , by
virtue of this theorem, there exists >'0 E (O ,"X) such that 0 E T(>'o). Then
Sn = >'0 together with the solution of (W~~1) constitute the solution of the
equation system (4)(5)(7) and (8).

We make here a few remarks on the characteristics of Wald's original
method of proof.
(I) Wald assumed that supply of the factor is exogenously given and does not
depend on the factor price . This assumption enabled Wald to solve the existence
problem in an elementary way. The first step is to solve the system of inequality
(4), which can be reduced to the problem that Julius Farkas proposed. Assurne
now that the desired solution s* actually exists. Then , one can obtain from (8)
the solution p* corresponding to this s*. Finally, we determine the value q*,
which must be chosen so as to satisfy both conditions (5) and (7).

The model developed by Schlesinger and Wald is based on the idea that
the system of equations should be modified to that of inequalities . Schlesinger
introduced nonnegative slack variables on the demand side of the factor market
equations. The condition (7) implies that if the condition (4) holds with strict
inequality for some factor i , then the corresponding price qi must be zero.

(Il) As mentioned above, Wald's idea of proof was based on the mathematical
induction by the number of goods. His proof was not based on the fixed point
theorem . Indeed, the proof of the existence for modified Walras-Cassel sys
tem could be achieved in much more elementary ways without the fixed point
theorem .

If we assurne that the supply of factor does depend on the factor prices,
the fixed point theorem must be needed for proving existence. Indeed let us
assurne the supply of factor r i is a function of its factor price q. , We start
with a vector q' = (qi ,q; , . . . ,q;n)' which is chosen arbitrarily. We solve the
system of inequality (4) for the vector q' and we obtain the solution s'. From
(8) the vector p' = (pi ,p; , . .. , p~ ) is obtained for the solution s' , Finally, we
determine the value q", which must be chosen so as to satisfy both condition
(5) and (7). However, there is no guarantee that the vector q" coincides with
the initial vector q'.

Arrow [4] introduces a Wald's episode in connection with the use of fixed
point theorem. In the Wald's paper, which was announced to appear in the
Ergebnisse in 1938, he formulated a general equilibrium theory in a pure ex
change economy on the basis of Paretian analysis. Wald ([55], pp.379-380)
referred repeatedly to the need for "method of modem mathematics" for the
proof. Unfortunately, Wald's paper was lost. Taking Uzawa [47]'s result into
account, the existence of equilibrium is mathematically equivalent to the fixed
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point theorem. Then, as Arrow ([4], p.26) pointed out, "it seems impossible
to conceive of any proof not based on a fixed point theorem". Thus Arrow
([4], p.26) conjectures that "the references to "modern method s" may imply
Wald's use of fixed point arguments". Arrow ([4], p.27) goes on to say; "But
we will never know, unless, against all probability, Wald's original manuscript
emerges".

It is often said that Wald 's proof is "clumsy" (for example, see Wolfowitz ,
([56], p.3». Thus, for example, Kuhn [24] reorganized Wald's proof by using
the duality theorem in linear programming and the Kakutani fixed point the
orem . In this paper, we do not take such an approach. Rather, we are going
to examine to what extent mathematical theorems can be proved based upon
Wald' s idea of proof. For example, we can prove the Minkowski -Farkas lemma
with the additional conditions (A I) and (A2) (see Appendix (Ilj).

Moreover, as is weil known, the duality theorem in linear programming can
be proved by using the Minkowski-Farkas lemma. We assurne the conditions
(Al) and (A2') r ;:;; 0 and p ;:;; O. We replace the equality of the price-cost
conditions for goods (5) by the inequality

tAq ;:;; p

and introduce the complementary slackness conditions

(9)

(10)

It can be verified that Wald's idea is applicable to the proof of the duality the
orem in linear programming with these additional conditions (see Appendix
(I1I». In addition , we consider the two-person zero-sum matrix game and the
minimax theorem. Wald's idea is applicable to the proof of the minimax theo
rem (see Appendix (IV».

Thanks to these mathematical exercises, we can evaluate the "depth" of
Wald's proof. The result of these exercises shows that Wald's proof con
tained mathematical contents attracting Viennese mathematicians' interest.
Then Menger seemed to consider that Wald's paper was well-qualified as a
material of the discussion in a seminar of mathematicians.

6. Concluding remarks

As we have mentioned above, Wald's existence proof should be regarded as
a starting point of the axiomatization in economics. In this paper, we have in
vestigated the intellectual milieu which stimulated Wald to the existence proof;
(a) the research activities in economics, (b) Hilbert's philosophy on the foun
dations of mathematics, (c) the new trend in the philosophy of science, and (d)
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the development of convex analysis . It was the interplay of these factors that
stimulated Wald to the existence proof. Karl Menger played an important role
as an organizer. He built the bridge between these factors.

We are now in a position to give a brief summary of this paper in compari
son with the preceding literature on this topic.

In section 2, we explored the reason why the members of Menger's collo
quium accepted the Walras-Cassel general equilibrium theory as a material of
the discussion in the seminar. Weintraub [57] omitted the question which we
posed in this paper. According to Weintraub, Cassel's book was widely used
as a text in Central European countries. However, we must pay attention to the
fact that the general equilibrium theory was severely attacked from the Austrian
economists such as von Mises and Mayer. We investigated the methodological
views shared by almost all members in Menger's colloquium. They rejected
the causal explanation of economic phenomena and looked for the study of
functional relations . In addition, Cassel's equation system was suitable for a
material of the discussion since all objects in the system were observable.

Wald axiomatized the Walras-Cassel system and solved the existence prob
lem.

In our views, Wald's concern for the existence proof reflected Hilbert 's phi
losophy on the foundations of mathematics. And his concern for the axiomatic
treatment in economics reflected the Vienna Circle 's philosophy. We have to
distinguish the influence of Hilbert's philosophy from that of the Vienna Cir
cle's philosophy.

Then, in section 3, we defined the content of Hilbert 's formalism as follow
ing; the consistency of the axiomatic system is equivalent to the existence of
the mathematical concept.

In contrast, Ingrao & Israel ([21]) and Punzo ([37], [38], [39]) seemed to
regard the essential content of Hilbert's formalism as purely logico-deductive
systems (see L. Punzo. [39] p.23).

For example , Ingrao & Israel ([21], pp.182-183) said that Hilbert's "Grund
lagen der Geometrie represented the programmatic manifesto of the axiomatic
movement and explicitly brings out the main points of this tendency, according
to which a mathematical theory is nothing more than a complex of theorem s
obtained through deductive logic and defining the properties of a mathematical
entity defined by axioms",

Ingrao & Israel ([21], pp.182-183) seemed to regard that the influence of
Hilbert's philosophy was reflected only in Wald's attitude toward axiomatizing
economics. This is due to their ambiguous grasp of the content of Hilbert's
formalism.

Hilbert's philosophy was mainly concerned with mathematics proper. On
the other hand, it was in economics that Wald achieved the existence proof.
On this point, Ingrao & Israel ([21], p.l87-188)pointed out that Wald was
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strongly influenced by the ideas of the Vienna Circle. They ([2 1], p.188) said
that Vienna was "the center of renewed interest in the fonnalization of the
social sciences". Ingrao & Israel ([2 1], p.189 ) regarded the fundamental theme
of the Vienna Circle 's philosophy as the "unification of the sciences",

Following the Vienna Circle's view, all sciences must be pursued according
to the same method. In order to approach this target , the axiomatic method
seems to be indispen sable.

In our views, the emergence of the existence proof in economics due to
Wald can be explained by his acceptance of Hilbert 's fonnali sm in connection
with the Vienna Circle 's philo sophy of science.

Finally, we have evaluated the mathematical depth of Wald's existence
proof. This aspect has never been considered in the preceding investigations
in the recent literature. We have shown that the important theorems in the field
of convex analysis such as the Minkow ski-Farkas lemma , the duality theorem
in linear programming and the minimax theorem can be proved based upon
Wald's idea of proof.

Mathematical economics flourished in Vienna between the Wars, which
seemed to forecast a briIIiant future. However, it could not be kept for long.
Hitler 's annexation of Austria ended that possibility.

Politicall y, Austria was in a state of increasing tension and chao s. Nazi
menace became urgent. Menger ([30], p.19) said;

The Ergebnisse was criticized (with specific reference to Wald) for
its large number of Jewish contributions just when I feIt that we
ought to honor that journal by making Wald co-editor. Issue 7 was
edited by Gödel, Wald and myself. Hut Issue 8 containing Wald's
paper on collecti ves was destined to be the last of the series. . . .
Viennese culture resembled a bed of delicate flowers to which its
owner refused soil and light while a fiendish neighbor was waiting
for a chance to ruin the entire garden .

The activitie s in the Vienna Circle and Menger's colloquium came to an
end. The members were dispersed.

Menger left for the United States and was offered a profe ssorship at the
University of Notre Dame in Indiana . Carnap also emigrated to the United
States in 1935, where he taught at the University of Chicago. In 1936, Schlick
was assassinated by a student on the stairways of the University of Vienna.
Karl Schlesinger committed a suicide exactly on the day of Hitler's invasion to
Austria .

Wald was reluctant to leave Vienna. Hut Morgen stern persuaded Wald to
leave Austria and got hirn to the United States.
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7. Appendix

In this Appendix, we evaluate the "depth" of Wald's proof. As we have already said
in section 5, we can prove the Minkowski-Farkas lemma, the duality theorem in linear
programming and the minimax theorem based upon Wald' s idea of proof.

At first, we briefty repeat Wald 's original method of proof for the convenien ce of
our arguments . Next, we shall show that Wald' s idea of proof is applicable to the proof
of the Minkowski-Farkas lemma, the duality theorem in linear programm ing and the
minimax theorem . These mathematical exercise s may help us to evaluate the "depth" of
Wald' s idea.
(I) Wald's proof

Let A be the m by n matrix with elements aij . And we denote by T an m
dimensional column vector with components Ti and by S an n -dimens ional column
vector with components Sj. P and q represent the column vectors with components
Pj (j = 1,2 , · · · , n) and qi (i = 1,2 , · ·· , m) respectively .

Wald considers the following system , which we denote by (W).

(j=1 ,2 · · · ,n) ,

Wald makes the following assumptions.
(A I) A ~ 0, and for each j there is at least one i for which aij i= O.
(A2) T > O.
(A3) For each i. the function fj(s j) is defined for every positive value of Sj , its
value is nonnegative, continuous , and strictly monotone decreasing, and in addition
lim f j(s j) = +00.

Sj - O

Wald's theorem If assumptions (A I) to (A3) are satisfied, then there exist solutions
sj > 0, pj ~ O(j = 1,2 , · ·· , n), q; ~ O(i = 1,2 , ·· · ,m) forthe system (W).

We state three lemmas before embarking on to the proof of Wald's theorem .

Lemma 1 Let sj, pj (j = 1,2,·· · , n ), q; (i = 1, 2, · ·· ,m ) be solutions and let
sj + b,Sj , pj + b,Pj (j = 1,2 ,· · · , n) , q; + b,qi (i = 1,2 , · · · , m) be solution s for
the system that arise out of (W) if the Ti are replaced by Ti + b,Ti. Then the following
condition holds;

Lemma 2 Let {T~ , T~ , .. . , T::-'} (k = 1, 2, ... ) be a convergent sequence of m
tuples of positive values that converges toward the m-tuple Tl , T2 , .. . , Tm , and let
sJ, pj (j = 1,2, · · · , n) , qf (i = 1,2 ,·· · , m) be solutions for the system (W k

)

which are obtained by substituting Tf for Ti in (W). Then the sequence {sj} is bounded

and for every i the sequence {qf} is also bounded .

Lemma3 If solutions of the system (W k) converge as k --> +00 to sj ,pj, q; , then
these numbers constitute solutions to the system (W).

We present a brief sketch of his proof.
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Proof For n = 1, the system obviously has a solution. Indeed, we define

S~ = maxjo > 0 IailOO ~ Ti , i = 1, 2, ' " ,m }

Then we obtain P~ = h (s~) ~ O. We can choose q; (i = 1, 2, · · · , m ) from the
non-empty convex set

We prove Wald 's theorem for the case n on the inductive hypothe sis that it holds for
n- l.

We define "X = max{A > 0 I Ti - ainA ~ 0, i = 1, 2, · · ' , m } . For each
A E (0, "X), consider the system, which we denote by (W~_ I ) '

(W~_.) {

ailS I + .. .+ ai,n- ISn- 1 ~ Ti - ainA = T; (i = 1, 2, ' " , m) ,
Pj = f j(s j) ,
Pj = aljql + ... + amj qm (j = 1,2 , · · · ,n - 1),
qi(a iisl + .. .+ ai,n- lSn-l - T;) = O.

For A E (0, "X), the system (W~_d satisfies assumptions (A I) to (A3). Thus the
system (W~_ I) has solutions sj > 0, pj ~ 0 (j = 1,2 , .. · ,n - 1) and q; ~ 0
(i = 1, 2, ' .. , m ) by the inductive hypothesis.

Now we define the set for all A E (0, "X),

II(A) = {alnql + ... + amnqm I (ql ,' . . , qm) are solutions of (W~_I) } '

From lemma I, it is verified that if 0 < AI < A2 < "X, then no number in II (A2)
is less than some number in II(Al )' Indeed , let Al and A2 be two numbers such that
0 < AI< A2 < "X.l f (ql ,q2 , · · · , qm )is any solution set of(W~~ I ) and (q l +

Llql , q2 + Llq2, . .. , qm + Llqm) is any solution set of (W~~ 1)' then lemma I shows
that

- aln(A2 - AI)Llql _ . . . - amn( A2 - AI)Llqm ~ O.

Then we obtain
alnLlql + a2nLlq2+ ... + amnLlqm ~ O.

Wald ([53], p.15) shows that the set II (A) is bounded, closed and convex. So the set
II (A) is closed interval, which we denote by [zr.(A), 1f(A)] . From this, it follows that the
sets II (AI) and II (A2) are either disjo int or they have only one point in common.

Now let {Ad (k = 1, 2, · · · ) be a sequence such that for every k, 0 < A <
Ak < "X and lirn Ak = A. The sequence {zr.(Ak)} is bounded . Let ß be a limit of

k-. + OCl

this sequence. Then ß ~ 1f(A). From lemma 2, the sequence of solution sets for the

system (W~~ I ) (k = 1, 2, " ') is bounded. From lemma 3, ßbelong s to the set II(A).
Since Ak > A, it must be identi cal with 1f(A). Hence we have lim zr.(Ak) = 1f(A).

k~+oo

Similarly, from 0 < Ak < A < "X and lim Ak = A, it follows that !im 1f(Ak) =
k~+ oo k~+oo

zr.(A). Furthermore, it follows that when A -----+ "X the sequence {zr.(A)} converges.
For every A E (0, "X), we set
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z:(>') =1!:(>') - fn (>.) ,
T(>') = 1f(>') - f n(>'),

and define the closed interval T(>') = [z:, T). Let 0 < >'1 < >'2 < };. Then it follows
that T(>'d < z:(>'2) by assumption (A3) . It therefore follows that T(>'d and T(>'2) are
disjoint for >'1 f= >'2.

We distinguish two cases; one is the case in which liII!.1!:(>') > f n(};) holds, the
>. ~>.

other is the case in which liII!.1!:(>') ~ f n(};) holds. We focus on the former case. We
>. ~>.

omit the latter case because the proof is straightforward and that this does not matter for
the purpose of our arguments.

In the former case, it is obvious that liII!.Z:(>') > 0 and lim T(>') = -00. Then, it
>.~>. >.~o

follows that there exists a >'0 E (O,};) such that 0 E T(>'o) .
Then S n = >'0 together with the solution of (W~?-l) constitute the solution of (W) .

This completes the proof of Wald's theorem .

As we have already said in section 5, the essenti al argument of Wald's proof is to
show that there exists a >'0 E (O,};) such that 0 E T(>'o). As Hildenbrand [20] says,
Wald applies the intermediate value theorem for a correspondence in order to obtain
this result. He presents the theorem without proof. We prove here the intermediate value
theorem for a correspondence.

Intermediate value theorem Let T be a convex-valued and bounded-valued corre
spondence from a closed interval I into ~ that has a closed graph . If there are ;r. and x
in I such that T(;r) contains a non-positive number and T(x) contains a nonnegative
number, then there exists x* E I such that 0 E T(x*) .

Proof. Let I = [;r.,x). It suffices to prove the theorem for the case where 0 f/. T(;r.) .
Without loss of generality, we may assume that T(;r.) contains only negative numbers
and that T( x) contains only positive numbers.

Now we suppose that there exists no x" E I such that 0 E T(x*).
By assumption, T is a convex-valued correspondence. Then the interval I can be

decomposed into the union of some nonintersecting nonempty interval 1- and 1+ of
I. Here an interval 1- consists of all points x such that T(x) contains only negative
numbers . Similarly, an interval 1+ consists of all points x such that T(x) contains only
positive numbers. It is c1ear that T is upper hemi-continuous since T is a bounded
valued correspondence and has a closed graph . By the upper hemi-continuity of T, both
1- and 1+ are relatively open in I . Moreover, 1+ and r are disjoint, i.e. 1+nr = 0,
and 1+ U 1- = I . This contradicts to the connectedness of I.

(11)The Minkowski-Farkas lemma
Based upon Wald's idea of proof, we can prove the Minkowski-Farkas lemma with

the additional conditions (A 1) A ~ 0, and for each j there is at least one i for which
a ij f= 0, and (A2) r > O.

The Minkowski-Farkas lemma asserts that exactly one of the following alternatives
holds

(11) As = r
has a nonnegat ive solution, or the inequalities

(12) tAq ~ 0, "qr < 0
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have a solution.

Let us consider the column vectors a, of A. The set of all nonnegative linear com
binations of the a: forms a convex cone L {a1, az, .. . , an } spanned by the a. , The
statement that the equality (11) has no nonnegative solution means that vector r does
not lie in L {a l , az , . . . , an }. In this case, the lemma asserts that there exists a vector
q which makes an obtuse angle with rand a nonobtuse angle with each of the vector
tu . This implies that there exists a hyperplane that has the cone L {al , az, . . . , an} on
one side and the point r on the other. For this reason, the Minkowski-Farkas lemma is
referred to as the theorem of the separating hyperplane.

A convex set in question is build up from the convex hull of a finite number of
halflines. Therefore we can construct such a hyperplane by finite steps. This fact enabled
us to prove the theorem on mathematical induction .

Proof Assuming now that (I I) has no nonnegative solution, we shall show that (12)
has a solution . We proceed by induction on n, the number of columns of A.

lf n = 1, then (11) become s

{

a llS I = rl

a Zl sl = rz

a m :l s l = ••

Since a1 and r are linearly independent, we can choose q f= 0 so as to satisfy (12) .
Now, assume the theorem holds for n = N - 1 and let us prove it for n = N .
lf the solution q satisfies

then the assertion is proved .
Conversely, suppose

Let

aj = (q, aN)aj - (aj , q)aN (1 ~ j ~ N - 1),
r = (q, aN)r - (q, r )aN .

Then r ~ L{a1 ,az,' " aN-J} .
N-1

For if not so, there exist nonnegative numbers Aj such that r = L: Aja j . Then
j=l

N- 1
= L: Aj [(q,aN)aj - (aj , q)aN]

j = 1

N- 1 N- 1
= L: (Aj(q, aN) aj) + L: (- Aj(aj, q)aN )'

j=l j=l
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Hence we have

which means r E L {c,, a2 , . . .aN- I, aN}. This is a contradiction.
By the inductive hypothesis there exists q such that (aj, q) ~ 0 (1 ~ j ~ N - 1)

and (q, r ) < O.
Then let q* = (q,aN)q - (q,aN)q and note

(q*, aj ) = (q,aN)(q,aj ) - (q,aN)(q,aj)

= (aj ,q) ~ 0,

(q* ,aN) = (q,aN)(q,aN) - (q,aN)(q,aN)

=0,

(q*, r) = (q,aN)(q, r ) - (q,aN)(q, r )

= (q,r) < O.

Thus, q* satisfies (lZ) and the theorem is proved.

(111) The duality theorem in linear programming
Moreover, as is weil known, the standard method to prove the duality theorem in

linear programming is to appeal to the Minkowski-Farkas lemma. We replace the equal
ity of the price-cost conditions for goods t Aq = p by the inequality t Aq ~ p and p
is assumed to be given. We introduce the complementary slackness conditions (16)
t sCAq - p) = o. It can be verified that Wald's idea is applicable to the proof of the
duality theorem in linear programming.

We consider the following system.

(13) As S r,
(14) tq(As - r) = 0,
(15) tAq ~ p,
(16) tsCAq-p) =0.

We assume (AI) A ~ 0, and for each j there is at least one i for which aij i= 0,
(AZ') r ~ 0 and p ~ O. We prove that the above system has nonnegative solutions s
and q.

Prooj. We proceed by induction on n . If n = I, then (13) becomes
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By assumption (AI), for each j there is at least one i such that a ij i- O. For each
such i we form r i[o;1 and denote the minimum of these values by 0' . Then 0' is a
solution of (13).

For the case SI = 0' = 0, it is obvious that we can choose q in a manner satisfying
conditions (14)(15) and (16).

We consider the case SI = 0' > O. For SI = 0' > 0, if (13) a i1Si ;;:;; r i (i =
1,2, ' .. , m) hold with strict inequality for some i , then the corresponding qi is zero .
Th en, without loss of generality, we may assume (reordering if neces sary)

In view of (15) and (16), we can choose qk so as to satisfy the condition all q1 +a21q2+

...+ ak 1qk = PI .
Now we define

>: =max{A ~O l ri - ai N)..~O, i =1 ,2, · ·· ,m}

and r; = r. - aiN )... From ).. E [0, >:], it follows that r; ~ O.
Con sider the system for n = N - 1.

am1S1 + am2S2 + ...+ am.N - 1SN -1 ;;:;; r m - amN).. = r~

xE [0,>:],

«n si + a12s2+ ' " + a1.N- 1sN- 1
a21S1 + a22s2+ ' " + a2.N - 1sN - 1

;;:;;r1 - a1N).. = r i
;;:;; r 2 - a2N A = r ;

(18)

(19) {

(20)

N -1 N - 1
q1( L a1j Sj - r;) + ... + qm( L amjs j - r~) = 0,

j = l j=l

a l1 q1 + a21q2+ + am1qm ~ PI
a 12q1 + a22q2+ +am2qm ~ P2

m m

sl(L a i 1qi - PI) + .. .+ SN- 1( L ai ,N - 1qi - PN -J) = O.
i = l i = l

We assume that the system for n = N - 1 has nonnegative solutions SI, . . . , SN -1
and qi , ... , qm . And we now prove the theorem for n = N .

We distinguish two cases.
[Casei] There exist s q in the solution set for n = N - 1 such that ai s q, + ... +
amNqm ~ PN. In this case, we can choosc SN = ).. E [0, >:] so as to suit our purposes.
Then q together with SI, .. . , SN - 1 , SN = ).. con stitute the solution of the system.
[Case2] For any q in the solution set, a1Nq1+.. ·+ amN qm < PN holds. By assumption
(A 1), there exists at least one i which attains >:. We choose one of such i and denote it
by r .
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Let f(t) = asrsq: + ... + ai" N(qi" + t) + . . . + amNqm , (t ~ 0). Then, f(O) <
PN, f( +00) = +00 and f is continuous. By the intermediate value theorem, there
exists i" such that f(t*) = PN . Consider q' = (ql ' . .. .q,» + t*, . . . , qm). For such a
vector q', the condition (18) holds, since r;" = 0 and a, "1 SI +...+ai" ,N-1 SN- 1 = O.
It is obvious that q' satisfies the condition (19). The equation (20) also holds. Here we
note when ai" j = 0, Sj ~ 0, and when ai" j =I- 0, Sj = O. The left-hand-side of (20) is

SI[allql + . . . + ai"l(qi" + t*) + ...+ amlqm - PI]

+ + SN-dal ,N-lql + + ai" ,N-l(qi" + t*) + + am,N-lqm - PN-I]

=0.

Then q' together with SI , . .. , SN- I, SN = >: constitute the solution of the system. We
complete the proof.

(IV) The minimax theorem
In its mathematical structure , the minimax theorem has tumed out to be similar to

the duality theorem in linear programming.
We consider the two-person zero-surn matrix game and the minimax theorem .

Wald's idea is applicable to the proof of the minimax theorem . We interpret A ~ 0
as a (m x n) payoff matrix and assurne (A I) A ~ 0, and for each j there is at least one
i for which aij =I- O. In order to prove thc minimax theorem, it suffices to show that the
expected payoff has a saddle point.

Let 1m =t (1,1, .· . , 1) E ~m , In =t (1,1, · · · , 1) E IRn and let us consider the
following system,

We can prove that this system has nonnegative solutions s" and q* in exactly the
same way as the above theorem . For such s" and q" , t s* l n =t q*lm holds. We set
v =ts* l n = t q* l m.

We define

Thus,

S* = .!.s*
v

* 1 *ij =-q
v

n

s: E SI = {(sl ,h · ·· , Sn ) E IRn I I: Sj = 1, s, ~ O},
j = 1

m

ij* E S2 = {(ijl , ij2, · · · , ijm) E IRm I I:iji = 1, iji ~ O}.
i= l
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For any sE SI and ij E 52,

t -A -* < t -11 _ Iq s = q- m - - ,
V V

Th . t -* A-* 1 btaius, smce q s = - , we 0 tam
v

This shows that (s* , ij*) is a sadd le point.
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